MISSION

TO INVESTIGATE THE PATHOGENESIS, DIAGNOSIS, TREATMENT, AND PREVENTION OF MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASE AND INJURY FOR THE BETTERMENT OF BOTH ANIMALS AND HUMANS.
"Our principal focus continues to be solving the significant problems in equine musculoskeletal disease"

IT IS MY PLEASURE TO PRESENT OUR 2014 REPORT from the Orthopaedic Research Center (including the Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Laboratory) at Colorado State University. Our principal focus continues to be solving the significant problems in equine musculoskeletal disease as can be seen in this report but we also continue to investigate questions relevant to human joint disease and techniques and devices for human osteoarthritis and articular cartilage repair when the technique can potentially benefit the horse. The increased number of translational projects and funding support from the National Institute of Health (NIH) support our mission of helping both horses and humans.

As part of that evolution the big news this year is the gift of $42.5 million from John and Leslie Malone to support the development of an Institute of Biologic Translational Therapies. The vision of the IBTT is to investigate next generation remedies based on living cells and their products including patient-derived stem cells and their products. The IBTT has been funded by the latest gift has to complete funding to build the IBTT Colorado State University is contributing $10 million, and at the time of going to press, we have attained another $20 million gift which allows us to completely fund the new building.

We have also had substantial gifts from Barbara Cox Anthony Estate (Barbara Cox Anthony had previously donated $3 million Endowed Chair that I have the honor of sitting in, as well as a second University Chair in Oncology). The latest gift has funded the re-roofing of the Orthopaedic Research Laboratories and provided, which allowed for improvement of those facilities and renovations as well as additional support for research projects. We thank Barbara Cox Anthony’s son, Jim Kennedy, for his continued support of the program. Another new donor is the Louis L. Borick Foundation which is allowing us to purchase and house the first standing equine computed tomographic unit (CT) that was installed in July in the US and I particularly thank Robert Borick for his support.

There have been a number of exciting research projects and these are summarized in this report. Particularly notable are collaborative projects with MIT looking at the combination of microfracture in a self-assembling hydrogel to promote the repair of defects of the equine stifle (directly comparable to the human knee) that has been published in the prestigious Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery, two very positive studies on the value of intra-articular MSCs for traumatic injury to the equine femorotibial joint as well as demonstration of enhancement of cartilage repair. The development of the new standing CT from Epica™ is the beginning of an ongoing collaborative project with the company to develop a standing CT for the limb. The current standing CT will enable standing evaluation of those problems in sport horses. Use of CT for standing evaluation in the limb is an ultimate goal that we have and a joint venture with Epica™ will hopefully result in this in the near future. Two other significant studies in cartilage repair, one with examining chondroprogenitor cells derived from the surface of articular cartilage and another evaluating bone marrow-derived stem cells placed into articular defects have both also been published in the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery.

We have continued to have new developments in the faculty, staff and facilities. Our first two graduates from the residency program in Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Drs. Dora Ferris and Erin Contino, both have passed the examination and are now Diplomates of the College of American Veterinary Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation. Dr. Myra Barrett joined us as a faculty member and is the first tenure track position specifically in equine imaging. Dr. Mindy Story joined us as an Assistant Professor in Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation and Dr. Erin Contino also joined our faculty as an equine fellow in imaging and is going to become an Assistant Professor in the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Program within this current year. We have also seen a number of other staff changes including Chissy Battaglia joining us as a Research Scientist/Lab Manager and her contributions have already made a significant change to efficiency within the laboratory.

Accomplishments at the ORC over the past year are detailed in this report. Because of our increasing level of productivity we have converted from a two year report to a one year report to keep the information current. Our accomplishments in this report could not be achieved without our team of faculty and staff as well as the excellent support of our funding agencies (Grayson-Jockey Club Research Foundation, American Quarter Horse Association and United States Equestrian Federation), corporation funding and individual donors. With this help we continue to achieve our goals and also make new ones as new clinical questions arise.

Best wishes,

Wayne McIlwraith
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*continued*
MUSCULOSKELETAL TISSUE HEALING
This focus addresses articular cartilage, tendon, ligament, and menisci healing.

EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASE
This includes the development of novel imaging techniques (present and future), body fluid markers, and also molecular monitoring. The uses of these early diagnostic techniques include:

a. Evaluation of the pathogenesis of bone and joint disease

b. Early detection of disease processes

c. Monitoring of therapy, with the long-term goal of preventing severe arthritis or failure

IMPROVEMENT IN THE UNDERSTANDING OR THE PATHOGENESIS OF EXERCISE-INDUCED AND DEVELOPMENTAL MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASE
These investigations use molecular tools such as reverse transcriptase PCR for evaluation of tissues in various stages of the disease, biomechanical and modeling studies, and imaging techniques, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT), to monitor early events in bone disease.

CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL THERAPIES FOR TRAUMATIC SYNOVITIS, CAPSULITIS, AND OSTEOARTHRITIS
This focus includes evaluation of biologic inhibitors of critical mediators in joint disease, novel protein therapies, including platelet-rich plasma (PRP), gene therapy techniques, and mesenchymal stem cell therapies.

VALIDATION OF REHABILITATION AND PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNIQUES FOR MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASE
These include objective assessment of integrative therapies, including manipulation and acupuncture for management of musculoskeletal disease and pain, as well as rehabilitative techniques of swimming, underwater treadmill, and hyperbaric therapy.

**THE MUSCULOSKELETAL RESEARCH PROGRAM COVERS ALL ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH AT COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY AND INCLUDES:**

1. Orthopaedic Research Center, including Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Laboratory
2. Preclinical Surgical Research Laboratory
3. Orthopaedic Oncology
Most of the faculty within the Musculoskeletal Research Program are also faculty in the School of Biomedical Engineering. Colorado State University’s School of Biomedical Engineering (SBME) was formed in March 2007 to address society’s needs in bioengineering, one of the fastest emerging areas of scientific discovery. The SBME is an interdisciplinary program built on strong faculty and research programs in the Colleges of Applied Human Sciences, Engineering, Natural Sciences, and Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences. Drs. Christian Puttlitz, Tammy Donahue, Wayne McIlwraith, David Frisbie, Chris Kawcak, Seth Donahue, Laurie Goodrich, Kevin Haussler and John Kisiday of the Orthopaedic Research Center are core faculty members of the program in biomedical engineering research, which is rapidly expanding to all areas of human health. New technologies being developed at CSU are enabling people to continue active and healthy lifestyles.

SBME students have the opportunity to collaborate with faculty from these four colleges and eleven departments, including the highly ranked Professional Veterinary Medicine program.

SBME now offers bachelor of science (B.S.), master of engineering (M.E.), master of science (M.S.), and doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) degrees. The M.S. and Ph.D. programs focus on three main research areas: biomechanics and biomaterials; molecular, cellular, and tissue engineering; and medical diagnostics, devices, and imaging. Within these three areas, students participate in cutting-edge research from therapies and imaging modalities for fighting cancer to improving equipment used in open heart surgery. In order to allow flexibility to explore the multiple research possibilities, fully funded (stipend and tuition) lab rotation fellowships are available for first-year Ph.D. students.
ORTHOPAEDIC RESEARCH CENTER
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Honors include: Colorado State University AAEP Faculty Award for Excellence in Teaching Equine Medicine and Surgery, 1981-82; Colorado State University Alumni Outstanding Faculty Award, 1983; DLT Smith Visiting Scientist, University of Saskatchewan, 1992; Inducted into the George H. Glover Gallery of Distinguished Faculty and Alumni, CSU, 1993; Awarded the Tiemlink Hochmoor Prize at Equitana, 10th Equine Veterinary Conference, Essen, Germany, 1993, for international contributions to Equine Orthopaedics; the Schering-Plough Award from World Equine Veterinary Association for Equine Applied Research for outstanding research work in equine locomotor disorders in Yokohama, Japan, 1995; Jacques Jenny Lecturer, Veterinary Orthopaedic Society, 1997; John Hickman Award for Equine Orthopaedics for leading work in arthroscopic surgery and equine joint disease research, British Equine Veterinary Association and Equine Veterinary Journal, Harrogate, England, 1997; Dr. med. vet. (honoris causa), University of Vienna, 1995; D.Sc., Purdue University, 2001; D.Sc. (hc), Massey University, 2003; Lauris Dr. (hc), Turin University 2004; Inducted into UK Equine Research Hall of Fame 2005; Frank Milne Lecturer (Lifetime Contribution Award), AAEP 2005; Founders Award for Lifetime Achievement, ACVS, 2006; Elastikon Equine Research Award, Johnson & Johnson and Grayson-Jockey Club Research Foundation, 2008-2009; Colorado State University Scholarship Impact Award 2007; University Distinguished Professor, Colorado State University 2009; Distinguished Life Member, AAEP, 2009; Dr. vet. med. (honoris causa), Royal Veterinary College, University of London, 2010; Life Member, New Zealand Equine Veterinary Association, 2011; Jacob Markowitz Award, Academy of Surgical Research, 2011; Marshall R. Urist M.D. Award for Excellence in Tissue Regeneration Research, Orthopaedic Research Society, 2014; American Association Equine Practitioners Distinguished Service Award, 2014.
Nicolette Ehrhart  
D.V.M., M.S., DACVS, Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences  
Research Interests: Stem Cell Therapy, Tissue Engineering, Guided Bone Regeneration, Allograft Healing, Limb Preservation, Bone Substitutes

David D. Frisbie  
D.V.M., M.S., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS & ACVSMR, Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences  
Research Interests: Treatment and diagnosis of joint disease, biologic treatment of musculoskeletal injuries, gene therapy

Laurie Goodrich  
D.V.M., M.S., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS, Associate Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences  
Research Interests: Gene therapy, stem cell therapy

Myra Barrett  
D.V.M., M.S., Diplomate ACVR, Assistant Professor of Radiology, Department of Environmental & Radiological Health Sciences  
Research Interests: Equine musculoskeletal imaging and comparative imaging

Dr. Frisbie began his professional career after obtaining both a B.S. in biochemistry and a D.V.M. from the University of Wisconsin. He then went to New York, where he completed a Surgical Internship at Cornell University and began his research in joint disease. After completing his internship, Dr. Frisbie came to CSU, where he continued his joint research, completed a surgical residency in Large Animal Surgery, and obtained a master’s degree in joint pathology. After completion of his residency, Dr. Frisbie began his work on a novel way to treat joint disease using gene therapy, which was the focus of his Ph.D. During work on his Ph.D., Dr. Frisbie became board-certified in Large Animal Surgery and is a Diplomate of the American College of Veterinary Surgeons. He joined the faculty as an assistant professor in Equine Surgery in the Department of Clinical Sciences in 1999, was promoted to associate professor (with tenure) in 2007, and then to professor in 2013. He is also a Diplomate of the American College of Veterinary Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation.

His current joint disease research is in two basic fields: 1) treatment of joint disease (therapeutics he has evaluated include AlloDerm®, corticosteroids, such as Vetalog® and Depo-Medrol®, Orthovox® (RPM®), and stem cells), and new methods of diagnosing joint disease, such as standing arthroscopy of the equine stifle; and 2) biologic methods for treating musculoskeletal injuries, including tendon and ligaments, as well as joints. This research focus has blossomed into the testing of multiple biologic agents, allowing for side-by-side comparisons, as well as pioneering novel techniques for treating joint, tendon, and ligamentous injuries.

Honors include: Pfizer Animal Health Award for Research Excellence, 2001; American Association of Equine Practitioners Presidential Award, 2011.

Dr. Ehrhart is one of 30 fellowship-trained veterinary surgical oncologists in the world. She is a full professor in surgical oncology at the highly acclaimed Animal Cancer Center and has been a member of the CSU faculty since 2002. She is the director of the Laboratory of Comparative Musculoskeletal Oncology and Traumatology and has been actively involved in limb preservation research, regenerative medicine, tissue engineering, and sarcoma research for the last sixteen years. She has been an invited speaker at various venues for MD researchers in translational research, both nationally and internationally. She holds joint faculty positions in the School of Biomedical Engineering, the Cell and Molecular Biology program, the Gates Regenerative Medicine Center at the University of Colorado, and The University of Colorado Cancer Center. In addition to her research, she has held several prestigious positions in the American College of Veterinary Surgeons (Scientific Program Chair; Residents Forum Chair, and Examination Committee) and Veterinary Orthopedic Society (President). She has authored numerous publications on limb preservation and translational cancer research. She is currently the director of the Musculoskeletal Oncology section of the University-wide Cancer Supercluster.

Dr. Goodrich joined the faculty at CSU College of Veterinary Medicine in April of 2005 as an assistant professor in Equine Surgery and Lameness. Prior to joining the faculty, she obtained her D.V.M. from the University of Illinois, and completed an internship in Large Animal Surgery and Medicine at Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine. Following her internship, Dr. Goodrich joined the faculty at Virginia for one year as an equine ambulatory clinician before going on to complete her residency in Equine Surgery at the Equine Medical Center in Leesburg, VA. She also obtained a Master of Science in Pharmacology during her residency. Dr. Goodrich subsequently joined the large animal surgery faculty at Cornell University’s College of Veterinary Medicine and became Board Certified in Large Animal Surgery in 1999. At Cornell, she rotated as Chief-Of-Service for the Orthopedic, Soft Tissue, and Emergency Surgery Services. In 2000, she began a Ph.D. in Cartilage Repair and Gene Therapy. Her research included the transplantation of genetically modified chondrocytes (cells of cartilage) into the defects of cartilage to improve cartilage healing. She completed her Ph.D. in the fall of 2004. Since commencing her position at CSU, Dr. Goodrich has focused on gene therapy and regenerative medicine for musculoskeletal disease in joint and bone repair. Specifically, her main focuses have included using IGF-I, IL-1ra, and BMP gene therapy to enhance cartilage repair, reduce inflammation in osteoarthrits, and improve bone repair, respectively. Further, she has investigated stem cell therapy applications for enhancement of cartilage repair. She is now an associate professor in equine surgery and lameness. Dr. Goodrich’s clinical interests are broad and include joint disease, lameness, arthroscopy, fracture repair, (laparoscopy), wound healing, neoplasia, and pain management.

Honors include: Orthopedic Research Society, New Investigator Research Award, Semi-Finalist, 2006; Recipient five-year NIH KO8 Training Grant, 2008-2013; Clinician of the Year Award for Teaching Excellence, 2011; Elastikon Equine Research Award, 2011.

Dr. Barrett earned her D.V.M. from Colorado State University. After graduating, she completed a year-long internship at Oakridge Equine Hospital in Edmond, Okla. Dr. Barrett underwent a non-conforming residency program in radiology in order to particularly focus on equine diagnostic imaging. The residency was based at CSU, but included training with multiple equine imaging experts in the U.S. and internationally. At the same time, Dr. Barrett obtained a master’s degree through the DRTC. She remained at CSU and is currently an assistant professor of radiology. Dr. Barrett works closely with the Equine Surgery and Sports Medicine services. She has spoken at multiple large national meetings and is regularly involved in continuing education courses. Dr. Barrett is dedicated to the advancement of the specialty of equine diagnostic imaging and is currently the president-elect of the Large Animal Diagnostic Imaging Society, a subgroup of the American College of Veterinary Radiology.
Kevin K. Haussler  
D.V.M., D.C., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVSMR, Associate Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences  

Research Interests: Etiopathogenesis and objective assessment of musculoskeletal pain, spinal dysfunction, and sacroiliac joint disorders; spinal kinematics and conservative management of spinal-related disorders; clinical research in the areas of veterinary chiropractic, acupuncture, physiotherapy modalities, and musculoskeletal rehabilitation

Dr. Haussler obtained a B.S. in agriculture from the University of Nebraska - Lincoln in 1984. He graduated in 1988 from The Ohio State University College of Veterinary Medicine, followed by a small animal internship at the Sacramento Animal Medical Group in 1989. Dr. Haussler was a relief veterinarian for multiple small animal practices, emergency clinics, and humane societies from 1989 to 1994, when he became interested in pursuing further specialized training in the diagnosis and management of pain and musculoskeletal disorders in animals. He enrolled in Palmer College of Chiropractic - West, a human chiropractic program, to learn how to apply human chiropractic techniques and principles to the treatment of animals with musculoskeletal-related disorders. Dr. Haussler started veterinary chiropractic practice with equine and small animal patients in 1992. After graduating with a Doctor of Chiropractic (D.C.) degree from Palmer College of Chiropractic - West in 1993, Dr. Haussler obtained a Ph.D. comparative pathology from the University of California - Davis, School of Veterinary Medicine in 1997. The focus of his Ph.D. research studies was the evaluation of the anatomy, pathology, and biomechanics of the lower back and pelvis of Thoroughbred racehorses. He then went on to complete a post-doctorate investigating in-vivo equine spine kinematics in 1999 at the Department of Anatomy, College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell University. As a Lecturer at Cornell University until 2005, he was responsible for teaching equine anatomy, biomechanical research, and initiation of a clinical Integrative Medicine Service at the Cornell University Hospital for Animals in both the large and small animal clinics that provided chiropractic, acupuncture, and physical therapy services. Dr. Haussler’s research studies included evaluation of in vivo equine spinal kinematics, paraspinus muscle morphology and histochemistry, and the initiation of equine chiropractic research assessing pain and spinal flexibility. Currently, Dr. Haussler is an assistant professor with continued research interests in objective assessment of musculoskeletal pain and spinal dysfunction, and evaluation of rehabilitation approaches to both large and small animals.

Honors Include: James M. Wilson Award for Equine Research, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of California, Davis, 1997

Erin Contino  
D.V.M., M.S., DACVS

Dr. Contino recently joined our faculty as an Equine Fellow in Imaging and is going to become an Assistant Professor in the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Program in 2016. Erin is a Colorado State University D.V.M. graduate, who after interning at Pioneer Equine Hospital, did a three year Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Residency at CSU (completed June 30, 2016) and then passed the examination to become a Diplomate of the American College of Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation in August of this year. Before and during her time as a D.V.M. student she also completed an M.S. degree at the Orthopaedic Research Center.

Christopher E. Kawcak  
D.V.M., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS & ACVSMR, Professor, Iron Rose College Chair in Musculoskeletal Research, Department of Clinical Sciences  

Research Interests: Subchondral bone histomorphometry, biomechanical modeling of joint loading, and imaging of early subchondral disease in pathogenesis of joint disease

Dr. Kawcak joined our faculty in 1998 as an Assistant Professor after completing his Ph.D. He is now a Professor in the Iron Rose Ranch Chair in the ORC, and is Director of Equine Clinical Services in the James L. Voss Veterinary Teaching Hospital. His collaborations with the Biomedical Engineering Program at CSU, the Southwest Research Institute in San Antonio, Texas, The I-STAR Laboratory at Johns Hopkins University, the Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering, The University of Auckland, and other laboratories worldwide have allowed for more sophisticated assessment of joint disease and healing. Dr. Kawcak is currently involved with research projects evaluating the effects of exercise on the incidence of musculoskeletal injury, the development of computerized models of joints and joint diseases, and development of a new standing computed tomography machine for horses. He has over 100 publications and has been an invited speaker in the U.S. and Europe, and is involved with the American Association of Equine Practitioners, the American College of Veterinary Surgeons, and the American College of Veterinary Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation.


Dr. Melissa King  
D.V.M., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS and ACVSMR, Assistant Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences; Lead Clinician, Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Service  

Research Interests: Equine sports medicine and rehabilitation

Dr. Melissa King received her D.V.M. from CSU in 1997 and then completed an internship at Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital in Lexington, Ky. Upon completion of her internship, Dr. King returned to northern Colorado to begin her career as an equine ambulatory clinician focusing on equine sports medicine. In 2011, Dr. King completed a Ph.D. at the ORC assessing the efficacy of underwater treadmill exercise to diminish the progression of carpal osteoarthritis. Currently, Dr. King is an assistant professor and the lead clinician for the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Service at CSU. Dr. King is actively involved in clinical research to advance the quality and effectiveness of rehabilitation for the equine athlete.

Dr. Melissa King received her D.V.M. from CSU in 1997 and then completed an internship at Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital in Lexington, Ky. Upon completion of her internship, Dr. King returned to northern Colorado to begin her career as an equine ambulatory clinician focusing on equine sports medicine. In 2011, Dr. King completed a Ph.D. at the ORC assessing the efficacy of underwater treadmill exercise to diminish the progression of carpal osteoarthritis. Currently, Dr. King is an assistant professor and the lead clinician for the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Service at CSU. Dr. King is actively involved in clinical research to advance the quality and effectiveness of rehabilitation for the equine athlete.
John Kisiday was hired as an assistant professor in Clinical Sciences in a research and teaching appointment at the ORC in January 2005 after doing his Ph.D. at MIT in bioengineering, and a collaborative post-doctoral fellowship with CSU and MIT. He is now an associate professor in Clinical Sciences. Dr. Kisiday is currently involved with research projects evaluating the potential of bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells to heal orthopaedic injuries, with an emphasis on cartilage repair. He has collaborated with ORC faculty to bring autologous mesenchymal stem cell treatments to the clinic. In the laboratory, he is investigating factors that influence mesenchymal stem cell differentiation with the goal of increasing the effectiveness of clinical treatments.

Honors include: Young Investigator Award, Engineering Tissues Workshop, Hilton Head, 2003; NIH Biotechnology Pre-doctoral Training Grant, 2001-2003; MIT President Pre-doctoral Fellowship, 1999

Valerie Moorman graduated from North Carolina State University with a B.S. in Animal Science in 2000. She graduated from North Carolina State University College of Veterinary Medicine in 2004. She then completed an internship in large animal medicine and surgery at Auburn University in June 2005 and continued as a large animal ambulatory clinical instructor through June 2006. She then completed a combined equine surgery residency and master’s program at Oklahoma State University in July 2009. She became a Diplomate of the American College of Veterinary Surgeons in March 2010, and in July 2009, she began a Ph.D. program at the Orthopaedic Research Center at CSU, where she worked to develop a hoof-mounted motion analysis system. From July 2009 until June 2012, she also provided after-hours surgical emergency coverage at the CSU James L. Voss Veterinary Teaching Hospital. From July 2012 until July 2013, she served as staff veterinarian at the ORC. In July 2013, she was named an Assistant Professor of Equine Surgery and Lameness in the Department of Clinical Sciences at Colorado State University.

Dr. Richard Slayden has 14 years of drug discovery and genomics experience with bacterial pathogens (F. tularensis, Burkholderia pseudomallei, Y. pestis, M. tuberculosis) and mouse models of infection. In the last several years, Dr. Slayden has employed Next Generation Sequencing techniques and metagenomics strategies to perform systems-based transcriptional studies to investigate molecular marks and metabolic tendencies of complex biological systems, including animal models of infection. During this time, Dr. Slayden has formed multi-disciplinary collaborations in the areas of microbiology, infectious disease, mathematics, and computational modeling to study host-pathogen interactions. Using this approach, Dr. Slayden has successfully characterized the host response to different infections and the unique in vivo transcriptional patterns and metabolism of bacterial pathogens.

Valerie Moorman
D.V.M., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS, Assistant Professor, Equine Surgery and Lameness
Research Interests: Early detection of musculoskeletal injury and methods of quantitative lameness detection

Dr. Richard Slayden
Ph.D., Associate Professor of Microbiology, Executive Director and founding member of the Center for Environmental Medicine at CSU

Dr. Melissa King received her D.V.M. from CSU in 1997 and then completed an internship at Rood & Riddle Equine Hospital in Lexington, Ky. Upon completion of her internship, Dr. King returned to northern Colorado to begin her career as an equine ambulatory clinician focusing on equine sports medicine. In 2011, Dr. King completed a Ph.D. at the ORC assessing the efficacy of underwater treadmill exercise to diminish the progression of carpal osteoarthritis. Currently, Dr. King is an assistant professor and the lead clinician for the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Service at CSU. Dr. King is actively involved in clinical research to advance the quality and effectiveness of rehabilitation for the equine athlete.

Dr. Melissa King
D.V.M., Diplomate ACVS, Assistant Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences
Research Interests: Assessment and treatment of spinal dysfunction and pain; clinical research interest in the areas of acupuncture and chiropractic therapy

Dr. John Kisiday
Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences
Research Interests: Mechanobiology of cartilage and repair tissue, tissue engineering

Dr. Melinda Story
D.V.M., Diplomate ACVS, Assistant Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences
Research Interests: Assessment and treatment of spinal dysfunction and pain; clinical research interest in the areas of acupuncture and chiropractic therapy
Dr. Donahue's research interest is the role of mechanical forces in bone cell metabolism, tissue engineering, bone adaptation, bone fracture, and osteoporosis. He has established hibernating bears as a model for preventing immobilization-induced osteoporosis. He has published 46 peer-reviewed journal manuscripts and conference abstracts on his hibernating bear research and its translational potentials. He won the American Society of Biomechanics’ Post-Doctoral Young Investigator Award for his research on bears. Dr. Donahue's laboratory cloned the gene for black bear parathyroid hormone, obtained a U.S. patent on it, and uses the recombinantly produced protein to reverse osteoporosis, improve fracture healing, and repair large bone defects in animal models.

Seth W. Donahue
Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Research Interests: Naturally occurring models of bone metabolism and mechanical adaptation in extreme environments, and bone regeneration for metabolic diseases, fracture, and large bone defects.
Christian Puttlitz
M.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering and School of Biomedical Engineering
Research Interests: Orthopaedic biomechanics, tissue and biomaterials interactions

Dr. Puttlitz and his team have global interests in how engineering mechanics can be applied towards solving orthopaedic-related problems, including both experimental and computational modeling to better understand the underlying tissue-level mechanobiology. Dr. Puttlitz and his colleagues have leveraged well-known orthopaedic hardware systems to functionally isolate the ovine metatarsus to develop a Haversian bone model of microgravity. The model will be used to simulate the fracture healing cascade that is expected to occur during deep space flight. In addition, the model will be used as an evaluation platform for emerging technologies that seek to enhance fracture healing in microgravity environments. These experiments are complemented by a computational effort that merges musculoskeletal and finite element models of the ovine hindlimb in an attempt to span numerous length scales and relate the observed biological response to the localized (i.e., tissue-level) mechanics.

Dr. Puttlitz received his B.S. in material science and engineering mechanics from Michigan State University, his M.S. in biomechanics from Clemson University, and his Ph.D. in biomedical engineering from the University of Iowa. Dr. Puttlitz became a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Laboratory at the University of California, San Francisco. He joined the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery faculty at UCSF as an assistant professor in 2001, and directed the Orthopaedic Biomechanics Laboratory at the San Francisco General Hospital. In 2005, he accepted a faculty position at CSU in the Department of Mechanical Engineering and is currently appointed as an associate professor. He also holds secondary appointments in the School of Biomedical Engineering and the Department of Clinical Sciences.


Tammy Haut Donahue
M.S., Ph.D., Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering and School of Biomedical Engineering
Research Interest: Orthopaedic biomechanics

Dr. Haut Donahue joined the faculty at CSU in December 2012 after spending 11 years in Mechanical Engineering at Michigan Technological University. She earned a Ph.D. from the University of California at Davis, where she received the Allen Man Distinguished Dissertation Award in Biomedical Engineering in 2002 and the Microstrain Award for Innovative Instrumentation in Biomechanics for her master's work. Dr. Haut Donahue was a post-doctoral fellow in the Department of Orthopaedics at Pennsylvania State University before joining the faculty at Michigan Tech. She is a member of the School of Biomedical Engineering at CSU as well.

She is an associate editor for the Journal of Biomechanical Engineering and an editorial consultant for the Journal of Biomechanics. She recently completed a four-year position on the Program Committee as Chair of the Student Paper Competition for the ASME Summer Bioengineering Conference, and is now serving as Chair of the New Investigator Mentoring Committee for the Orthopaedic Research Society.


Dr. Haut Donahue’s research includes analytical and experimental biomechanics of the musculoskeletal system with ongoing research in orthopaedic biomechanics and post-traumatic osteoarthritis. An emphasis is put on prevention, treatment, and repair of injuries to the soft tissue structures of the knee, focusing primarily on the meniscus. With funding from Whittaker Foundation, NIH, NSF, as well as industrial sponsorship her research program, she has had 10 Ph.D. students, 15 M.S. student, and more than 35 undergraduates. She has national collaborations with Michigan State and Mayo Clinic, as well as international collaborations with Trinity College Dublin and UMC Utrecht. Dr. Haut Donahue has been brought in more than $11 million in funding as a PI and co-PI that has led to over 45 journal publications. She is also now helping to teach the senior design program in mechanical engineering for the American Society of Engineering Education.
Elwyn Firth
B.V.Sc., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS, Professor and Director, Massey Equine Research, Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand

Dr. Elwyn Firth is a Professor in the Department of Exercise Science and the Liggins Institute at the University of Auckland, New Zealand. He has worked in other universities as a specialist in equine surgery and a researcher in musculoskeletal sciences. His current research interests include the effect of exercise on bone and joint growth and function, the effect of nutritional and exercise interventions on early and later responses of various body systems, and how exercise during pregnancy and early postnatal life affects metabolic outcomes in later life.

Mark W. Grinstaff
Ph.D; Distinguished Professor, Boston University, Boston, MA

Dr. Mark W. Grinstaff is a Professor of Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry, and Materials Science and Engineering, and Medicine at Boston University. Mark received his Ph.D. from the University of Illinois under the mentorship of Professor Kenneth S. Suslick and was an NIH postdoctoral fellow at the California Institute of Technology with Professor Harry B. Gray. Mark’s awards include the ACS Neeloh Laureate Signature Award, NSF Career Award, Pew Scholar in the Biomedical Sciences, Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar, Alfred P. Sloan Career Award, Pew Scholar in the Biomedical Sciences, and National Academy of Inventors. He is an author or co-author on more than 200 peer-reviewed manuscripts, given more than 275 oral presentations, and an inventor or co-inventor on more than 200 issued patents or pending applications. His students and fellows have given more than 125 oral presentations and 350 posters at national and international meetings. He is a co-founder of four companies that are commercializing his ideas, and he has three products being sold and used in the clinic. His current research activities involve the synthesis of new macromolecules and biomaterials, self-assembly chemistry, imaging contrast agents, drug delivery, and wound repair.

Dr. Robert LaPrade is an internationally recognized orthopaedic surgeon who specializes in the treatment of complex knee injuries, in particular posterolateral knee injuries. He is currently the chief medical officer for the Steadman Philippon Research Institute, the deputy director of the sports medicine fellowship, and the director of the international scholars program. He has published over 150 peer-reviewed scientific manuscripts, over 75 invited articles and book chapters, and one textbook. He also performs editorial duties for American Journal of Sports Medicine and Knee Surgery, Arthroscopy and Traumatology (KSSTA), and is a peer reviewer for over 10 journals. He has received numerous international awards, including the OREF Clinical Research Award, considered one of the Nobel prizes of orthopaedic surgery. Dr. LaPrade was recognized for his research collaboration with Dr. Lars Engbretsen of the University of Oslo, which developed new surgeries to treat complex knee injuries. Dr. LaPrade is a member of numerous professional associations, including AOSSM, ISAKOS, and ESSKA, and is a frequent contributor to orthopaedic surgery expert groups and research committees.

William G. Rodkey
M.D., Ph.D.; Chief Medical Officer, The Steadman Philippon Research Institute; Complex Knee and Sports Medicine Surgery, The Steadman Clinic, Vail, Colo.

Dr. (Colonel, U.S. Army, retired) Rodkey was chairman of the Center for Translational and Regenerative Medicine Research in San Francisco and earned numerous awards and international meetings. He is a co-founder of four companies that are commercializing his ideas, and he has three products being sold and used in the clinic. His current research activities involve the synthesis of new macromolecules and biomaterials, self-assembly chemistry, imaging contrast agents, drug delivery, and wound repair.

Robert F. LaPrade
M.D., Ph.D; Chief Medical Officer, The Steadman Philippon Research Institute; Complex Knee and Sports Medicine Surgery, The Steadman Clinic, Vail, Colo.

Dr. Robert LaPrade is an internationally recognized orthopaedic surgeon who specializes in the treatment of complex knee injuries, in particular posterolateral knee injuries. He is currently the chief medical officer for the Steadman Philippon Research Institute, the deputy director of the sports medicine fellowship, and the director of the international scholars program. He has published over 150 peer-reviewed scientific manuscripts, over 75 invited articles and book chapters, and one textbook. He also performs editorial duties for American Journal of Sports Medicine and Knee Surgery, Arthroscopy and Traumatology (KSSTA), and is a peer reviewer for over 10 journals. He has received numerous international awards, including the OREF Clinical Research Award, considered one of the Nobel prizes of orthopaedic surgery. Dr. LaPrade was recognized for his research collaboration with Dr. Lars Engbretsen of the University of Oslo, which developed new surgeries to treat complex knee injuries. Dr. LaPrade is a member of numerous professional associations, including AOSSM, ISAKOS, and ESSKA, and is a frequent contributor to orthopaedic surgery expert groups and research committees.

William G. Rodkey
D.V.M., M.S.; Chief Scientific Officer and Senior Scientist, Director, Center for Translational and Regenerative Medicine, Research Chairman, Scientific Advisory Committee, Steadman Philippon Research Institute, Vail, Colo.

Dr. William G. Rodkey has been chief scientific officer and director of the Center for Translational and Regenerative Medicine Research at the Steadman Philippon Research Institute in Vail, Colo., since 1995. He is the chairman of the Scientific Advisory Committee. Dr. Rodkey’s research is focused on tissue regeneration with scaffolds, and cellular therapy with an emphasis on articular cartilage, menisci, and ligaments. Prior to joining Dr. Steadman in Vail, Dr. [Colonel, U.S. Army, retired] Rodkey was chairman of Military Trauma Research at Letterman Army Institute of Research in San Francisco and earned numerous awards and military decorations, including the United States of America Legion of Merit Medal, Meritorious Service Medal, U.S. Army Commendation Medal (with five oak leaf clusters), Humanitarian Services Medal, Order of Military Medical Merit, and the U.S. Secretary of the Army Research and Development Achievement Award. He has authored more than 200 published works and has made more than 450 presentations at national and international meetings. Dr. Rodkey has received numerous awards, including the Excellence in Research Award from AOSSM, the Cabaud Memorial Award from AOSSM twice, the Albert Trillat Award for Knee Research, and GOTS-Beiersdorf Research Award 2000. He received undergraduate and Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degrees from Purdue University and completed medical education and surgical and orthopaedic residency training at University of Florida. He is a member of AAOS, AOSSM, ISAKOS, ESSKA, ICRS, DARSI, EFORT.
to advance healthcare treatments by combining the
at the Steadman Philippon Research Institute (SPRI). His
BioMedical Engineering and as a senior staff scientist
currently serves as the director of the Department of
Dr. Wijdicks is an orthopaedic researcher who
position at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, N.C. In
SUNY in New York and Princeton University, resep-
B.S. at Clemson University, and a Ph.D. at the University
of Florida in Molecular Biology. He did two post docs at
SUNY in New York and Princeton University, respec-
tively. He then was on faculty at University of Pittsburgh from 1986-1992 and recruited to UNC as associate
professor in Pharmacology, and director of the Gene
Therapy Center.
Honors Include: Outstanding Young Men of America
Award and the President’s Distinguished Research
Award; American Society of Gene Therapy Outstanding
Achievement Award, 2009. President of American
Society of Cell and Gene Therapy, 2012
Frank Barry directs a large group of researchers who
focus on the development of new repair strategies in
stem cell therapy and gene therapy in orthopaedics.
Previously, he was Director of Arthritis Research at
Osiris Therapeutics in Baltimore, Md., and a Research
Fellow at Shriners Hospital for Children, Tampa, Fla.
He has contributed to the fields of tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine by developing innovative
and successful cellular therapies for the treatment
of acute joint injury and arthritic disease. This has in-
cluded the generation of a large body of new data in
ground-breaking preclinical studies, and has led to the
first phase of clinical testing of mesenchymal stem cells
in clinical trials for joint injury.
In a career that has spanned both industry and academic
research, he has been a driver in the development of cel-
tular therapy as a biological repair strategy. It is his belief
that the application of new technologies in regenerative
medicine, including cellular therapy, gene therapy, growth
factor augmentation, implantable scaffolds, and nanoma-
terials, will have a profound impact in Orthopaedics. Frank
Barry was the recipient of the 2012 Marshall Urist Award
for excellence in tissue regeneration research from the
Orthopaedic Research Society

Dr. Wijdicks is an important collaborator to our
group investigating gene therapy at the ORC. He is a
professor in the Department of Pharmacology and the
director of the Gene Therapy Center at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. Samulski earned his
B.S. at Clemson University, and a Ph.D. at the University
of Florida in Molecular Biology. He did two post docs
at SUNY in New York and Princeton University, respec-
tively. He then was on faculty at University of Pittsburgh

Dr. Samulski is an orthopaedic researcher who
currently serves as the director of the Department of BioMedical Engineering, Senior Staff Scientist,
Steadman Philippon Research Institute, Vail, Colo. In late 2014 became Director of Research,
Arthrex GmbH, Munich, Germany

\[ \text{Charles Archer, Ph.D., Professor of Regenerative Medicine, School of Medicine, Swansea University, Swansea SA2 8PP} \]
Dr. Charles Archer took up his current position in 2012. Prior to that, from 2002–2012 he was professor of
Reparative Biology and Tissue Engineering at Cardiff
University, and head of the Connective Tissue Biolo-
gy Laboratories within Biosciences until 2006, one of
the then 16 research groups within the school. Having
graduated the University College of Swansea in zool-
y, he remained there to pursue a Ph.D. in the effects
of pulse-magnetic fields and fracture healing. He then
carried out post-doctoral work at the Middlesex Hospi-
tal Medical School on cartilage morphogenesis under
Prof. Louis Wolpert before moving to the Institute of
Orthopaedics, University College, London, as lecturer
and then senior lecturer in cell biology before moving
to Cardiff in 1990. Most of his work has been on articu-
lar cartilage, from initial mechanisms of joint formation
through to its morphogenesis, aging and the onset of
degenerative disease. More recently, he has focused
on endogenous cartilage stem cells as a therapeutic
option for repair of damaged cartilage.

\[ \text{Neil David Broom, Ph.D., Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering, University of Auckland} \]
Professor Neil Broom’s initial training in metallurgy has been applied successfully to experimental tissue me-
chanics that has earned him an international reputation
in this field. His earlier aortic valve research fundament-
ally altered processing procedures in the bio-prosthetic
valve industry world-wide. Neil’s key achievements in
joint tissue repair include the development of new
allogen-based physical models for cartilage to account
for the structural weakening occurring in the cartilage
matrix arising from both early degeneration and trau-
ma. He has provided rigorous, experimentally-based
analyses of both the role of the strain-limiting articular
surface, and the biomechanically critical junction region
between the compliant cartilage and bone in its physio-
logical state. He and his team have produced evidence
of primary bone formation beneath the stillintact carti-
lage adjacent to lesion sites thus clarifying the elusive
pre-osteoarthritic state. His research has produced a
structural gold standard for the international communi-
ty of ‘tissue engineering’ researchers, challenging them
to ‘engineer’ matrices that are biomechanically viable.
Neil’s most recent research has focused on the inter-
vertebral disc (IVD). He and his team have developed
new structural insights into the micro-anatomy of the disc
wall to explain the mechanical basis of annular disrup-
tion and prolapse, these being linked to two of the most
prevalent and debilitating clinical conditions of the mod-
ern world - low back and radicular pain. He has shown
experimentally how nuclear material interacts with the
disc wall and endplate, and how combinations of flexion,
torsion, and rate of loading can cause nuclear fragments
to migrate out through the wall and cause prolapse. This
pioneering research is the first published integration of
disc micro-architecture, functional posture, and loading
rate, with susceptibility to failure. Neil is an elected
Fellow of the Royal Society of NZ, and in 2013 was awarded
the Society’s MacDarmid Medal for his contributions to
research that most benefits human health.
Constance R. Chu, M.D., Professor and Vice Chair Research, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Stanford University, Director of Joint Preservation Center and Chief of Sports Medicine, VA, Palo Alto

Dr. Constance R. Chu was previously the Albert Ferguson Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery at the University of Pittsburgh. She is a clinician-scientist who is both principal investigator of several projects funded by the National Institutes of Health, and who has been recognized as a Castle-Connolly US News and World Report “Top Doctor” in orthopaedic surgery, as well as on Becker’s list of 125 Top Knee Surgeons in the U.S. Her clinical practice focuses on knee reconstruction, arthroscopy, ACL and meniscus surgery, and cartilage repair. She graduated from the U.S. Military Academy at West Point and earned her medical degree from Harvard Medical School.

As director of the multi-disciplinary Joint Preservation Center structured to seamlessly integrate basic, translational and clinical research with clinical practice, Dr. Chu developed the center to advance the concept of early diagnosis and treatment of cartilage injury and degeneration as a strategy to delay or prevent the onset of disabling osteoarthritis. Towards this end, she is leading innovative translational research from bench to bedside in three main areas: quantitative imaging and biomarker development for early diagnosis and staging of joint and cartilage injury and degeneration; cartilage tissue engineering and stem cell based cartilage repair; and molecular and biological therapies for joint restoration and rejuvenation. Her research efforts have led to more than 30 professional awards and honors to include a Kappa Delta Award, considered to be the highest research honor in Orthopaedic Surgery.

Dr. Chu also regularly holds leadership and committee positions in major professional organizations such as the American Association of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) and the American Orthopaedic Association (AOA). In her subspecialty of Orthopaedic Sports Medicine, she is a past president of the Forum Sports Focus Group, a member of the prestigious Herodicus Society of leaders in sports medicine, and immediate past Chair of the American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine (AOSSM) Research Council. She is alumnus of the highly selective AOA American, British, Canadian (ABC) Traveling Fellowship and the AOSSM Traveling Fellowship, opportunities enacted to recognize and promote careers of emerging leaders in orthopaedic surgery and orthopedic sports medicine, respectively.

Lisa Fortier, DVM, Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS

Lisa Fortier is a professor of surgery at Cornell University in Ithaca, NY.

She received her DVM from Colorado State University and completed her Ph.D. and surgical residency training at Cornell University. She is board certified with the American College of Veterinary Surgeons and is an active equine orthopedic surgeon at Cornell University and the Cornell Ruffin Equine Specialists Hospital at the Belmont race track in New York. Her laboratory studies the intracellular pathways involved in the pathogenesis of osteoarthritis, with particular emphasis on post-traumatic osteoarthritis. In addition, Lisa’s research program investigates the clinical application of stem cells and biologics such as PRP for cartilage repair and tendonosis. She has received the Jaques Lemans Award from the International Cartilage Repair Society, the New Investigator Research Award from the Orthopaedic Research Society, and the Pfizer Research Award for Research Excellence from Cornell University. Lisa is the vice president of the International Veterinary Regenerative Medicine Society and past president of the International Cartilage Repair Society.

Christopher Little, B.S.C., B.V.M.S., M.Sc., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS, Professor and Director, Raymond Purves Bone & Joint Research Laboratories, Kolling Institute, Institute of Bone and Joint Research, University of Sydney at Royal North Shore Hospital

Professor Christopher Little is director of the Raymond Purves Bone and Joint Research Labs at the Kolling Institute and the SubDean of Research for Sydney Medical School (Northern) at Royal North Shore Hospital, Australia. Dr. Little received his veterinary training at Murdoch University in Western Australia, where he also undertook an internship in equine medicine and surgery (1978-1984). He then completed a residency in large animal surgery and an M.S.C. studying arthritis in horses at the University of Minnesota. Chris was appointed to the faculty at the Ontario Veterinary College, University of Guelph, and during this time passed his certifying examinations to become a Diplomate of the American College of Veterinary Surgeons (1990). He then moved to back to Australia and was awarded a Ph.D. degree from the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Sydney in 1996. Following a 5-year postdoctoral position at Cardiff University (U.K.), he was awarded an Arthritis Foundation of Australia Fellowship at the University of Melbourne. In 2004, he moved to his current position in the University of Sydney Faculty of Medicine. Chris’s research interests focus on defining the biochemical and molecular mechanisms of joint pathology in OA, and tendon and intervertebral disc degeneration, and are based on the belief that it is only through a better understanding of the mechanisms that drive the initiation and progression of these diseases that new therapies can be developed. In particular, he has studied changes in aggrecan and small proteoglycan biosynthesis and degradation, and the proteolytic pathways responsible in cartilage breakdown in arthritis and disc degeneration. Chris is recognized internationally for his expertise in the development and use of animal models of bone and joint disease. He has served as an Associate Editor of Osteoarthritis and Cartilage, and as leader of the OARSI international initiative to establish standardized methods for evaluation of animal models of OA. Chris received the 2010 Barry Preston Award from the Matrix Biology Society of Australia and New Zealand, presented to an outstanding leader in the field. He has authored/co-authored 112 scientific papers and seven book chapters.

Alan J. Grodzinsky, Sc.D., Professor, Director of the Center for Biomedical Engineering, Departments of Biological Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, MIT

Dr. Grodzinsky is a professor in the departments of Biological, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is also the director of the Center for Biomedical Engineering. Dr. Grodzinsky’s research focuses on the mechanobiology of articular cartilage, including the response of native tissue to physiological and injurious loading, as well as the mechanobiology of neo-tissue development for applications to cartilage resurfacing.

Charles P. Ho, Ph.D., M.D., Director of Imaging Research, member, Scientific Advisory Board, Steadman Philippon Research Institute, Vail, Colo.

Dr. Ho is experienced and active in musculoskeletal and orthopaedic sports medicine imaging and research, particularly in musculoskeletal Magnetic Resonance Imaging. He has been a member of the Radiological Society of North America, the American Roentgen Ray Society, the Society of Skeletal Radiology, the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, the American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine, and the ACL Study Group, among other professional organizations. He has published numerous papers and book chapters in radiologic and orthopaedic literature, and presented numerous papers internationally in radiologic and orthopaedic conference proceedings. Dr. Ho is Director of Imaging Research and a member of the Scientific Advisory Board of the Steadman Philippon Research Institute in Vail, Colo. He has served as Radiologic Consultant for the San Francisco 49ers, the San Francisco Giants, Cleveland Indians, Denver Broncos, Colorado Rockies, the U.S. Ski Team, and the U.S. Decathlon Team.

Grodzinsky’s research focuses on the mechanobiology of articular cartilage, including the response of native tissue to physiological and injurious loading, as well as the mechanobiology of neo-tissue development for applications to cartilage resurfacing. In particular, he has studied changes in aggrecan and small proteoglycan biosynthesis and degradation, and the proteolytic pathways responsible in cartilage breakdown in arthritis and disc degeneration. Chris is recognized internationally for his expertise in the development and use of animal models of bone and joint disease. He has served as an Associate Editor of Osteoarthritis and Cartilage, and as leader of the OARSI international initiative to establish standardized methods for evaluation of animal models of OA. Chris received the 2010 Barry Preston Award from the Matrix Biology Society of Australia and New Zealand, presented to an outstanding leader in the field. He has authored/co-authored 112 scientific papers and seven book chapters.
Helen McCarthy, Ph.D.

Dr. Helen McCarthy is a senior post-doctoral research scientist within the division of Pathophyiology and Repair at Cardiff School of Biosciences in the U.K. Her research interests focus on the development of translational technologies based on articular cartilage progenitor cell biology, primarily in the equine field. This work has resulted in the first large animal studies utilizing both equine (Colorado) and caprine (Davos, Switzerland) models. Her interests also lie in the biology of both the articular cartilage progenitor cell and a meniscus-specific stem/progenitor cell in human tissue and their role in tissue repair and osteoarthritis.

Alan J. Nixon, B.V.Sc., M.S., Diplomate ACVS, Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, Director of the Comparative Orthopaedic Laboratory, Cornell University.

Dr. Nixon is a Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery and Director of the Comparative Orthopaedic Laboratory at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. His research focuses on chondrocyte metabolism and cartilage repair methods using chondrocyte or pluripotent stem cell transplantation. Dr. Nixon's research group has focused on the cloning of growth factor molecules for use in cell therapy, the use of recombinant growth factors and, in collaboration with the ORC at CSU, the combined use of interleukin receptor antagonist gene therapy to diminish degradation in articular joints.

Michael “Mick” Peterson, Ph.D., Professor, University of Maine

Dr. Peterson is a professor of mechanical engineering at the University of Maine. Prior to coming to the University of Maine, he was a faculty member at CSU and was a post-doctoral researcher at Northwestern University. He has also worked in industry at General Motors Corporation and General Dynamics Corp. His Ph.D. is in theoretical and applied mechanics from Northwestern University in Illinois, and he also holds a B.S. in mechanical engineering from General Motors Institute (now Kettering University) and an M.S. in theoretical and applied mechanics from Northwestern University. He has also done additional graduate work in mechanics, materials, and mathematics from Yale University, Cornell University, and the University of Connecticut. His primary expertise is in the animal biomechanics, dynamic response of materials, and waves in solids.

Christopher B. Riley, B.Sc. (Physics), B.V.Sc. (Hons), M.Sc., Ph.D., Diplomate ACVS, PGCertInnovation Mgt, Professor, Chair and Service Chief, Equine Group, Institute of Veterinary, Animal and Biomedical Sciences, Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand.

Following military service in the Air Force, Dr. Riley received degrees in physics and veterinary medicine from the University of Melbourne, Australia. After an internship and private practice in Australia, he completed a surgical residency at the University of Saskatchewan in Canada. Concurrently, he completed M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees in the fields of tendon in-vitro biology and biochemistry. Dr. Riley then worked at briefly at Iowa State University and in private practice during which time he became a Diplomate in the American College of Veterinary Surgeons. He joined the faculty at the Atlantic Veterinary College, Canada, in 1999 rising to the rank of professor, and completed an MBA course in Innovation Management in 2007 at the University of Melbourne. In 2010 he accepted an appointment as the inaugural professor and chair of Equine Health the University of Adelaide, establishing the equine curriculum, teaching and veterinary hospital facilities. He commenced his current position at Massey University in 2013 during the veterinary program’s 50th Anniversary year. Dr. Riley has focused his research on the development of biomedical tests for animal diseases using the emerging technologies of infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), op-toaoustics, and bioinformatics. He established the first FTIR laboratory of its kind in Canada, developed to investigate the veterinary potential biomedical infrared spectroscopy. He has continued this work with "US $6.7 million in funded projects to date. Dr. Riley has a special interest in biomarkers for orthopaedic disease, and humoral immunity, but is also interested exploring the full potential of emerging technologies as they apply to veterinary and comparative medicine. Dr. Riley partnered with the Orthopaedic Research Center and the Institute for Biodynamics, National Research Council of Canada, to develop the first FTIR test for equine traumatic arthritis and osteochondrosis. More recently, he has collaborated with Prof. Sheila Lavery at the University of Montreal and Prof. James Cook at the University of Missouri to examine and characterize this technology further in rabbit and canine models of orthopaedic disease. He looks further to continued collaboration and advances in this new field of research. Currently, he is continuing work with the carpal chip fracture model established at the ORS.

Robert Lie-Yuan Sah, M.D., Sc.D., Professor of Bioengineering & Adjunct Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery, UCSD, Professor, Howard Hughes Medical Institute.

Dr. Sah received his Sc.D. in medical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and his M.D. from Harvard Medical School. He did post-doctoral work at Massachusetts General Hospital in orthopaedic bioengineering. He is currently co-director of the Center for Musculoskeletal Research at UCSD, and also co-director of an NIH pre-doctoral training grant on Translational Musculoskeletal Research at UCSD. In addition, he is on the Editorial Board of Cartilage, Osteoarthritis and Cartilage, and Tissue Engineering, and a standing review panel member for the NIH.

Honors include: Arthritis Foundation, Hulda Irene Dugan Investigator, 1993; Young Investigator Award, National Science Foundation, 1994; “Mechanical Blueprint for Cartilage,” cited as one of the Great Advances in Scientific Discovery in Disease and Injury Treatment. The Science Coalition, 1998; American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Kappa Delta Award, 1993 and 2001; American Society of Mechanical Engineers Van C Mow Medal, 2006; Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Society of Professors, 2006; American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering, 2007.
Roger K.W. Smith, M.A., VetMB, Ph.D., FHEA DEO, Ass. CeCVdI, Diplomate ECVS MRCVS; Professor of Equine Orthopaedics, Royal Veterinary College, London, UK; ECVS and European Specialist in Equine Surgery (Orthopaedics); President, International Veterinary Regenerative Medicine Society

Roger Smith qualified as a veterinary surgeon from Cambridge University in 1987 and, after two years in practice, returned to academia to undertake further clinical training as a resident in Equine Studies at the Royal Veterinary College. Following his residency, he undertook a three-year research project culminating in the award of a Ph.D. for his studies on the extracellular matrix of equine tendon. He remained at the Royal Veterinary College, first as a lecturer in equine surgery, then as senior lecturer in equine surgery before his appointment to a professorship in December 2003. He holds the Diploma of Equine Orthopaedics from the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, and is both a Diplomate of the European College of Veterinary Surgeons and a Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons Specialist in Equine Surgery. He is also an Associate member of the European College of Veterinary Diagnostic Imaging and Fellow of the Higher Education Academy.

He currently divides his time equally between running a specialist orthopaedic service within the Royal Veterinary College and continuing to direct research into equine tendon disease. His main area of research is understanding the pathogenesis of tendinopathy but also has projects investigating the epidemiology of tendon disease in the horse, the development of a serological assay for tenonitis, and stem cell therapy for tendons.

J. Richard Steadman, M.D.; Founder and Managing Partner, The Steadman Clinic; and Founder and Co-Chairman, Steadman Philippon Research Institute, Vail, Colo.

Dr. Steadman graduated from the University of Texas-Southwestern Medical School in Dallas. Following internship, two years in the U.S. Army, and an orthopaedics residency at Charity Hospital in New Orleans, La., Dr. Steadman moved to Lake Tahoe, Calif., where he practiced orthopaedics with increasing emphasis on the treatment of knee disorders. While living there, he was named chief physician and medical chairman for the United States Ski Team. During his time at Lake Tahoe, Dr. Steadman developed special surgical techniques which allowed several ski team members to return to competition and win Olympic medals and championships. At Lake Tahoe, Dr. Steadman started a non-profit sports medicine foundation in order to conduct research in knee surgery and rehabilitation projects. That organization exists today as the Steadman Philippon Research Institute in Vail, Colo. In 1990, Dr. Steadman moved to Vail, Colo. By this time, Dr. Steadman had limited his practice to the surgical and conservative treatment of knee disorders. Today, Dr. Steadman is regarded as a world-renowned human orthopaedic surgeon. He is a prominent knee surgeon and the inventor of two significant new techniques in orthopaedics. His Research Institute has supported several research projects at CSU. Dr. Steadman serves as a consultant regarding clinical relevance of our research work, and the CSU Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Laboratory has done controlled studies investigating his techniques used in human orthopaedic surgery.

Stephen B. Trippel, M.D., Orthopaedic Surgeon, Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery and Anatomy and Cell Biology, Indiana University School of Medicine

Dr. Stephen Trippel is an orthopaedic surgeon with a clinical focus on adult reconstructive surgery and a research focus on musculoskeletal repair. He is professor of Orthopaedic Surgery and of Anatomy and Cell Biology at Indiana University School of Medicine and is an advisory member of the graduate faculty at Purdue University. Dr. Trippel received his M.D. from Columbia University College of Physicians and Surgeons, and completed his orthopaedic residency in the Harvard Combined Orthopaedic Residency Program. He also completed a fellowship in orthopaedic research at Massachusetts General Hospital and a Pediatric Endocrinology research fellowship at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. He served on the faculty of Harvard Medical School before joining the faculty of the Indiana University School of Medicine. Dr. Trippel’s current research is focused on the development of new approaches to the treatment of articular cartilage damage, including tissue engineering and gene therapy. This includes an ongoing study with the ORC investigating a novel approach to articular cartilage repair in an equine stifle joint model.

René van Weeren, DVM, Ph.D., Diplomate ECVS, Royal Dutch Veterinary Association; Professor of Equine Musculoskeletal Biology, Department of Equine Sciences, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Utrecht University, The Netherlands

Paul René van Weeren (1957) graduated in 1983 from the Utrecht University Veterinary Faculty (The Netherlands). He became a staff member of the Department of General and Large Animal Surgery in that year and obtained his Ph.D. in 1989. From 1991-1993 he worked as a visiting professor at the Escuela de Medicina Veterinaria of the Universidad Nacional in Heredia, Costa Rica. He became a diploma of the European College of Veterinary Surgeons in 1994. He was appointed as full professor to the chair of Equine Musculoskeletal Biology in 2007, and is now mainly involved in research with focus areas articular cartilage, tendons, and biomechanics. He became head of the Department of Orthopaedic Research at the Utrecht University in 2012. René van Weeren has been a supervisor of 27 Ph.D. students, who have obtained their degree in the past years and currently supervises 10 Ph.D. students, who will be graduating within the next few years. He is an associate editor of Equine Veterinary Journal, member of the editorial board of The Veterinary Journal, and member of the scientific board of several others. He has been, or is, guest editor of various Special Issues or Supplements of a variety of scientific journals. He has been external examiner for Ph.D. students abroad at various occasions in Belgium, the U.K., France, Austria, Sweden, Norway, and Finland. He is author or co-author of more than 250 peer-reviewed scientific publications and has contributed various chapters to a variety of text books.
Dr. Josh Donnell joined the ORC as an Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation resident in July 2012. He is originally from Canyon, Texas, where he received a bachelor’s degree in animal science from West Texas A&M University. Josh graduated from Texas A&M College of Veterinary Medicine in May 2010, and was an intern at Goulburn Valley Equine Hospital in Shepparton, VIC, Australia. He then worked for a year at La Mesa Equine Lameness Center and Equine Sports Medicine in Pilot Point, Texas.

Dr. Philippe Manchon joined the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Service’s residency program in July 2013. Dr. Manchon is originally from Queensland, Australia. He received his veterinary degree at the University of Queensland, graduating in 2010, at which time he accepted a scholarship to continue his clinical training at the university’s equine hospital. Dr. Manchon then pursued an internship in 2011 at Weatherford Equine Medical Center, Weatherford, Texas, and did an additional year in that practice before joining us at CSU.

Dr. Peat joined the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Services residency program in July 2013. She is the fifth resident in our program that remains unique as the only residency in Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation. Dr. Peat is from New Zealand and received her veterinary degree from Massey University. She has also done a postgraduate clinical diploma at Massey. She has been in practice for five years at one of the leading equine practices in New Zealand, Matamata Veterinary Services.

Dr. Ellison Aldrich received her B.A. in 2008 from Skidmore College in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., where she studied biology and studio art, and earned her VMD from the University of Pennsylvania in 2012. She then completed a one-year large-animal surgery internship at Tufts Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine and is now an equine surgery resident at CSU. She enjoys all aspects of equine surgery and lameness, with a primary research interest in regenerative medicine.

Dr. Aimee Colbath joined the ORC team in 2012 for a three-year surgical residency. She graduated from the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine in 2010. Aimee became interested in stem cell research and biologic therapies during my general large animal internship at the University of Georgia, where she worked in Dr. Peroni’s research laboratory. She then moved on to a surgical internship at the Tufts Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine, where she worked in the regenerative medicine laboratory studying the effects of shipping on stem cells. Since joining CSU, her research focus has been on the immunomodulatory effects of equine stem cells.

Dr. Alexander Daniel joined the team at CSU for a three-year surgical residency program. After graduating from the Royal Veterinary College London, he worked in a private practice equine referral hospital in California. There, he developed an interest in advanced diagnostic imaging and while completing his surgical residency and master’s degree at CSU, he has continued to be involved in research in this field. Other areas of research include laparoscopic surgery and the acute phase protein response after colic surgery.
Kristine is working toward a Ph.D. in biomedical engineering. She just completed her M.S. in mechanical engineering at CSU. Her thesis work includes mechanical testing of rabbit menisci from both a traumatic ACL tear model and surgical ACL transaction model. This work is for an ongoing project looking at the progression of post-traumatic osteoarthritis. Kristine is doing initial failure testing to transition the ACL tear model from rabbits to sheep. She will graduate in May 2014.

Ben received his B.S. in mechanical engineering from Tri-State University in 2009. Since that time, Ben has been studying under the guidance of Dr. Christian Puttlitz in research areas including spinal implant design as well as spinal finite element modeling. Ben is currently a Ph.D. candidate working on a NASA-funded grant to investigate the role of microgravity on bone loss and fracture healing.

Livia graduated in Veterinary Medicine at Lavras Federal University in Brazil in 2010. She completed an equine internal medicine internship in 2011 at Minas Gerais Federal University in Brazil, where she also completed her master’s degree in 2012. In her master’s research, Livia compared the effects of two different protocols for mesenchymal stem cell isolation and application in equine-induced desmitis. Currently, Livia is engaged in a Ph.D. program at CSU with Dr. Frisbie as her advisor. Her project involves the study of the protective effects of freeze-dried platelet-rich plasma (PRP) and insulin receptor antagonist protein (IRAP) in synovial tissues and tendon explants under an inflammatory state, in vitro.

Dr. Brad Nelson recently started in a Ph.D. program at the ORC. Brad graduated from the University of Wisconsin-Madison with a DVM in 2009, and then completed an equine internship in surgery and medicine at Washington State University, followed by a residency in large animal surgery at CSU. He also received a master’s degree in clinical sciences as part of the residency program. Dr. Nelson’s Ph.D. research will focus on articular cartilage imaging, specifically in the use of contrast enhanced computed tomography as a method to improve the diagnosis of articular cartilage injury. Brad replaced Dr. Moorman as the staff veterinarian at the ORC.

Hannah is currently working towards a Ph.D. in biomedical engineering. Her major area of study is the attachment of the meniscus of the knee to the underlying bone. Current projects include comparing structure and function characteristics of healthy and osteoarthritic meniscal insertions using second harmonic generation microscopy and developing a tissue engineered artificial meniscal insertion. She will graduate in May 2016.

Nicole graduated in December of 2012 with a B.S. in mechanical engineering from Kettering University in Flint, Mich. Through Kettering’s co-operative education program, Nicole worked for three-and-a-half years as a research assistant in the Bone and Joint Center of Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit. Her work culminated in an undergraduate thesis on the dynamic in-vivo joint motion of the cervical spine following fusion and arthroplasty. Continuing to research spine biomechanics at CSU, Nicole now works under Dr. Christian Puttlitz in the ORC as a Ph.D. student in the School of Biomedical Engineering.
Suwimol graduated from Mahidol University, Bangkok, Thailand, and received her B.Sc. in biology in 2000 and her M.Sc. in physiology in 2003. She spent the next four years as an instructor in the Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand. Suwimol joined the ORC in 2009 under a scholarship from The Royal Thai Government and is currently working on a Ph.D. under Dr. John Kissiday. Her research focus is the effect of dexamethasone concentration and duration of exposure on chondrogenic differentiation of equine bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells. She also studies the effect of inflammatory cytokine IL-1β on chondrogenesis of mesenchymal stem cells in the presence or absence of dexamethasone and the relationship between inflammation, oxidative stress, and chondrogenesis of mesenchymal stem cells in an agarose-gel culture system.

Ben joined Dr. Haut Donahue’s lab in Fall 2012 as a Ph.D. student. His main research area is muscle mechanics. His current project is the development of a finite element model of skeletal muscle to predict intramuscular pressure. This goal of this project is cooperation with a clinical tool to determine muscle force. He is also working on experimental testing of muscle as a non-linear viscoelastic material.

Alyssa graduated from CSU in 2013 with a B.S. Degree in Biochemistry and started her M.S. graduate program (concurrently with a D.V.M. program) under the direction of Dr. Laurie Goodrich. In 2014, Dr. Goodrich and Alyssa received CRC funding for a one-year fellowship through a NIH T-32 grant to explore the use of genetically modified stem cells in equine fracture repair. After completing veterinary school, Alyssa plans to continue pursuing equine musculoskeletal research.

John Schwartz received his B.S. in journalism from Boston University in 2010 and under the direction of Dr. Laurie Goodrich started working on his M.S. in microbiology and expects to graduate in May 2015. Before coming to CSU, he spent four years working in the Orthopaedic Research Laboratory at the Feinstein Institute for Medical Research under Dr. Daniel Grande researching cartilage regeneration, tendon repair, and 3D bioprinting.
Dr. Gustavo Zanotto is originally from Curitiba, Brazil, where he received a D.V.M. from Paraná Federal University in 2007. Gustavo then moved to São Paulo where he completed a residency in large animal internal medicine and surgery, and received a master's degree in veterinary surgery at São Paulo University. For his master’s degree, Gustavo evaluated chitosan hydrogel as a scaffold for equine stem cells. The main objective of this study was to improve the tissue engineering techniques for repair of osteochondral defects. From 2010 to 2013, Gustavo was an assistant professor of large animal internal medicine and surgery at Anhanguera Educational School of Veterinary Medicine. Currently, Gustavo is a visiting researcher at the ORC working with Dr. David Frisbie on a project to compare the freeze-dried and fresh platelet-rich plasma in injured tendon explants. Additionally, Gustavo is doing an internship with CSU’s Veterinary Diagnostic Imaging Service focusing on equine musculoskeletal imaging under the supervision of Dr. Myra Barrett-Frisbie.

Christine (Chrissy) began her appointment at the Orthopaedic Research Center as a Research Scientist/Lab Manager in January 2014. Chrissy attended St. Michael’s College in Colchester, VT and obtained a B.S. in environmental science. She obtained an M.S. in biochemical toxicology from Virginia-Maryland Regional College of Veterinary Medicine in Blacksburg, VA in 2001. Shortly after, Chrissy moved to Fort Collins and began working at Colorado State University in the Environmental and Radiological Health Sciences. She has worked in a variety of research areas since her arrival at CSU, including the Center for Environmental Toxicology, Neurobiology and Radiation Cancer Biology. She looks forward to participating in the exciting research advancements being made at the ORC.

Jennifer Suddreth
B.S.

Jen is originally from Altamont, Utah, and graduated from CSU in 2009 with a bachelor’s degree in equine science and agricultural business. She started at the ORC on feed crew, and returned after graduation to work as an animal care technician. Jen joined the ORC full time as Research Trials Coordinator, Barn Manager and Volunteer Coordinator in June 2010. She was named the 2013 Technician of the Year, an award coordinated by the American Association for Laboratory Animal Science and the International Council for Laboratory Animal Science.

Kirk McGilvray
Ph.D.

Dr. Kirk McGilvray is currently working as a research scientist at the Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Laboratory (OBRL). He is a Colorado native and received his B.S., M.S., Ph.D., and Post-doctoral education at CSU. His research efforts focus on comparative animal studies investigating pathways to enhance both soft tissue and bone healing following surgical intervention or trauma. He is also responsible for managing the day-to-day operations within the biomechanical testing center at the OBRL, which includes mentoring students in research techniques. Kirk’s overreaching goals are to develop advance in vitro and in vivo measurement techniques that can be used to assess biological tissue in both its normal and diseased states.
Britt is a Colorado native and graduated from CSU in 2002 with a B.S. in equine science. She managed horses for several equine operations in the area, including Chatellen Farm and Double Dove Ranch. In addition, she worked as a technician for Pilchuck Animal Hospital in Snohomish, WA and CSU’s Equine Sports Medicine Service, and was a representative in the HR department of Starbucks Coffee Co. before joining the Equine Sports Medicine team as the Equine Sports Medicine Coordinator. Britt brings a balance of customer service experience and extensive equine industry connections to her new position. In her downtime, Madsen spends time at home in the garden with her daughter, Riley, and attempts to find time to ride one of her three horses.

Lynsey graduated from Michigan State University with a bachelor’s degree in veterinary technology, and worked at MSU as a technician throughout her education and for one year after graduation. In this position, Lynsey helped with equine emergencies, daily treatments, and out-patient appointments. She then moved with her husband to Colo. and worked at a private equine practice and at Bel-Rea Institute, a veterinary technician training college in Denver. Lynsey came to the ORC in 2005 as an administrative assistant and implemented an archiving program to digitize research study documents and associated data. Lynsey now works closely with all the PI’s at the ORC editing and formatting research articles and presentations. She also helps to organize continuing education courses hosted by CSU.

Cecily received a B.S. in microbiology from California Polytechnic State University in 2000, and an M.S. in agriculture from CSU in 2006. She is currently working as a research associate for the Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Lab (OBRL).

Whitney joined the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation service at the end of 2014 as a technician. She is a Georgia native and has a bachelor degree in Equine Science from CSU. She has been working in equine orthopedic research since 2005 and now brings her extensive experience to the Equine Sports Medicine team.

Nate Jensrud joined the ORC as a research associate in March 2010. He earned his B.S. in forest resources with an emphasis in biotechnology from the University of Georgia in Athens. Nate managed a Plant Pathology laboratory at UGA for several years, studying the effects of Phytophthora ramorun, Sudden Oak Death, before moving to Colorado in 2008. He spent several seasons working for the federal government with the U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Geological Survey before coming to the ORC.
Lindsay joined the Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation team as a technician in December 2014. She is originally from Illinois and has a bachelor’s degree in animal science from CSU. She has several years of experience working at the Orthopaedic Research Center and assisting in equine research projects. She is currently attending the Front Range Community College Veterinary Technician Program and will become a certified veterinary technician in 2016.

Melinda Meyers is a Research Associate with ten years of experience in the biomedical and biotechnology field. She received a B.S. from the University of Minnesota-Duluth and a M.S. in a focus on equine biotechnology, flow cytometry, and genetic preservation. She was recently hired as a research associate (laboratory) for the Orthopaedic Research Center.

Nikki Phillips received her B.S. in cell and molecular biology in May 1997 from Tulane University. She has been at CSU since 2001, working in the Department of Pathology for a year before working for both Clinical Sciences and Biomedical Sciences. Nikki joined the ORC in January 2008 as a research associate to assist in the ORC.
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Candice is the business officer for the Department of Clinical Sciences, and in May 2011, she began managing the accounting activity for the ORC.
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ORC STUDENT HOURLIES

ORC Student Hourlies in 2014

Alyssa Ball
Erin Beason
Carly Brown
Bree Copeman
Kenzie Keefer
Jadyn McCoy
Jami Reed
Lindsay Richardson
Amy Scott
Megan Steele

Volunteers in 2014

Fallon Elhard
Madeline Peters
Sabina Ligas

Not pictured:
Annaliese Caitlin
Ashlee Shelley
Cassie Powers

Not pictured:
Liz Hougland
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Date Graduated</th>
<th>Current Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>George Martin</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Private practice, specialist equine surgeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayle W. Trotter</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Formally Professor in equine surgery, Colorado State University now private practice Weatherford, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Sullivan</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Professor, University of Virginia, Marion DuPont Scott Equine Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Bartone</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Professor and Truman Endowed Chair, Ohio State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Vovich</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor, Murdoch University (now retired)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Gibson</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Regulatory veterinarian, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Gustafson</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Associate Professor, University of Oregon, Corvallis, OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Roland</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Co-owner and specialist equine surgeon, Weatherford Equine Hospital, TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Steinheimer</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Specialist radiologist, Veterinary Clinics of America, Loveland, CO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rick Howard</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Specialist surgeon private practice, Arizona Equine Medical, AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahd Al-Sobayel</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Dimock</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Currently a Ph.D. student, Equine Nutrition (Orthopaedic Related), Rutgers University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoAnne Engel-Fehr</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Specialist equine surgeon, Pilchuck Veterinary Hospital, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becky Woodward</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Graduate Researcher on S-V Dogon Research Vessel, University of British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tina Anderson</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Director of Marketing, Purina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Kawcak</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Professor, Iron Rose Ranch University Endowed Chair in Musculoskeletal Research, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Frisbie</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Professor, Orthopaedic Research Center, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigitte von Rechenberg</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Dean, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Zurich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Hubbleton</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Private consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy Beauregard</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Senior scientist/researcher for private industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Green</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Engineering Manager for private industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliska Rentfrow</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Private consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Southwood</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>1998/2002</td>
<td>Associate Professor, University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Rutley</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Engineer for NASA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson Shellenberger</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Engineer for private industry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Date Graduated</th>
<th>Current Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al Kane</td>
<td>Post-Doc</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Analytic Epidemiologist, USDA, Affiliate Faculty for Colorado State University's Center of Veterinary Epidemiology and Animal Disease Surveillance Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Dechant</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, University of California Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Trumble</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>2000, 2004</td>
<td>Associate Professor, University of Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengcheng Lui</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Continuing in school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jana Read</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Employed in Quality Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Peterson</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Faculty Member, Department of Animal Science, University of Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne DePalma</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel Mallets</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Employed at Osteotech, Allograft Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolyn Skurla</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Baylor University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awed Al-Zaben</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Faculty Member, Electronics Engineering Department, Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Morisset</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Department of Clinical Sciences, Université de Montréal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Young</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Currently job searching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Scullen</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Private Practice, Alberta, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea Rempel</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Post-Doctoral Fellow, University of Kansas Medical School, Currently, Research Scientist, United States Meat Animal Research Center, Clay Center, NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Sorensen</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Post-Doctoral, National Mass Spectrometry Facility, Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory and Biological Sciences Division, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,Richland, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Santoni</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Research Fellow, ORBL, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katja Duesterdieck</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Oregon State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Shearin</td>
<td>D.V.M., Ph.D.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Assistant Doctor Fellow, University of Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Perino</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Completed Ph.D., Equine Orthopaedic Research, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sam Hendrix</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Equine Practice, Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ty Wallis</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Equine Specialty Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Contino</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Final year DVM student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Carpenter</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Equine Practice, Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Antonio</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>University of California San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Lee</td>
<td>Post-Doc</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myra Barrett</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, CVMS, CSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Adrian</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Director of Rehabilitation Services, VCA Animal Hospitals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Graduate Committee Members

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Years of Residency</th>
<th>Date Achieved Board Certification in the American College of Veterinary Surgery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J. V. Yavich</td>
<td>1983-1986</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Surgery Residents Supervised (and Outcome)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Date Graduated</th>
<th>Current Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Easton</td>
<td>D.V.M., Ph.D.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>University of Sydney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa King</td>
<td>M.S., Ph.D.</td>
<td>2010/2011</td>
<td>Staff Veterinarian, Orthopaedic Research Center, Clinical Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Seabaugh</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Farm Practices/Field Services, University of Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Kamm</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Equine Surgeon, Veterinary Associates, Auckland, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Moorman</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Equine Medicine &amp; Surgery, CSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Daniel</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Private Referral Practice, Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Donnell</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Residency in Equine Sports Medicine, Colorado State University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resident</th>
<th>Years of Residency</th>
<th>Date Achieved Board Certification in the American College of Veterinary Surgery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M. J. Reeves</td>
<td>1986-1989</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Trumble</td>
<td>1996-1999</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Dechant</td>
<td>1997-2000</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Aldredge</td>
<td>2000-2003</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Scruton</td>
<td>2001-2004</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Farstvedt</td>
<td>2002-2005</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Hendrix</td>
<td>2003-2006</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Wallace</td>
<td>2006-2008</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Carpenter</td>
<td>2007-2009</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. McCoy</td>
<td>2008-2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Seabaugh</td>
<td>2009-2011</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Kamm</td>
<td>2010-2012</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Nelson</td>
<td>2010-2013</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Daniel</td>
<td>2010-2014</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROGRAM SYNOPSIS
History

The Orthopaedic Research Center (ORC) began as a multidisciplinary equine program dedicated to finding methods to treat and prevent equine musculoskeletal disease and injury. Prior to 1994, the program’s research was primarily clinical. During this time, many of the techniques for arthroscopic surgery currently used to treat joint problems were developed at CSU. We also identified and defined a number of new clinical conditions and documented some of the best methods for diagnosis and treatment. As we developed these techniques, we identified limitations in terms of secondary osteoarthritis (OA) and articular cartilage loss and this led into phase two of our program of finding solutions through scientific research.

A major goal of the program has always been to find solutions to musculoskeletal problems, especially joint injuries and arthritis. The researchers strive to offer the best possible treatment of clinical cases with continual and critical assessment of the results, which are then used to modify treatments and research in order to prevent joint disease and musculoskeletal injuries and methods of early detection, and develop better treatments to prevent permanent damage to injured joints and validate manual therapies and rehabilitation techniques.

The ORC now includes the Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Laboratory (OBRL), and we function as a single unit. The ORC and OBRL, together with the Preclinical Surgical Research Laboratory (previously Small Ruminant Orthopaedic Research), and Orthopaedic Oncology make up the Musculoskeletal Research Program, which is a Program of Research and Scholarly Excellence in the university. This designation was originally granted in 2004, renewed in 2008, and renewed again in 2012. The significant collaborations with the College of Engineering, School of Bioengineering, as well as the Department of Health and Exercise Sciences, has added considerably to our research strengths. In recent years, considerable human-based funding (Orthopaedic Foundation, NIH, and corporate grants) has added to our support.

The most recent addition to our program has been the development of an equine ambulatory sports medicine service and an equine sports medicine and rehabilitation residency program. This followed the accreditation of the new American College of Veterinary Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation specialty and four of our faculty being Charter Diplomates. This has led to both considerable clinical and research advancements in the rapidly emerging field of equine sports medicine and rehabilitation as a specialty.

Research Activities

The following are the research focuses of the ORC. Details of recent and current projects can be found on pages 114-206.

1. Musculoskeletal Tissue Healing

Until a few years ago, we have principally addressed articular cartilage healing and continue to do so, but we have enlarged the focus to include tendons, ligaments, and menisci. For instance, treatments of tendons including A-cell therapy, extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT), and mesenchymal stem cell therapies have been assessed and a new traumatic model of tendons validated. Projects including a controlled study assessing meniscus repair with mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in fibrin, articular cartilage repair with MSCs in autologous platelet-enriched fibrin scaffolds, as well as a clinical study with meniscal injuries in the horse have most recently been published. Other projects include looking at synovial fluid lubricant properties and showing them to be transiently deficient after arthroscopic articular cartilage defect repair with platelet-enriched fibrin with and without MSCs, and the examination of the immunological activity of allogeneic equine MSCs.

2. Early Diagnosis of Bone and Joint Disease

This area includes the development of novel imaging techniques (present and future), body fluid biomarkers and, also molecular monitoring. The use of these early diagnostic techniques include a) Evaluation of the pathogenesis of musculoskeletal disease, b) Early detection of disease processes, and c) Monitoring of therapy, with the long term goal of preventing severe osteoarthritis or failure of joints, tendons, ligaments, and menisci.

Work in biomarkers has progressed into imaging biomarkers with particular emphasis on the use of ultrasonography, MRI, and computer tomography (CT) in diagnosing early disease change in the limb. Considerable work has also been accomplished using subject-specific finite element modeling of the equine metacarpal phalangeal joint which helps us better understand the stresses that play a role in injury of this critical joint. Other papers under the focus of Early Diagnosis of Bone and Joint Disease include a study on in vivo diffusion characteristics following perineural injection of the deep branch of the lateral plantar nerve with mepivacaine or lidocaine in horses, the use of an inertial measurement unit to assess the effect of forelimb lameness on three-dimensional hoof orientation in horses at a walk and trot and also validate a human cervical spine finite element model for risk assessment of spinal cord injury. Other clinically relevant areas include diagnostic stifle joint arthroscopy using a needle arthroscope in the standing horse, a technique developed at the ORC led by Dr. Frisbie as well as hosting a Havemeyer Foundation funded workshop on equine musculoskeletal biomarkers to assess current knowledge and future needs.

3. Improvement in the Understanding of the Pathogenesis of Exercise-Induced Traumatic Disease

Catastrophic injury is a major problem in the equine athletic industry and we, as well as researchers elsewhere, have demonstrated that the severe fractures and injuries start as microfractures in the subchondral bone. Our ongoing mission is to develop methods of detecting this damage in the clinical patient before it becomes severe, irreversible damage. Exercising horses have been followed with imaging techniques including computed tomography (CT) and MRI, nuclear scintigraphy, defined centrelines of early damage, and fluid biomarkers as a means of identifying horses at risk studied with promising results. Recently, biomechanical and modeling studies have been done to monitor early events in bone disease. Modeling has...
been used to look at the pathogenesis of condylar fractures and other disease processes as well as mapping of pressure distribution and articular cartilage thickness in equine joints. Other factors that can potentially contribute to traumatic musculoskeletal injury including race track surface and conformation have also been part of this research focus.

Examples of recent research projects summarized in this section include looking at the impact of race training on volumetric bone mineral density and its spatial distribution in the distal epiphysis of the third metatarsal bone of 2-year-old horses by comparing 2-year-old Thoroughbreds with training compared to untreated controls. A further element investigation of fracture healing under simulated microgravity loading conditions, evaluation of mecrical mechanics and proteoglycan content in a model of anterior cruciate ligament rupture, and dynamic testing of horse shoe designs with regard to their impact on synthetic and dirt Thoroughbred racetrack materials. We also hosted a second Havemeyer sponsored workshop on equine tendon disease with an overall theme of advances in the understanding of tendinopathies in horses and in humans.

4. Continued Development of Novel Therapies for Traumatic Synovitis, Capsulitis, and Osteoarthritis in the Horse

Objective evaluation of currently available pharmaceutical agents as well as new potential ones has been a significant focus of our work. These evaluations also include examination of specific biological inhibitors including gene therapy, novel protein therapies, and mesenchymal stem cells therapies. These newer therapies offer the potential of inhibiting the disease process sufficiently early so that the need for palliative drugs currently used is decreased.

Recent projects summarized in Summaries of Research Projects include evaluation of an intravenous combination of sodium pentosan polysulfate, N-acetyl glucosamine, and sodium hyaluronan, the use of genomics in drug discovery, a review of the use of firocoxib (Equioxx™) for the treatment of equine osteoarthritis, and a comparison of subjective methods to identify mild forelimb lameness and its response to therapy as well as the evaluation of intravenous hyaluronan, sodium chondroitin sulfate and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine combination (Polyglycan®) versus saline for equine osteoarthritis, and development of a new technique for injection n-acicular bursa so that the bursa can be medicated with minimal risk of puncturing the deep digital flexor tendon (DDFT).

5. Validation of Rehabilitation and Physical Therapy Techniques for Musculoskeletal Disease

This is a newer focus that includes objective assessment of integrative therapies including physical manipulation and acupuncture for management of musculoskeletal disease and pain as well as rehabilitative techniques of swimming under water treadmill and hyperbaric therapy. This area also includes study of the pathogenesis of musculoskeletal problems biomechanically and using gait analysis (kinetics, kinecinematics) and electromyography (EMG), as well as novel methods of pain detection.

In recent years, the Orthopaedic Research Center has acquired the personnel and technical abilities to do more sophisticated orthopaedic research and to address critical questions at a more basic level. Development of this expertise has allowed us to use the horse as a model to resolve problems in human arthritis where conditions are comparable to those in horses. This has led to collaborations with human health researchers, foundations, and industry.

Summaries include a chapter reviewing problems of the back and pelvis in the horse and their treatment, the physiologic effects of long term immobilization of the equine distal limb, a review chapter on chiropractic treatment for athletic horses as an equine rehabilitation technique and a review chapter on aquatic rehabilitation.

Impact

As a preeminent equine orthopaedic research program, both nationally and internationally, the Orthopaedic Research Center provides critical new findings of significant clinical impact and has been able to attract talented students who wish to pursue careers in orthopaedic research. Students choose this program because of its excellent reputation and because of the opportunities they have to be involved in research during their under-graduate and pre-veterinary programs. Many pre-veterinary students have served as volunteers in the equine orthopaedic research program over the past 10 years; this allows students to develop a high level of research expertise during this undergraduate experience. This involvement encourages students to pursue advanced degrees and ultimately research careers rather than traditional private veterinary practice. Our program also impacts undergraduate and pre-veterinary education by applying findings from research studies to clinical veterinary medicine.

The breadth of dissemination of information from the Orthopaedic Research Center is extensive, with information distributed to graduate and undergraduate students in eight Departments within five Colleges at Colorado State University. Many faculty members from these five Colleges who are participants in the Orthopaedic Research Program are internationally recognized; they are therefore able to share research findings worldwide to academia, the equine industry, the scientific community, and private biomedical industry. The ORC’s extensive collaboration with the Steadman Philippon Research Institute and biotechnology companies, as well as collaboration in five NIH research grants, has significantly impacted the treatment of humans with orthopaedic injuries and osteoarthritis. Human medicine, as well as veterinary medicine, has been positively affected by the dissemination of the ORC’s findings.

Program Trends

1. Faculty and Staff. Over the last 10 years, funding for our orthopaedic research and specialized personnel availability has increased dramatically. Until 1994, orthopaedic research was being performed by faculty members within the Department of Clinical Sciences. Since that time, the ORC research involves fourteen full-time faculty members (including three Bioengineering Faculty) in our Center. To support the work of the Faculty Researchers, we now have eight research associates. We had eight PhD students and six resident M.S. students in the program in 2014. Current funding is around $4 million annually.

2. Facilities. Thanks to generous private donors, the construction of the Gail Holmes Equine Orthopaedic Research Center and the remodeling of the orthopaedic research laboratories was completed 13 years ago. In addition, a state-of-the-art equine MRI facility has been in operation for eight years, and this was also funded by private donations. More recently, a state-of-the-art gait analysis facility has been added and, most recently, the roof of the ORC Laboratories has been replaced as a gabled roof, and further renovations to accommodate expansion of Bioengineering has been done. We have also received three $3 million University Endowed Chairs from Barbara Cox Anthony, Iron Horse Ranch, and Abigail K. Kawanaka, at $1.5 million Chair in Musculoskeletal Imaging from the estate of Kenneth and Virginia Atkinson, and most recently, a $6 million Presidential Endowed Chair from John and Leslie Malone. We continue to pursue endowed funding to make all of our positions permanent.

3. Further development of an Equine Ambulatory Sports Medicine Service. An equine ambulatory sports medicine service was initiated in 2010, and has now grown to where Drs. Chris Kacwak and Melissa King have been joined by Dr. Mindy Story. There are two research associates, Whitney McMillan and Lindsay Richardson, assisting in this service offering state-of-the-art expertise in equine musculoskeletal problems in athletic horses. Britt Madsen joined the team as an administrative coordinator of the program. We have three equine sports medicine
residents (one in each year) and are have graduated our second resident from her three-year program in 2014. The service commenced in 2011 and has continued to exceed our expectations in demand.

4. Establishment of Equine Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation Residencies. A new American veterinary specialty, the American College of Veterinary Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation has been developed and was accredited by the American Veterinary Medical Association in May 2009. There were 27 Charter Diplomates established by a nomination and Delphi election system. Four of our faculty, Drs. McIlwraith, Haussler, Kawcak, and Frisbie, were made Charter Diplomates of the new College. We then established an equine sports medicine and rehabilitation residency program to train future specialists in 2010. Our first resident, Dr. Dora Ferris commenced in July 2010 followed by our second resident, Dr. Erin Centino starting in July 2011, and our third resident Dr. Josh Donnell stared in July 2012.

5. Unrestricted Funding from Donors and Foundations. The period 2014 has been one of continuing to function with good support and further increase in faculty and staff positions. Donor support is critical to our continued operation and growth.

Promotion of Orthopaedic Research Center Faculty and Staff in 2014

Dr. Chris Kawcak has been made Director of Equine Clinical Services. As part of this transition and to maintain his orthopaedic research funding Dr. Valerie Moorman became an Assistant Professor in equine surgery with a major part of her job description being to aid in his research. Dr. Kevin Haussler was promoted to Associate Professor and granted tenure July 1, 2014. Dr. Myra Barrett became a tenure-track Assistant Professor and head of the Equine Imaging Service which includes all modalities of clinical diagnostic imaging of horses, training of diagnostic imaging residents, equine diagnostic imaging interns and fellows and equine sports medicine residents as well as the imaging components of ORC research. This was a major breakthrough as academic institutions have typically had departments of radiology somewhat divorced from the equine clinicians, per se, and certainly not equine focused. Dr. Erin Centino joined our faculty as an equine fellow in imaging and Dr. Tammy Haut Donahue was promoted to full Professor in 2014 as well as being named member-at-large of the Executive Committee of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Bioengineering Division.
Extensive experience with the following biomarker assays: Gemini-XS Fluorometer, absorbance/transmittance reader, as well as a Molecular Devices SpecraMax 384 plus, microplate immunoassay in 96 or 384-well plate format, using Fully equipped to run any commercially available assays.

1. Biomarker Analysis
Fully equipped to run any commercially available assay, including enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), radioimmunoassay (RIA), and enzyme immunoassay (EIA), as well as a Gemini-XS Fluorometer.

Extensive experience with the following biomarker assays:

**Detection of Cartilage Markers:**
- Alcian Blue: Standardized measurement of 35S labeled proteoglycan complexes.
- C1,2: An assay to standardize the measurement of Type I and II collagen degradation.
- CPI: An assay to measure type II collagen carboxy propeptide (C-propeptide).
- Eq Col 2 f (CEQ): An assay to quantify equine specific Type II collagen, which has also been proven to work with canine fluid.

**Detection of Bone Markers:**
- C1,2:C: An assay to standardize measurement of Type I and II collagens (378 assay, MMP1 and MMP3).
- Metra™ BAP: Quantification of bone-specific alkaline phosphatase in serum and synovial fluid samples.
- Metra™ Osteocalcin EIA: An enzyme immunoassay for the quantification of intact (de novo) osteocalcin.

**Serum Cross Laps® (CTX):** Assay for the quantification of degradation products of C-terminal telopeptides of Type-I collagen in serum and plasma.

**Cytokine Assays:**
- HIL-1ra: To standardize the measurement of interleukin 1 receptor antagonist concentrations in cell culture supernatant, serum and plasma.
- IGF: To standardize the measurement of Insulin-like Growth Factor in Serum, Cell culture and plasma.
- TGF-a: An assay to quantify measurement of Transforming Growth Factor-beta in serum, cell culture supernatant, plasma, and urine.
- TNF-alpha: An assay to quantify levels of Tumor Necrosis Factor-alpha in serum, plasma, synovial fluid, and cell culture supernatant.
- IL-10: An assay to quantify levels of Interleukin-10 in serum, plasma, and cell culture supernatant.
- PDGF-BB: An assay to quantify levels of Platelet-Derived Growth Factor-BB subunit in serum, plasma, and cell culture supernatant.
- PGE2: An assay to quantify levels of Prostaglandin E2 in serum, plasma, synovial fluid, cell culture supernatant, and urine.

Pre-assay sample processing including:
- Paraffin, hyaluronidase, and collagenase digestion, as well as chromatography extraction of synovial fluid, serum, and tissues.
- Western, Southern, and Northern Blotting
- Many other assays available. Please inquire.

**Cytokine Assays:**
- Prostaglandin E2 in serum, plasma, and cell culture supernatant.
- PDGF-BB: An assay to quantify levels of Platelet-Derived Growth Factor-BB subunit in serum, plasma, and cell culture supernatant.
- PGE2: An assay to quantify levels of Prostaglandin E2 in serum, plasma, synovial fluid, cell culture supernatant, and urine.

2. Biomechanical Testing
Displacement control testing for compressive, tension, and shear material properties.

**Tissue explants or cell-seeded scaffolds**
- Light to moderate load cells are suitable for testing small tissue explants or cell-seeded scaffolds.

3. Molecular Biology
Evaluation of metabolic activity in living tissues
- Radiolabeled protocols available

**GeneChip® Microarray Analysis**
- Complete Affymetrix GeneChip® 3000 scanner, fluids 450, and hybridization system

**Real Time PCR Analysis**
- ABI Prism® 7000 Sequence Detection System
- Optimization of PCR Primers

**RNA/DNA Extractions/Isolations**
- QIA mRNA synthesis from RNA
- RNA from cells, tissue, or whole blood
- Primer and probe design
- Gel extraction and purification
- Purification of plasmid DNA
- PCR amplification

**Isolation of Synoviocytes, Chondrocytes, and Tenocytes**
- Cell culture expansion of freshly collected cells

**Culturing of Mesenchymal Stem Cells**
- (bone-marrow derived or fat-derived)
- Cell culture expansion of bone-marrow derived or adipose-derived cells, including three-dimensional culturing for clinical use

**Adenoviral Vector construction and cell transfection**
- The development of adenoviral vectors for the delivery of genes into cells

4. Histology Services
- Decalcified tissue histology
- Immunohistochemistry
- Paraffin and frozen Sectioning and staining of paraffin embedded samples
- Histomorphometric analysis

Below is a brief list of the laboratory applications and services provided by the ORC.
RESEARCH TECHNIQUES AVAILABLE AT THE ORTHOPAEDIC BIOENGINEERING RESEARCH LABORATORY

The Orthopaedic Bioengineering Research Laboratory (OBRL) is an interdisciplinary research and educational effort bringing together engineers, clinicians, biologists, and scientists all over campus. The goal of the laboratory is to provide an environment for undergraduate and graduate education in Biomedical Engineering while advancing treatment and/or prevention of muscular, neuromuscular, cardiovascular, neuronal or skeletal injury and/or disease. The primary research foci include:

1. Computational Simulation of Orthopaedic Conditions and Treatments
   a. Finite element analysis
   b. Cadaver and animal experiments to validate and augment the computational models

2. Biomaterials Development
   a. Enhancing wear resistance of polymeric orthopaedic implant bearing materials
   b. Biopolymer derivative synthesis and characterization
   c. Bioactive and osteoinductive bone graft materials

3. Engineering and Growth Factor Therapy for Cartilage and Bone Repair
   a. In vitro cell culture assessment
   b. Animal models development and application to evaluate repair
   c. In vitro micro-assessment of mechanics of regenerated and normal tissue
   d. Development and assessment of biomaterial carriers

4. Retrieval Analysis for Failure Assessment, Design Improvement, and Tissue Interface
   a. Orthopaedic implants
   b. Allograft bone composites
   c. Synthetic bone graft materials and resorbable biomaterials

5. Biocompatibility and Biomaterial/Tissue Interface
   a. Interface biomechanics
   b. Tissue response to biomaterials

6. Comparative Orthopaedics and Animal Models
   a. Animal model development and validation
   b. Comparison of human and other animal disease mechanisms and treatment efficacy

7. Biomechanical Analysis
   Equipment available includes: minibionix MTS machine, standard MTS, spine tester, biaxial tester
   a. Range of motion/kinematics
   b. Materials testing for biomechanical strength
   c. Dynamic and Quasi-static analyses
   d. Fatigue and life-cycle analyses

8. Histological structural analyses
   a. MicroComputedTomography (µCT) – High resolution imaging of bone and / or implants to determine bone growth and healing
   b. Decalcified and non-decalcified tissue histology
   c. Dynamic and Static Histomorphometric analysis
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Referred Publications


Ferris R.A., Frisbie D.D., McCue P.M. Use of mesenchymal stem cells or autologous conditioned platelet-enriched fibrin alone and with mesenchymal stem cells. Orthop J Sports Med. 2014.


Frisbie D.D. May we have the practical RM results, please? 17th European Society of Veterinary Orthopaedics and Traumatology Congress. Venice, Italy. October 2-4, 2014.


Frisbie D.D. What surgeons need to know about PRP/AFC: 17th European Society of Veterinary Orthopaedics and Traumatology Congress. Venice, Italy. October 2-4, 2014.

Frisbie D.D. What’s new in surgical and medical treatment of equine osteoarthritis. 23rd European College of Veterinary Surgeons Annual Scientific Meeting. Copenhagen, Denmark. July 3-5, 2014.


Frisbie D.D. Emerging Outcomes of Intra-Articular Platelet Infusion (IAP) compared to APEF with culture expanded bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells to enhance cartilage repair in an equine model. Transactions of the 60th Orthopaedic Research Society Meeting. New Orleans, Louisiana. 2014.


Immune Responses Against Donor Antigens. World Veterinary Orthopaedic Congress. Breck-


Reiser R.F., Nelson, J., Carter K., Dalton E., Pault J. Effect of load on standing weight-bearing and erector spinae muscle activation asymmetries. Proceedings of the 7th World Congress of Bio-
mechanics. 2014.

Donahue S.W. Naturally occurring models for pre-
venting disuse induced bone loss. 7th World Congress of Biomechanics. Boston, Massachu-
setts. Podium. 2014.

Knudson S.E., Awaithsi D., Kumar K., Carreau A., Gouilleux L., Lagrange S., Vermet H., Ojima I., Slayden R.A. - A Trisubstituted benzimidazole cell division inhibitor with efficacy against Mycobac-

Barrett M.F. - The Combined Use of Arthroscopy and Ultrasonography for the Identification of Patho-
logic Changes in the Equine Femoral Tibial Joint. World Veterinary Orthopaedic Con-

Zanotto G.M., Barrett M.F., Manchon P., Kawcak C.E. Ultra-
soundographic morphometric evaluation of hind limb proximal suspensory ligaments of 2-year-


Barrett M.F. - Kentucky Veterinary Medical Associa-

Barrett M.F. - Potomac Regional Veterinary Confer-

Barrett M.F. - Standing Stifle Arthroscopy and Ultra-


Haut Donahue T.L. - Choosing a Post-Doctoral Mentor: What are the Elements of a Successful Post-doctoral Fellowship. Orthopaedic Re-


Frisbie D.D. - Instrumentation and 4 hours of laborato-

Frisbie D.D. - Modern diagnostics of joint injuries. 17th European Society of Veterinary Orthopae-
dics and Traumatology Congress. Venice, Italy. October 2-4, 2014.


Frisbie D.D. - May we have the practical RM results, please? 17th European Society of Veterinary Orthopaedics and Traumatology Congress. Venice, Italy. October 2-4, 2014.

Frisbie D.D. - What do we expect from future RM developments? 17th European Society of Veteri-
ary Orthopaedics and Traumatology Congress. Venice, Italy. October 2-4, 2014.

Frisbie D.D. - What surgeons need to know about PRP/ACP. 17th European Society of Veterinary Orthopaedics and Traumatology Congress. Venice, Italy. October 2-4, 2014.


Frisbie D.D. - Diagnostic arthroscopy of the equine stifle. 23rd European College of Veterinary Sur-

Frisbie D.D. - What’s new in surgical and medical management of equine osteoarthritis? 23rd European College of Veterinary Surgeons Annual Scientific Meeting. Copenhagen, Den-


Frisbie D.D. - Strategies to improve tendon healing. World Veterinary Orthopaedic Congress/Vet-


Frisbie D.D. - The Old and the New: A Unique CE Pro-

American College of Veterinary Surgeons, San Diego CA. 2014.


Goodrich L.R. Autologous platelet enhanced fibrin (APFF) scaffold supports in situ repair in the equine model. American College of Veterinary Surgeons, Invited Speaker. San Diego, California. 2014.


Hausler K.K., Equine Rehabilitation Certificate Program – Module II. Eight hours lecture, eight hours laboratory. College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee. January. 2014.


Kawcak C.E. Rehabilitation of foot and suspensory injuries. North Carolina State College of Vet-

Kawcak C.E. Anatomy and pathologic changes of equine bones and joints. University of Tennes-

Kawcak C.E. Diseases of equine bones and joints. University of Tennessee Certificate Program in

Kawcak C.E. Diagnosis of equine joint disease. University of Tennessee Certificate Program in

Kawcak C.E. Treatment of bone and joint disease in horses. University of Tennessee Certificate

King M.R. Influence of aquatic exercise on postural sway characteristics in a model of equine
carpal osteoarthritis. American Association of Equine Practitioners Annual Convention. Salt Lake City,

King M.R. Effect of underwater treadmill exercise on postural sway in horses with experimentally
induced carpal osteoarthritis. American College of Veterinary Surgeons Annual Convention. San

King M.R. Equine Aquatic Therapy. 8th International Symposium of Veterinary Rehabilitation/Phys-

King M.R. Advanced Equine Lameness Evaluation and Current Therapeutic Approaches for Musculoskel-
etal Disorders. Animal Rehab Institute. Loxa-

Kisiday J.D. Biochemical techniques for quantifying extracellular matrix; Centrifugation techniques
for separating cell populations in blood and bone marrow. International Cartilage Repair

McIlwraith C.W. New biological therapies (IRAP™, – four hours lecture, four hours laboratory. Col-
lege of Veterinary Medicine, Equine Health Symposium. Raleigh, North Carolina. April 15, 2014.

McIlwraith C.W. USA racetrack surface research. The Gouldie Hour (with Joe Magee), Cutting out
catastrophic injury, a global view. New Zealand Veterinary Association conference. Hamilton,

McIlwraith C.W. Managing joint disease with stricter drug restrictions. 4th Jockey Club Welfare and

McIlwraith C.W. Translational and regenerative medicine research: SPRI-CSU research and bi-
ologic therapies. Steadman Philippon Research Institute Scientific Advisory Committee meeting.

Corvallis, Oregon. August 6-8, 2014.

McIlwraith C.W. – Basic Arthroscopic Surgery course – four hours lecture, four hours laboratory. Co-

McIlwraith C.W. Lag screw fixation of carpal slab fractures, Lag screw fixation of carpal bone
fractures. Lag screw fixation of other fractures including frontal fractures of the proximal pha-
lange, mid-body fractures of the sesamoid bone and sagittal fractures of the proximal phalanx.
Advanced Arthroscopic Surgery course in Internal Fixation of Fractures of the Carpus and

McIlwraith C.W. Equine Stifle Specially Arthroscopy course – five lectures and three laboratories.

McIlwraith C.W. Introduction and looking back to previous Havemeyer Symposia and the way
forward. 3rd Dorothy Russell Havemeyer Foun-
dation Symposium on Equine Musculoskeletal
Biomarkers – organizer and moderator. Clark,

McIlwraith C.W. The Ohio State University College Research Seminar Series – Joint injury and
repair in horses and translation to humans, fo-
nom on funding of equine research with equine section clinicians. September 29, 2014.

McIlwraith C.W. University of Kentucky Hall of Fame Induction, Lexington, Kentucky. Induction
speech for Prof. Elwyn Frid, University of Auck-

McIlwraith C.W. Stifle CT and arthroscopy, Update on distal interphalangeal joint (DIP) therapies.
American College of Veterinary Surgeons Sym-
posum. San Diego, California. October 18, 2014.

McIlwraith C.W. Animal models, hands on course and lectures from the lab to the clinic – co-or-
dinator and faculty member (three days lecture
and labs). ICRS Laboratory Skills Workshop for
Translational Science. Colorado State Universi-

Moorman V.J. Equine Orthopaedic Research at CSU

Moorman V.J. Advanced Equine Lab, three four
hour laboratories on lameness examination,
equine abdominal exploratory, basic surgical
procedures of the distal limbs. Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado. Fall 2013-


FUNDING, REVENUE AND EXPENSES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigators</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Donahue (Primary PI)-1374</td>
<td>DOD-USAF-Air Force</td>
<td>University Engineering Design Challenge Program</td>
<td>7/15/11-7/14/14</td>
<td>$20,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Donahue (Primary PI)-1374</td>
<td>Mayo Clinic - Rochester</td>
<td>Microsensor for Intramuscular Pressure Measurement</td>
<td>9/10/11-6/30/15</td>
<td>$64,512.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Donahue (Primary PI)-1374,</td>
<td>NSF - National Science Foundation</td>
<td>Development of a Novel Biosynthetic Fiber Reinforced Hydrogel that</td>
<td>7/15/13-6/30/15</td>
<td>$215,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina C Popat (Collaborator)-1681</td>
<td></td>
<td>Receipitulates Developmental Processes to Diminish Cartilage Damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole P Enright (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>AtoSource</td>
<td>Consulting Task Order #4</td>
<td>1/1/09-12/31/14</td>
<td>$88,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David D Frisbie (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>Indiana University</td>
<td>Gene Transfer Treatment of Articular Cartilage Damage</td>
<td>2/28/14</td>
<td>$11,486.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David D Frisbie (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>LifeNet Health Foundation</td>
<td>Equine Osteochondral Defect Study</td>
<td>2/12/14-2/11/15</td>
<td>$71,324.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David D Frisbie (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>M.I.T. Massachusetts Institute of Tech.</td>
<td>Cartilage Repair Using Self-Assembling Peptide Scaffolds</td>
<td>9/1/13-8/31/14</td>
<td>$157,994.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaVerne Goodrich (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>AtoSource</td>
<td>The Evaluation of Laser Enhanced Cartilage Discs for the Regeneration of Chondral Defects in the Equine Model - Pilot</td>
<td>5/1/14-6/30/14</td>
<td>$141,934.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaVerne Goodrich (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>AtoSource</td>
<td>The Evaluation of Laser Enhanced Cartilage Discs for the Regeneration of Chondral Defects in the Equine Model - Pilot</td>
<td>6/1/14-7/31/15</td>
<td>$324,004.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher E Kawcak (Primary PI)-1678, Bradley Brownell Nelson (Co-PI)-1678, Myra Frances Barnett Frisbie (Collaborator)-1681</td>
<td>Grayson-Jockey Club Research Foundation</td>
<td>Contrast CT for Cartilage Injury in an Impact OA Model</td>
<td>4/1/14-3/31/15</td>
<td>$15,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher E Kawcak (Primary PI)-1678, Bradley Brownell Nelson (Co-PI)-1678, Myra Frances Barnett Frisbie (Collaborator)-1681</td>
<td>Grayson-Jockey Club Research Foundation</td>
<td>Contrast Enhanced CT for Detection of Cartilage Injury</td>
<td>4/1/14-3/31/16</td>
<td>$109,476.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher E Kawcak</td>
<td>CBC, CVMES CSU</td>
<td>Postmortem Racing Project</td>
<td>7/15/13-6/30/14</td>
<td>$12,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D Klaiber (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>Morris Animal Foundation</td>
<td>Chondrogenic Priming of Equine Bone Marrow-Derived Mesenchymal Stem Cells</td>
<td>3/1/14-2/28/16</td>
<td>$38,897.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D Klaiber (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>University of Wyoming</td>
<td>Mesenchymal Stem Cell Differentiation in Composite Hydrogel Tissue Scaffolds</td>
<td>5/1/13-4/30/14</td>
<td>$45,630.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross H Palmer (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>Cytex Therapeutics, Inc.</td>
<td>Cytex-Osteochondral Tissue Repair Using 3D Woven Poly Scaffolds</td>
<td>9/1/13-8/31/14</td>
<td>$149,384.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross H Palmer (Primary PI)-1678</td>
<td>Prosidyan, Inc.</td>
<td>Evaluation of Novel Bone Graft Substitutes in an Ovine Study - Phase 2</td>
<td>1/13/14-11/2/15</td>
<td>$141,204.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian M Puttlitz (Primary PI)</td>
<td>Cayenne Medical, Inc.</td>
<td>Tenon/Bone Interface Augmentation of Primary Rotator Cuff Repair in a Sheep Model - A Pilot Study</td>
<td>3/10/14-2/28/15</td>
<td>$53,739.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian M Puttlitz (Primary PI)</td>
<td>HHS-NIH-National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>Intubation Mechanics of the Stable and Unstable Cervical Spine</td>
<td>5/15/11-2/28/15</td>
<td>$9,925.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian M Puttlitz (Primary PI)</td>
<td>HHS-NIH-National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>Intubation Mechanics of the Stable and Unstable Cervical Spine</td>
<td>5/15/11-2/28/15</td>
<td>$193,694.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian M Puttlitz (Primary PI)</td>
<td>HHS-NIH-National Institutes of Health</td>
<td>Intubation Mechanics of the Stable and Unstable Cervical Spine</td>
<td>5/15/11-2/28/15</td>
<td>$175,371.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian M Puttlitz (Primary PI)</td>
<td>NASA - Nat Aeronautics &amp; Space Admin.</td>
<td>Fracture Healing in Heavens Bone Under Conditions of Simulated Microgravity</td>
<td>8/24/11-8/23/14</td>
<td>$60,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard A Slayden (Primary PI)-1682</td>
<td>HHS-NIH-NIAID</td>
<td>RP-06 Development of Novel Broad Spectrum Chemotherapeutics against Priority Pathogens</td>
<td>5/1/09-4/30/14</td>
<td>$311,632.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard A Slayden (Primary PI)-1682</td>
<td>Stony Brook University</td>
<td>Flt3 Inhibitors for Anti-TB Chemotherapy Novel Anticancer Agents Targeting Cell Divisions</td>
<td>12/10/12-11/30/14</td>
<td>$33,297.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard A Slayden (Primary PI)-1682</td>
<td>Anacor Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</td>
<td>Overcoming Resistance by the Application of Born to Ribosomal Inhibitors</td>
<td>10/16/13-4/16/17</td>
<td>$207,635.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**: $2,732,378.00
### Donations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donations</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Platinum Performance Vet, Inc.</td>
<td>$65,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon and Abby Winkelred Foundation</td>
<td>$68,700.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectravet, Inc.</td>
<td>$15,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dearcorn, Eric</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gail Holmes</td>
<td>$50,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vented Foundation</td>
<td>$3,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dea Family Foundation</td>
<td>$40,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Stanley Smith Barney Gift Inc.</td>
<td>$10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Regenerative Therapies</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Wayne C.</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boise, Sylvia Linda</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulan, Bonnie</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dobyn, Charles C.</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First State Bank of Colorado</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guerrier, Paul</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeler, Kenneth H.</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dearcorn, Eric</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown, Alta Mae</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens Humphreys, Mary</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas, Robert C.</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William &amp; Karen Coccetti LIVING TR.</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen, Robert Dee</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkholder, Craten R.</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis, Charlie A</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blakeley, Cindy Sue</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce, Arthit</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eazouh, Paul</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micos, Myra</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muller, Jack Duane</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pompit, Michael T</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp, Larry</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylot, Art F</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colyter, Paul</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shonaker, Wayne J</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Creek Equine</td>
<td>$400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Creek Equine</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards, Glen</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall, Judy K.</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Donations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donations</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Sheila D</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Lorene</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SteadmanPhilippon Research Institute</td>
<td>$15,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deancon, Eric</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon, Frank</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum Performance, Inc.</td>
<td>$3,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boger, E. Sale</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Sullivan, John</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calanice Biosciences, LLC</td>
<td>$2,550.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomez, Johnny</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant, Jennifer</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Reynolds</td>
<td>$30,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker, Sara W</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiker, Nina Maud</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowrion Veterinary Endoscopy</td>
<td>$10,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross, Frank</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prichard, James Thomas</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman McArthur, Nancy, Lynn</td>
<td>$15,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John M. Sparks DVM, PC</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Louis L. Bronc Foundation</td>
<td>$150,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cole, Harvey Warren</td>
<td>$2,770.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Karen Long</td>
<td>$2,770.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.J. and Lyns Schirman Charitable Foundation</td>
<td>$2,770.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles H. Scoggin, M.D.</td>
<td>$2,770.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrity-O'Leary Foundation</td>
<td>$2,770.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terri Kinney/Linda Ghent</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Peralta</td>
<td>$400.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Schroeder</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Allen L. Robison</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delbro A. &amp; Lester J.s Foundation</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiley, Jeanine Marie</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Gordon Wesley</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate of Barbara Cox-Anthony</td>
<td>$395,081.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Kathy A. McAuley</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie A. Freeman</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak Creek Ranch</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak Creek Ranch</td>
<td>$5,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*continued...*
## Donations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glenn T. Hammons, M.D.</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stallion Auction FY13</td>
<td>$16,729.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Courtney C. Grey</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Stephen A. Grove</td>
<td>$25,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buebel, Gary</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCall, Marc R.</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Mark C. Rick</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate of Barbara Cox-Anthony</td>
<td>$395,061.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Donations**: $1,330,890.00

## New Endowments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John and Leslie A. Malone</td>
<td>$6,046,194.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total**: $6,046,194.00

## Interest on Endowments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McIlwraith Scholarship</td>
<td>$6,836.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox Anthony Chair</td>
<td>$150,332.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Rose Ranch Chair</td>
<td>$145,296.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkinson Chair</td>
<td>$56,068.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawananakoa Chair</td>
<td>$195,448.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malone Chair</td>
<td>$155,956.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Interest**: $629,676.00

## Medical Center Clinical Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesia</td>
<td>$25,713.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per Diem</td>
<td>$3,913.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAP</td>
<td>$20,683.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>$38,774.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRP</td>
<td>$8,413.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shockwave</td>
<td>$13,494.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>$58,363.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xray</td>
<td>$96.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Client Services Total**: $167,269.00

**ORC ESM**: $15,086.00

**ORC CORE Lab Revenue**: $3,750.00

## Research Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indiana Univ Trippel NH</td>
<td>$129,777.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Wyoming</td>
<td>$45,630.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>$886,317.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NexVet</td>
<td>$313,625.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthrodynamics</td>
<td>$115,640.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allosource</td>
<td>$339,097.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayson</td>
<td>$214,476.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris</td>
<td>$38,087.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LifeNet</td>
<td>$71,324.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Research Accounts Total**: $2,062,973.00

## Continuing Education Activities

**Stallion Auction**: $16,729.00

## State Funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kawcak ORC Grant</td>
<td>$16,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRISE Grant</td>
<td>$24,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**State Funds Total**: $40,000.00

## Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Salaries</td>
<td>$927,767.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Associate Salaries</td>
<td>$222,028.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Salaries</td>
<td>$78,347.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>$101,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Student Salaries</td>
<td>$40,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hourly EORC students</td>
<td>$70,050.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Salaries**: $1,439,192.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Travel</td>
<td>$52,093.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Repairs</td>
<td>$890,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials &amp; Supplies</td>
<td>$245,867.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Direct</td>
<td>$652,743.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>$54,891.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expense Subtotal</td>
<td>$3,257,786.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty &amp; Administrative Overhead Costs</td>
<td>$158,222.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Expense Total**: $3,416,008.00

## Account Balance

**ACCOUNT BALANCE**: $893,865.00
Philanthropists John and Leslie Malone, fascinated by the healing power of stem cells, have committed a record $42.5 million to Colorado State University to develop regenerative medical therapies for animals and people.

It is the largest cash gift in university history, a remarkable commitment to improved human and animal health and well-being.

The donation will launch the CSU Institute for Biologic Translational Therapies to investigate next-generation remedies based on living cells and their products, including patient-derived stem cells, to treat musculoskeletal disease and other ailments. Colorado State veterinarians are experts at analyzing medical treatments for animal patients; they provide knowledge gained to boost human medical advancements; the progression is known as translational medicine and is successful because of similarities in animal and human physiology and disease.

“We are tremendously grateful to John and Leslie Malone for their generous philanthropy, foresight and dedication to scientific discovery,” Colorado State President Tony Frank said. “In addition to being the largest cash gift in the university’s history, their commitment positions us to build on our foundation as a leader in translational medicine, where advancements in veterinary medicine very rapidly move into the sphere of benefitting human health.”

The new institute will be unique in its focus on developing regenerative treatments from inception in the laboratory setting, through clinical trials, to commercialization of new technologies.

Malones’ horses inspire gift

The largesse was inspired in part by stem-cell treatments the Malones’ world-class dressage horses have received to help repair stressed and injured joints, the couple said. They discussed the gift at their sweeping horse farm near Denver.

“You put so much training into them, it would be wonderful to have them enjoy their health for a longer period,” Leslie Malone said. She led through her immaculate barn a promising dressage competitor named Blixt, a gelding that suffered lameness, underwent successful arthroscopic surgery at the Colorado State Orthopaedic Research Center, received stem-cell injections, and now is back to training.

“We think this whole area of research is very exciting in what it portends for humans and animals,” John Malone said. “When you say, ‘Who’s in the best position to do something about this?’ – to take cutting-edge research and apply it pragmatically to the problems we see that people and horses are encountering on a day-to-day basis – it became pretty logical. CSU was the right place to go.”

The Malones’ gift will provide $10 million for operations and $32.5 million for construction of an institute building, to feature laboratories, specialized surgical suites, and conference space for veterinarians and physicians. The lead gift requires $32.5 million in matching donations for building construction.

Gift will shape future therapeutics

“We are truly appreciative and humbled by John and Leslie Malone’s contribution to Colorado State University. This is a transformational gift that will make a difference in our society today and in the future,” Brett Anderson, vice president for advancement, said.

The Malones, dedicated to dressage and racehorses, first encountered Colorado State through its Orthopaedic Research Center, led by Dr. Wayne McIlwraith, University Distinguished Professor and renowned equine arthroscopic surgeon.

In 2013, the philanthropic couple donated $6 million to endow the Leslie A. Malone Presidential Chair in Equine Sports Medicine, a way to foster prevention, diagnosis and treatment of injuries in performance horses.

They soon focused on the Orthopaedic Research Center’s work in biological therapies – with gene therapy, stem cells, specialized tissue replacement and novel proteins. These therapies, used alone and in combination with minimally invasive surgery, could provide more effective and longer-lasting treatment for equine athletes and people with osteoarthritis and orthopaedic injuries.

“We are so thankful for John and Leslie’s support and consider them real partners,” McIlwraith said.

Veterinary medicine has a unique role

Colorado State has demonstrated the value of treating animal patients with naturally occurring disease as a vital step in developing new treatments for human patients, noted Dr. Mark Stetter, dean of the CSU College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences.

The approach provides a logical and clinically relevant step in the benchtop-to-bedside research path for new therapeutics: Veterinarians design clinical trials to treat animals with chronic or acute illness; knowledge gained in the course of this treatment helps spark new therapies for pets and people.

“We are extremely grateful to Dr. and Mrs. Malone for supporting the unique role of veterinary medicine by so significantly supporting strides in animal medicine that may be translated into new options in human healthcare,” Stetter said.

Biological therapies are the next horizon

John Malone, a dedicated athlete in his school days, described his own orthopaedic aches and pains while explaining the vision he and his wife have for advancing regenerative treatments.

“This is a very exciting and very broad area of research, and it’s going to pay big dividends in both human and animal medicine,” Malone said. “It seems entirely appropriate to assist in the development of this research at one of the top vet schools in the country.”

The institute established with the Malones’ lead gift will allow Colorado State to vault ahead in its work.

“We’ve really gone through a transformation in recent years, with more participation in human medicine,” said McIlwraith, leader of the Orthopaedic Research Center. “This has occurred because of the comparability of equine joints and equine joint problems with human joint problems, extending into tendon and ligament injuries, which are big concerns in both humans and horses. This new institute takes us to another level with all of this work.”
Dr. Brian Johnstone, PhD
“Tissue engineering cartilage: – the good, the bad and the ugly”
April 21, 2014

Dr. Brian Johnstone, Ph.D., director of research for the Department of Orthopaedics and Rehabilitation at Oregon Health & Science University, presented a special seminar during his visit to the CSU Gail Holmes

Professor Anthony Hollander, the Arthritis Research UK Professor of Rheumatology and Tissue Engineering at the University of Bristol and head of The School of Cellular and Molecular Medicine, visited Colorado State University in March 2014. He has many years of experience in cartilage biology, and his research is particularly focused on osteoarthritis. He also has more general expertise in the wider fields of stem cells and tissue engineering. In 2010, the Times newspaper ranking of Britain’s 100 most important scientists included him at 39th on the list.

Professor Anthony Hollander
“Stem cells, cartilage and how to save a life”
March 18, 2014

Peter Millett, MD
“Rotator cuff tears and repairs: state of the art and clinical outcomes”
May 9, 2014

Dr. Peter Millett, surgeon and partner with the Steadman Clinic, specializes in disorders of the shoulder, knee, and elbow. He treats patients with rotator cuff tears, ligament and cartilage injuries, and arthritis, and brings expertise in total shoulder replacement surgery, arthroscopy, and the treatment of shoulder fractures. A particular interest of Dr. Millett’s is advanced, arthroscopic surgery where minimally invasive techniques are used to restore damaged ligaments, joints, and bones. His clinical practice is based in Vail, Colo., where he sees approximately 75 patients in the clinical setting and performs approximately 20 shoulder, knee, and elbow surgeries weekly.

Andy Christenson
“3D Printing in Medicine and Virtual Surgical Planning”.
November 18, 2014

Andy Christenson is the vice president of Personalized Surgery & Medical Devices at 3D Systems. He works to create a more cohesive health care offering spanning provision of software technology, 3-D printing technology, personalized surgery services, and implant production. He is a current board member of the World Craniofacial Foundation and has been involved with the Society of Manufacturing Engineers Rapid Technologies and Additive Manufacturing technical community for many years. He is also a recipient of the SME/RTAM Industry Achievement Award, a prestigious award given for groundbreaking work in the additive manufacturing industry.

Sheila Laverty, MVB, MRCVS, Diplomate ACVS
“Imaging the Foal Epiphysis to Understand OCD”
September 26, 2014

Sheila Laverty, full professor in the Department of Veterinary Clinical Sciences, University of Montreal, chief of the Division of Equine Surgery, and director of the Comparative Orthopaedic Research Laboratory, presented the seminar “Imaging the foal epiphysis to understand OCD.” She is a Diplomate of the American and European Colleges of Veterinary Surgery, and her recent honors include the institutional Pfizer research excellence awards in 2002 and 2009. She was co-theme leader of the Diagnostics and Therapeutics theme of the Canadian Arthritis Network (a research center of excellence - 150 researchers - funded by the Canadian government for 12 years to study osteoarthritis in people) and also served on its research advisory and management committees. She is also theme leader of the musculoskeletal section of Thécell (Quebec government-funded cell therapy research network).

Brian Cole, MD, MBA
“Stem Cells, PRP and PRP in the management of OA and Cartilage Defects” and “Overview of cartilage restoration in humans.”
June 12, 2014

Brian Cole is a professor in the Department of Orthopaedics with a joint appointment in the Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology at Rush University Medical Center in Chicago, Ill. In 2011, he was appointed chairman of surgery at Rush Oak Park Hospital. He is the section head of the Cartilage Research and Restoration Center at Rush University Medical Center, a multidisciplinary program specializing in the treatment of arthritis in young active patients. He also serves as the head of the Orthopedic Master’s Program and trains residents and fellows in sports medicine and research.

Dr. Brian Cole
“Stem Cells, GDF, and PRP in the management of OA and Cartilage Defects” and “Overview of cartilage restoration in humans.”
June 12, 2014

Dr. Brian Cole began his career in skeletal biology in London, U.K., at the Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology, where he subsequently completed his Ph.D. Since coming to the U.S., he has developed a research program centered on stem cell differentiation for musculoskeletal tissues. His laboratory developed the method for in vitro differentiation of stem cells into chondrocytes; a method that was patented and facilitated the field of cartilage tissue engineering from stem cells. He was elected to the presidential line of the Orthopaedic Research Society in 2007 and served as president for 2011-2012.

39th on the list.
Dr. Wayne McIlwraith received the Marshall R. Urist, MD Award from the Orthopaedic Research Society for Excellence in Tissue Regeneration Research in March 2014. As stated by the ORS, “This prestigious award honors an investigator who established him/herself as a cutting-edge researcher in tissue regeneration research and has done so with a sustained ongoing body of focused research in this area of tissue regeneration as it relates to the musculoskeletal system.” This is the first time the award has been given to a veterinarian, and it is a great honor for the research productivity of the ORC.

**Honors and Awards**

McIlwraith C.W, Marshall R. Urist, MD Award for Excellence in Tissue Regeneration Research, Orthopaedic Research Society, 2014

McIlwraith C.W, American Association of Equine Practitioners Distinguished Service Award, 2014

Ehrhart, N, Chair World Veterinary Orthopaedic Congress, 2014

Puttlitz C.M, Editor’s Choice: one of the 9 highest impact papers in Journal of Biomechanical Engineering, 2014

Reiser R.F, Best Teacher Award, College of Health and Human Sciences, Colorado State University, 2014

**Professional Associations**

Barrett, M.F, American College of Veterinary Radiology, American Association of Equine Practitioners, American Veterinary Medical Association, Colorado Veterinary Medical Association, Texas Veterinary Medical Association


Haut Donahue, T.L, American Society of Biomechanics, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Biomedical Engineering Society, Orthopaedic Research Society, American Society for Engineering Education

Ehrhart, N, American Veterinary Medical Association, The American College of Veterinary Surgeons, Veterinary Orthopaedic Society


Goodrich, L.R, Veterinary AO Society, International Cartilage Repair Society, American Society of Gene, Therapy, Orthopaedic Research Society, American College of Veterinary Surgeons, Veterinary Orthopaedic Society, California Veterinary Medical Association, American Veterinary Medical Association

Haussler, K.K, American Veterinary Medical Association, American College of Veterinary Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation, American Association Equine Practitioners, Colorado Veterinary Medical Association, International Veterinary Academy of Pain Management, Phi Zeta National Honor Society

Kawcak, C.E, AOVET, American Veterinary Medical Association, American Association of Equine Practitioners, American College of Veterinary Surgeons, American College of Veterinary Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation, Osteoarthritis Research Society, International Orthopaedic Research Society, Veterinary Orthopaedic Society

Kisiday, J.D, Orthopedic Research Society

McIlwraith, C.W, Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, American College of Veterinary Surgeons, American Association of Equine Practitioners, American Veterinary Medical Association, Phi Zeta Veterinary Honor Society, Gamma Sigma Delta Honor Society of Agriculture, Colorado Veterinary Medical Association, Orthopaedic Research Society, Veterinary Orthopaedic Society, American Association of Veterinary Clinicians, European College of Veterinary Surgeons, International Society of Arthroscopy and Knee Surgery, International Cartilage Research Society, American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, American College of Veterinary Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation

Moorman, V.J, American College of Veterinary Surgeons, American Veterinary Medical Association, American Association Equine Practitioners


Reiser, R.F, National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA), International Society of Biomechanics in Sports (IBSBS), American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM), International Sport Engineering Association (ISEA)

Slayden R.A, American Society of Microbiology, American Chemical Society

Story, M.R, American College of Veterinary Surgeons, American Association of Equine Practitioners, American Veterinary Medical Association, Colorado Veterinary Medical Association, International Veterinary Chiropractic Association
Take Home Message
We found that synovial fluid lubrication is deficient shortly following arthroscopic cartilage repair surgery, and supplementation with high molecular weight hyaluronan (HA) may be beneficial. The patellofemoral joint of horses can be operated on arthroscopically, and is analogous to surgical repair of cartilage damage in the human knee joint.

Introduction
Following various types of naturally occurring traumatic injury to an articular joint, the lubricating ability of synovial fluid is impaired. We see this damage through change (indicators) in the concentration and structure of lubricant molecules, hyaluronan (HA) and proteoglycan-4 (PRG4).

Our objectives were to compare these indicators at the pre-injury state, again at 10 days, and at 3 months following surgery to create chondral defects. We looked at friction of normal cartilage-on-cartilage boundaries, the concentration and quality of HA and PRG4 and molecular weight, the relationship between lubrication function and composition, and the ability of certain HA to restore lubricating ability in samples deficient in lubrication function.

Materials and Methods
Blalateral experimental cartilage defects (15 mm in diameter) were created by removing cartilage including the calcified layer and extending down to, but not through, the subchondral bone in the stifle of adult horses. One side was injected with prepared Fibrinogen and the other with Fibrinogen plus Mesenchymal stem cells. Three times these joints were aspirated for equine synovial fluid, day 0, day 10 and 3 months following surgery to be tested.

Results
The composition of the synovial fluid samples from left and right knees of individual animals were similar in the initial preinjury state, Day 0. Boundary lubrication function was diminished 10 days after surgery and returned to normal at the 3 month post-surgery check. This lubrication deficiency of equine synovial fluid for the Day 10 samples was associated with decreased concentration of HA, with a shift toward lower Molecular Weight forms of HA, as well as increases in volume, increased concentration of protein, and increased concentration of PRG4.

Discussion
The finding of time-dependent alterations in lubrication after surgery is consistent with and extends previous studies of properties of synovial fluid after joint injury. The elevated Day 10 coefficient of friction was consistent with observations of diminished lubricating ability obtained from acutely injured horses. The restoration of normal lubricating ability by the long, 3 month, duration postsurgery may be analogous to the normal lubricating properties of equine synovial fluid after chronic injury and human synovial fluid from patients with various grades of osteoarthritis. The finding of the decrease in HA concentration and shift in HA toward low-molecular weight forms at 10 days postsurgery provides new information with potential therapeutic implications.

The finding that the in vitro addition of high-molecular weight HA to equine synovial fluid restores lubricant function, suggests that intra-articular lubricant supplementation may help maintain and/or restore the boundary lubrication function of synovial fluid, following arthroscopic joint repair surgery.

References
Examination of immunologic activity of allogeneic equine mesenchymal stem cells


Take Home Message
The results of this study demonstrate immunosuppression of stimulated lymphocytes by mismatched equine bone marrow-derived MSCs which supports their potential use for clinical treatments with allogeneic MSCs.

Introduction
A number of recent publications have given the take home mesenchymal stem (stromal) cell (MSC) therapy as a treatment for musculoskeletal injury in the horse, the majority focusing on the use of an autologous MSCs derived from adult tissues. As well as benefitting the equine field, these studies are of relevance in human stem cell therapies. The use of autologous MSCs has been the focus of attention in publications evaluating articular cartilage repair and tendon healing in horses; the efficacy of autologous MSCs is also supported by clinical studies in horses in experimental evidence that suggests intra-articular therapy at 4 weeks (the period of time required for MSC isolation and expansion) can be beneficial in articular cartilage repair; however, earlier treatment might be crucial for recovery; an autologous MSCs is also offered as immediate available treatment. There have been recent preclinical studies of equine allogeneic MSCs, but there are no reports on the safety and efficacy of the therapy in the horse.

The benefits of in vivo MSC treatments appear to be closely associated with trophic factors released by the host immune system that might contribute positively to their effects following transplantation, namely immunosuppressive activity and lack of immunogenicity. The absence of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) II molecule and co-stimulatory antigen CD86 on the surface of the equine MSCs prevents triggering of an immune response. Thus, allogeneic treatments may not produce an inflammatory response.

Materials
In an in vitro experiment phytohaemagglutinin-stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from 3 Thoroughbreds recipients were co-cultured with mismatched BM-MSCs from 3 Connemara ponies (donors). Proliferation of lymphocytes was monitored by carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester labelling and analyzed by flow cytometry. In total, 6 horses were haployped using microsatellites to confirm mismatching. Optimization of the conditions to stimulate Thoroughbred lymphocytes and titration of equine anti-CD4 and anti-CD8 antibodies were performed. Connemara pony and Thoroughbred BM-MSCs were expanded and characterized by tri-lineage differentiation. Finally, BM-MSCs from both breeds were set up in co-culture at different ratios with stimulated Thoroughbred lymphocytes. Proliferation of CD4+ and CD8+ cells was determined by flow cytometry.

Results
A high proportion of CD4/CD8 double-positive lymphocytes were found in freshly isolated PBMCs, although this percentage decreased after 4 days of culture. Mismatched BM-MSCs inhibited proliferation of stimulated lymphocytes in a dose-dependent manner, with the greatest suppression occurring at the ratio of 1:10 of BM-MSCs to PBMCs. Proliferation of CD8+ and CD4+ subpopulations decreased in 1:10 co-culture, with statistical significance in the case of CD8+ cells, while that of the CD4/CD8 double-positive population was similar to the phytohaemagglutinin control.

Discussion
Similar to human and mouse cells, equine MHC-mismatched MSCs were able to inhibit the proliferation of T lymphocytes in vitro. Several studies using MSCs from different sources have indicated that this occurs in a dose-dependent manner. The majority of the cells including the MSCs express the MHC I molecule which is actively involved in the rejection of transplants. Thus, the inhibition of the equine cytotoxic T cells by BM-MSCs might be advantageous for allogeneic transplant due to the injected MSCs reducing the presence of cytotoxic T cells from the host at the site of injection, thus avoiding lysis and therefore being able to exert their beneficial properties for longer. Equine BM-MSC double-positive lymphocytes displayed similar proliferation with and without MHC-mismatched MSCs without altering their proportion in the total lymphocytes. This population has never been studied before in co-culture systems with BM-MSCs; their stability might indicate that none of the factors released by the cells in the co-culture system affect the differentiation to a single-positive lymphocyte subset.

In summary, we analyzed the immunosuppressive capability of equine BM-MSCs on stimulated PBMCs from MHC-mismatched horses using the CFSE-labeling technique. We demonstrated that equine BM-MSCs were able to suppress the proliferation of stimulated PBMCs because the CFSE profile showed a reduction in the number of generations of lymphocytes in the stimulation index decreased in the presence of BM-MSCs. This immunosuppression occurred in a dose-dependent fashion, with the most marked inhibition at the ratio of 1:10, and in a MHC-independent way, because the autologous and allogeneic BM-MSCs exhibited a similar capability to inhibit proliferation. These in vitro results are an important step towards performing clinical studies and demonstrating that treatment for musculoskeletal injuries based on allogeneic MSCs is safe and beneficial.

Conclusions
The results demonstrate dose-dependent immunosuppression of stimulated lymphocytes by mismatched equine BM-MSCs, supporting their future application in allo-MSC clinical treatments.
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Evaluation of a subject-specific finite-element model of the equine metacarpophalangeal joint under physiological load

This summary is from a paper by S. Harrison, R. Whitton, C. Kawcak, S. Stover and M. Pandy. J. Biomechanics, 2014; 47:65-73.

Take Home Message
The equine fetlock undergoes a number of different types of injuries, some of which may be life threatening. In order to better understand the mechanisms that cause injury, the investigators developed a computational model of the fetlock joint to better understand the stresses that play a role in injury. This paper shows the normal stresses within the fetlock joint of a galloping horse. The results of this study are leading to development of models that demonstrate the stresses that lead to injury.

Introduction
The metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint, commonly referred to as the fetlock, is a site that commonly fails and becomes injured in the horse. Osteochondral injuries commonly occur beginning in the palmar aspect of the joint where the cannon bone articulates with the proximal sesamoid bones. Consequently injury at this site can lead to cartilage damage, bone damage, fracture, or catastrophic injury sometimes leading to euthanasia of the horse. These injuries are caused by a phenomenon as repetitive stress injury in which the high number of cyclic loads seen by the joint and the tremendous force placed across the joint combined lead to damage. The chronic tissue level damage ultimately leads to a clinically relevant injury. There are many factors that can lead to injury, such as bone geometry, shoeing, limb conformation and tissue strength. In order to best study the influence of each of these factors on the stresses that lead to injury, a computational model of the MCP was developed. The ultimate goal of this work is to create a computational model in which these various factors can be put into the model to identify the result in stress that could lead to injury. This study was a large collaborative effort between the Orthopaedic Research Center, the University of Melbourne and the University of California at Davis.

Materials and Methods
A patient specific model was developed using a single horse that underwent a series of analyses. Kinematic data were obtained from the horse at a walk, a trot and canter on a high-speed treadmill. Computed tomography and MRI of the whole limb was performed to gather anatomical features of the limb. This allowed for a subject specific, rigid body musculoskeletal model to be created using the bone geometries and muscle tendon paths. Mechanical properties of tendons and ligaments and the relationship between the tendon and ligament strains and limb pose were determined from loading experiments. Joint torque and tendon forces were calculated. These data allowed for the creation of a subject specific finite element deformable model of the MCP joint. The distal third metacarpus, proximal first phalanx and the proximal sesamoid bones were included in the model. Bone and cartilage properties were inserted into the model.

Once created, this model was validated against the results of cadaver experiments. This allowed for calculation of contact pressures and stresses to be determined in the articular cartilage of each articulation. This model allows any input to be changed to determine that influence on resulting cartilage and bone pressures and stresses (Figure 1).

Results
The error rate between the model and results of cadaver was less than 5%. That percent error is well within acceptable limits for these types of studies. As expected, the net joint torque, joint contact force, cartilage pressure and stresses all increased with locomotion speed.

Discussion
The results of this study were the first to demonstrate the stresses that occur within the fetlock joint. This is important in further understanding the stresses that lead to injury within that joint. Future studies will focus on changing inputs within the model that emulate changes in conformation, limb conformation, ground characteristics and shoeing (as examples) and their influence on the joint stresses. These studies can help make suggestions to the industry for managing various factors to reduce injury in racehorses.
Take Home Message
Diagnostic analgesia of the deep branch of the lateral plantar nerve (DBLPN) can result in inadvertent involvement of the tarsal sheath and/or tarsometatarsal joint.

Introduction
Proximal suspensory ligament (PSL) desmitis is a common injury in sport horses. Accurate diagnosis of the condition can be difficult, partly because diagnostic analgesia of this region lacks specificity. Perineural analgesia of the DBLPN to diagnose PSL desmitis has been proposed as a more specific method of isolating pain of the proximal aspect of the suspensory ligament but the technique has not been evaluated in vivo.

Materials and Methods
The DBLPN was injected perineurally with 3 mL of either mepivacaine (n=8) or contrast media (n=8) in live horses. Contrast-injected limbs were radiographed 5, 15, and 30 minutes post injection and diffusion characteristics were described. In mepivacaine-injected limbs, synovial fluid from the tarsometatarsal joint was obtained 10 and 20 minutes post injection and mepivacaine concentrations were analyzed.

Results
At 5, 15, and 30 minutes post injection, the contrast media extended 19.6, 20.6 and 21.0 mm proximal and 38.0, 43.5 and 51.9 mm distal to the injection site, respectively. Three of 8 (37.5%) limbs had evidence of contrast media in the tarsal sheath. Two of 8 (25%) limbs had tarsometatarsal joint mepivacaine concentrations sufficient to produce analgesia (>300 mg/L) at 10 minutes post injection.

Discussion
Analgesia of the DBLPN is commonly used to diagnose PSL desmitis however, this technique can result in inadvertent involvement of the tarsal sheath and/or tarsometatarsal joint. This is important to consider when evaluating the response to analgesia of the DBLPN and reiterates that subtarsal analgesia is not specific to the PSL.
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Use of an inertial measurement unit to assess the effect of forelimb lameness on three-dimensional hoof orientation in horses at a walk and trot

This is a summary of two papers (references 2 and 3 at the end of the article) by Drs. Moorman, Reiser, Peterson, McIlwraith and Kawcak.

Take Home Message
A hoof-mounted inertial measurement unit (IMU) detected significant changes in hoof orientation following induction of mild lameness at the walk and trot. This technology should be further evaluated for use in clinical cases of lameness.

Introduction
Lameness is a significant problem to the equine industry, with up to 14% of horses per year requiring veterinary care and an annual cost of over $600 million spent on the diagnosis and treatment of these animals. Mild lameness can result in poor or decreased performance, and can be the first indication of a more severe injury. Thus, early diagnosis of lameness is critical to diminish potential tissue damage and minimize days lost from training or competition. Mild lameness can be challenging to diagnose, as it is intermittent and is only appreciated under certain conditions. To improve the diagnosis of mild lameness, horse-mounted motion analysis systems have been developed to supplement the subjective lameness examination. While several horse-mounted systems have been evaluated to detect lameness, the limits of their detection have not been fully elucidated. The inertial measurement unit (IMU) has been used to determine changes in orientation and linear accelerations when mounted to a subject, and is thus an appropriate tool to examine equine kinematics. We hypothesize that a hoof-mounted IMU would detect changes to hoof orientation following induction of lameness, and that significant orientation changes would be detectable at mild lameness. We also hypothesize that hoof orientation changes following lameness would normalize following peri-neural anesthesia. This study was performed by Drs. Valerie Moorman, Raoul Reiser, Wayne McIlwraith, and Chris Kawcak at the ORC, in collaboration with Drs. Christie Mahaffey and Mick Peterson at the University of Maine.

Materials and Methods
A sole-pressure model of weight-bearing lameness was induced in a single forelimb of six clinically normal horses. Three increasing grades of lameness were induced, and following the most severe lameness, peri-neural anesthesia was performed to resolve the lameness. An IMU was rigidly mounted with hoof acrylic to the lateral hoof wall on the lame limb to determine three-dimensional (3-D) linear accelerations and orientations. Horses were examined in hand at the walk and trot both before (baseline), following induction of each lameness grade, and following peri-neural anesthesia. Linear acceleration profiles from the IMU were used to divide the stride into break-aver, initial swing, terminal swing, and total swing. 3-D orientations were compared following each lameness grade and peri-neural anesthesia to the baseline condition of the lame limb. Repeated measures, mixed model ANOVA was used to analyze the orientations with significance set at P < 0.05.

Results
Following lameness induction, there were significant increases in external rotation and abduction and a significant decrease in sagittal plane rotation of the hoof during break-aver at the trot. During the initial 25% of swing, the hoof had a more adducted and extended position, and had larger ranges of motion in the sagittal, frontal, and transverse planes at the trot. At the trot, significant changes to internal/external rotation and adduction/abduction of the hoof were seen after mild lameness during both stance and swing phases of stride. At the walk during the initial 25% of stride, the hoof was more internally rotated and adducted following lameness. After peri-neural anesthesia, the changes to external rotation and sagittal rotation of the hoof at the trot returned to baseline. In addition, there was a significant increase in the standard deviations of the sagittal plane orientations, with 12 of 19 (> 60%) sagittal variables having larger standard deviations compared to both baseline and lameness conditions.

Discussion/Conclusions
From this investigation, we identified several significant changes to 3-D hoof orientations both during stance and swing phases of stride following the induction of a weight-bearing lameness. While significant orientation changes with lameness were detected at both the walk and trot, there were a larger number of orientation changes at the trot, indicating that examining horses at the trot is preferable for evaluating lameness. Several of these orientations returned to baseline, indicating that they may be useful in identifying a positive response to peri-neural anesthesia. In addition, a consistent increase in standard deviation of the sagittal plane orientation was identified following peri-neural anesthesia at both the walk and trot. These increases may result from changes in proprioception. This increase in variability may be useful in assessing peri-neural anesthesia clinically. The hoof-mounted IMU should be further investigated for its use in detecting orientation changes associated with lameness, and it may be useful as a supplemental tool for clinical lameness evaluation, especially in cases where lameness is mild.
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Validation of a Human Cervical Spine Finite Element Model for Risk Assessment of Spinal Cord Injury during Endotracheal Intubation

This study was done by B.J. Mindman, B.G. Stanton, C.M. Puttlitz, R.P. From, M.M. Todd and was presented at the Orthopaedic Research Society and funded by the National Institute of Health (NIH).

Methods

The osseous geometry of the seven cervical vertebrae (C1 to C7) and the base of the occiput (C0) was extracted from computed tomography scans of a healthy cadaveric specimen (64 year old female, Height: 170 cm, Weight: 74 Kgs) by image segmentation via AMIRA visualization software (ver. 4.0 & 5.0, FEI, Hillsboro, OR). The resultant surface dataset was imported into TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific Applications, Inc., Livermore, CA) and meshed with 8-noded hexahedral elements. The final mesh resolution was chosen based on our previously developed and validated lower cervical spine finite element model.1 The geometry of the spinal cord was extracted from the visible human database and meshed with identical hexahedral elements. The final spinal cord and osseous tissue meshes were then integrated in ABAQUUS (Fig. 1, ver. 6.11, D’assault Systems, Waltham, MA).

The intubation blade applies an anteriorly-directed force to the airway canal and the surrounding soft tissues with magnitude and location dependent on the type of intubation blade employed.4 Our recent studies reported on the mechanics during intubations of live patients and cadavers with the Macintosh intubation blade. These experimental results were used to drive the FE model simulations. The Macintosh intubation protocol was simulated with the center of the applied intubation force (F = 48.4 N) at the center of the C3 vertebra and directed anteriorly at an angle of 70° with the horizontal (Fig. 2).

Sagittal range-of-motion data (via lateral C-arm fluoroscopy) collected during related in vivo and cadaver intubation experiments on stable cervical spines were used to validate the FE model. These data consisted of extension values for vertebral levels C0 to C5. Initially, only the average recorded force from the instrumented intubation blade4 at the point of maximum extension (during intubation) was applied to the model. The ROM predictions from the model were then compared to the experimental results for validation purposes. Additionally, ROM data was collected from unstable c-spine cadavers. Instability was achieved by a C2 Type II injury (bony fracture) on one set of cadavers and by a C3/C4 disc/ligament disruption on second set of cadavers. Ligamentous injuries were created by removal of the relevant springs at the location of injury. Disk compromise was simulated by an 80% reduction in the Young’s modulus along with the removal of homeostatic pressurization for that particular intervertebral level. ROM predictions were compared to the experimentally observed ROM data (C0-C5).

Take Home Message

A high fidelity finite element model of the human cervical spine has been developed and validated in order to assess the risk of serious spinal cord damage during endotracheal intubation in the presence of cervical spine injury.

Introduction

Endotracheal intubation can increase the risk of cervical spinal cord injury when performed in the presence of cervical spine instability. It has been postulated that the force exerted by the laryngoscope blade on surrounding airway tissues and the cervical vertebral levels, can induce pathologic (i.e. supraphysiologic) motion in the presence of cervical spine injury, resulting in spinal cord compression or permanent damage. While several experimental studies have sought to investigate the effects of laryngoscopy use of spinal cord damage, the majority of these studies have utilized stable (not injured) cervical spines. Further, it is intractable to rigorously characterize the motion and internal mechanical parameters (i.e. tissue strains and stress) for all possible forms of cervical spine instability during intubation using cadaveric models. Specifically, cadaver tissue models do not allow for direct measurement and spatial mapping of spinal cord stresses and strains. A more feasible approach for comprehensively studying spinal mechanics in the presence of destabilizing injuries is to use computational (i.e. finite element) models of the cervical spine that includes the spinal cord. Parametric series investigations with finite element models will also help identify which features of specific injuries may put the patient in a higher risk category.

This study was done by B.J. Mindman, B.G. Stanton, C.M. Puttlitz, R.P. From, M.M. Todd and was presented at the Orthopaedic Research Society and funded by the National Institute of Health (NIH).

Results

Intervertebral range of motion (ROM) model predictions for the intact cervical spine fell within one standard deviation of in vivo intact patient data, indicating a high level of predictive accuracy for the finite element model (Fig. 3). Model ROM predictions for the C2 Type II and C3/C4 disc injuries were in good agreement with experimental data (Fig. 4).
Discussion

The data provided herein demonstrate a high level of agreement between finite element model predictions of cervical spine facet contact parameters and in vivo patient and cadaver data for the intact cervical spine as well as the C2 Type II and C3C4 intervertebral disc injury scenarios. A parametric study of common cervical spine injuries will be modeled during intubation to investigate which injuries pose the highest risk of spinal cord damage during endotracheal intubation.
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Diagnostic stifle joint arthroscopy using a needle arthroscope in standing horses

This is a summary of an article published in Veterinary Surgery, by Drs. D. Frisbie, M. Barrett, W. McIlwraith and J. Ullmer (reference 3 at the end of the article).

Take Home Message

An 18 ga arthroscope can be used for diagnostic examination of the equine stifle in standing horses.

Introduction

The prevalence of stifle injuries in most equine athletic disciplines is not accurately known. Scant attention was given to athletic injuries of the equine stifle in part because of diagnostic limitations and lack of successful treatment options. It has been suggested that athletic injuries to the stifle may account for >40% of injuries in sport horses. Although many consider routine arthroscopy the gold standard for stifle joint diagnostics, complete observation of intra-articular structures such as the meniscus are limited. Computed tomography (CT) using contrast arthrography has been used to image the stifle; however, availability of this modality and magnetic resonance imaging is limited. Thus other methods to safely and quickly evaluate the stifle would be advantageous to facilitate more accurate clinical diagnosis of stifle disease. Our purpose was to assess the use of an 18 ga disposable arthroscope to safely and efficiently provide complete observation of the stifle joint in the standing horse.

Methods

This study had 3 phases. In phase 1, 18 ga and standard 4mm arthroscopic examination of cadaveric stifles was compared and in phase 2, exploratory stifle examination was performed. Phase 3 - Three clinically lame horses with suspected stifle disease had diagnostic arthroscopy using the 18 ga arthroscope.

Results

Phase 1 - Complete examination of the intra-articular structures (as defined by McIlwraith and coworkers) was identified using both the 18 ga and 4mm arthroscope. Further, ultrasonographic confirmation of the intra-articular structures was obtained in 2 limbs (Fig. 1). Complete examination of the remaining 3 limbs was also completed without incident.
Phase 2 - In the first 2 horses, simultaneous arthroscopy and ultrasonography were performed as in phase 1 to confirm the extent of the exploratory examination and intra-articular structures (Fig. 2). Greater observation of the condyles was possible in both cranial femorotibial joints when the limb was flexed (18 ga or 4mm arthroscope) compared to the standing position. The only notable difference between using the 18 ga arthroscope standing and routine arthroscopic examination was the degree of change in the appearance of the meniscus when weight bearing versus nonweight bearing (Fig. 3).

Phase 3 - Three horses with a history of stifle disease or suspected stifle disease had standing arthroscopy with the 18 ga arthroscope using the protocol described for phase 2. All horses had at least 3 months follow-up and diagnoses were obtained with no complications being observed.

Discussion
As expected, the field of view is smaller than that of a 4mm arthroscope but this was not considered a limitation. In fact, the 18 ga arthroscope provided a better exploratory of the stifle joint than would be obtained with a 2.7mm arthroscope. Ultrasonography was helpful especially in placement of portals to enter the caudal compartment of the femorotibial joint in both the standing and flexed position. Likewise cartilage defects were noted on the medial femoral condyle of horse before arthroscopic examination, such observations might help adjustment of portal selection in clinical cases.

In standing horses we were able to confirm that an 18 ga arthroscope could be used to perform complete diagnostic examination of the 3 compartments of the stifle joint. Further, we found that in some areas of the joint where space was limited the small diameter of the 18 ga arthroscope was an advantage, despite the smaller field of view. Diagnostic arthroscopy of the stifle joint was tolerated, even with range of equine temperaments in the standing horse. Finally, the use of the 18 ga arthroscope played a unique and beneficial role in the 3 clinical cases where it was used.
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In 2009, a Dorothy Russell Havemeyer Foundation workshop on equine musculoskeletal biomarkers was held in Steamboat, Colorado, USA. The goal of this effort was to develop a validated biomarker platform that could be used practically for diagnosis and prognosis of musculoskeletal disease, assessment of therapy, disease prediction and study of musculoskeletal disease. This editorial identifies the key outcomes from this meeting and indicates key future directions for this discipline.

The potential benefit of biomarkers of disease in horses is comparable with that in human medicine where working groups have been used to identify the needs and strategies for biomarker development. It has been stated that a disease starts when detected by the best biomarker available to define that time, specific reviews relating to specific aspects of the disease. However, there are often early, presymptomatic biomarkers of illness and disease which if detected may allow for earlier treatment. This forms the basis for the power and importance of applying biomarkers to osteoarthritis (OA), a disease often characterised by a prolonged, debilitating clinical course, including disease progression, pain and disability, and increased health care costs. While OA is a major cause of disability in the human population, it is estimated that, in the United States, 1 in 3 adults and 1 in 5 adults older than 50 years will be affected by OA by 2030. Although OA is a highly prevalent disease, the clinical signs associated with OA are usually non-specific, so that the diagnosis is frequently delayed, and OA is often under-diagnosed because it is often considered to be a natural aging process.

A biomarker is a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes or pharmacological responses to a therapeutic intervention. This is in contrast to the clinical endpoint which is a marker or variable that measures how a patient feels, functions or survives. A biomarker can become a surrogate endpoint when it is appropriate to substitute for a clinical endpoint. The evolution in molecular biology and imaging has led to the expansion of the notion of what constitutes a biologic biomarker to include, not only proteins and protein fragments, but also metabolites, carbohydrate biomarkers, genomic biomarkers (RNA and DNA), cellular biomarkers (that may be captured for instance in a cell pellet extracted from body fluids) and imaging biomarkers.

Biomarkers have also been classified, based upon their characteristics, into 2 major groups: the so-called soluble or ‘free’ biomarkers (fluid biomarkers) and ‘dry biomarkers’ which consist of visual analogue scales (VAS), questionnaires, performed tasks or imaging. In a recent review on biomarkers in OA, it was noted that the OA disease process is increasingly being considered a continuum, beginning with an inciting event, such as genetic variation or injury, progressing through molecular, radiographic and radiographic, stages culminating in end-stage disease. Based on this reclassification of the disease as a continuum of a series of stages, it is proposed that biomarkers could play a pivotal role in disease detection and monitoring, particularly during the critical, early molecular stages when other tools are not readily able to identify nascent OA.

**Development of a biomarker sample bank**

It was agreed by the Havemeyer group that this should be a major priority. While biobanking is emerging as an important research tool in the human field, it is now also gaining momentum in veterinary medicine. A biobank is a repository of biological material that has been collected and stored in a standardised fashion and whose phenotype, origin, date of collection and location can be easily determined. These specimens can be stored at one or more sites and distributed to the biobank users based on preset guidelines. Not only sample collection and storage methods but also data recording (quality, completeness, consistency) relating to samples at different storage sites must be harmonised and a powerful informatics programme that permits efficient and reliable management of all the biobank’s specimens is essential for its success.

A key element of a biobank is that all necessary legal and ethical permissions are in place to allow appropriate use of materials for research purposes. This is obviously complicated in the case of an international biobank where different legislative frameworks and cultural issues may have an impact.

**Types of biomarkers**

There are a number of putative biomarkers and it is important that we recognise limitations of existing technologies, as well as the potential of novel approaches. Protein biomarkers: Historically, biomarker assays rely on immunological assays using antibodies raised against nonequine species and a significant homology in amino acid sequences between equine and other species is a minimal requirement for the antibody to cross-react. To prove the specificity of a nonequine antibody on specific equine epitopes, a gel electrophoresis and a western blot is mandatory and a single band of the appropriate molecular weight should be identified. Also the protein (usually fractionated on a gel) should ideally be analysed with mass spectrometry to fully identify the protein.

In many historical publications, the specificity of the nonequine antibody is not clearly stated, leading to some uncertainty about presented data.

**Genetic biomarkers**: Genetic sequence variants hold particular promise for predicting disease risk and guiding appropriate decisions and treatments. Genetic biomarkers are defined as genetic variations (mutations or polymorphisms) that can predict disease susceptibility, disease outcome, or treatment response. The use of genetic biomarkers to estimate risk is potentially more straightforward than using nongenetic ones because genetic biomarkers can be detected almost without error and do not vary in an individual over time. Also, unlike nongenetic markers, they only need to be determined once, and this can be early in life allowing appropriate decisions on treatments or adjustments to begin earlier, potentially increasing their effects. This revolution in genomic resources, which has the potential to have a dramatic impact on the horse, started with the publication of a high-quality draft sequence of equine genome. In musculoskeletal disease, recent genetic studies have been performed relating to osteochondrosis and tendon injury.

Post genomic technologies and biomarkers: Transcriptomics: The sequencing of the equine genome opens up a number of post genomic technologies to equine researchers and the potential for novel tests that can be both prognostic and predictive of disease processes in the horse. Analysis of the transcriptome by PCR, microarray or next-generation sequencing is a powerful technique, although it has specific limitations as identification of specific regulation of a particular gene does not always relate to a cellular response of protein transcription.
scriptomic analysis can also be used to determine noncoding RNAs and microRNA which have been suggested as biomarkers in a number of diseases including osteoarthritis.25,26

Proteomics: Proteomic analysis has been increasingly used in equine research and studies are now using mass-spectrometric techniques has been used to identify specific biomarkers that may be associated with equine musculoskeletal disorders.27,28

Metabolomics: In the post genomic era it has become clear that solely mapping the genes, mRNA and proteins of the living system does not reveal its phenotype. Consequently, researchers have turned their interest to the metabolome (or the metabolic complement to functional genomics) and thus metabolomics is a rapidly expanding post genomic science that utilizes analytical techniques to measure low molecular weight metabolites in biological samples. The principal analytical techniques used in metabolomics are mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Techniques generate huge amounts of data in complex spectral profiles that must be then analysed using bioinformatics and statistical methods. Currently there is no published data on metabolomic profiling and its potential use as a biomarker in equine musculoskeletal disease, but recent publications in human OA and animal OA models suggest it may have potential.29,30

Imaging biomarkers: In recent years computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have allowed for 3D characterisation of joints. Although this has improved diagnostic capabilities, particularly using radiography, there have been frequently performed by veterinary surgeons for decades, there is little evidence for actual benefit to the horse.

Summary

There are exciting prospects relating to biomarkers for equine musculoskeletal disease and injury risk characterisation and prediction, but there is still considerable work to do before having a clinically useful biomarker panel. Work will continue with colleagues in human medicine to learn from their research but we can hopefully contribute back to them with data from the horse. The horse provides a clinically relevant study group with some unique applications of biomarkers in prediction of disease susceptibility, changes with exercise (or over training) and possibly athletic ability.
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Impact of race training on volumetric bone mineral density and its spatial distribution in the distal epiphysis of the third metatarsal bone of 2-year-old horses


Materials

The left distal MtIII of 14 2-year-old Thoroughbred fillies from a previously controlled exercise trial were available for an analysis (Firth, et al., 2004; Firth and Rogers, 2005). The fillies were selected for race training for yard rest (control). Training protocols were consistent with conventional flat race training programs for 2-year-olds in New Zealand (Bolwell et al. 2010). Specimens were scanned using axial peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT; XCT 2000, Stratec Medical). There were 15 2 mm contiguous scans, with a pixel size of 0.5 mm. Further details are described in the full publication which is available. The BMD data (mg/cm3) were extracted using the scanner’s proprietary software for the entire slice and for the six regions of interest (ROI) (Fig 2), representing regions subject to different loads during training (Riggs et al., 1999; Harrison et al., 2014).

Results

There were no significant differences in the total BMD, between control and exercise groups in the entire transverse slice or in the ROI. The median proportion of pixels for bone density categories 1000-1100 mg/cm3 was greater in exercised compared to control horses in medial plantar condyle (M2P) and lateral sagittal ridge and groove (LSP) (Fig. 3).

Take Home Message

Rapid focal changes in bone mineral density occur in the distal metatarsus of 2-year-old racing Thoroughbreds with training compared to untrained controls. They are less than a previous study has shown in the distal McII.

Introduction

During high speed activity such as race training and racing the distal McII epiphysis objected to large compressive forces (Harrison et al, 2010), which have been documented to result in cartilage loss, significant remodeling of the epiphysis and localized increases in volumetric bone mineral density (BMD) (Riggs, 2002; Firth et al, 2005) that often contribute to lameness (Full and Bramlage, 2011). These bone and cartilage responses are often site-specific and focal, reflecting the heterogeneity of load on the distal McII epiphysis. Within affected bones, the localized sclerosis is greater at the palmar aspect of the condyles and least at the sagittal ridge, creating the possibility for development of the shear along planes of different densities, in this case primarily at the axial margin of the condyles (Riggs, 2002). The focal and site-specific responses observed in the distal McII epiphysis are thought to be related to cyclic loading of the joint and are associated with fractures (Whitton et al., 2010).

The statistical technique of spatial analysis has been extensively used in the discipline of epidemiology (Pfeiffer et al., 2008), but to date has not been widely used to quantitatively describe tissue (bone) responses to exercise (Rose et al., 2012). This method facilitates quantitative description of what previously has been described qualitatively such as the high levels of clustering of certain BMD pixels, whether such clusters are arranged in uniform or random patterns, and if the dispersion of pixels is related to the BMD of neighboring pixels. The aim of this study was to use spatial analysis (Fig. 1) to quantify differences in BMD in clearly defined populations of control and race-trained 2-year-old Thoroughbreds.

Fig. 1: Stylized representation of the regions of interest (ROI) for spatial analysis and classification of pixels into low (blue), medium (green) and high (red).

Fig. 2: Regions of interest (ROI) were selected dividing the plantar half of the peripheral quantitative computed tomographic image into three sections on both lateral and medial aspects of the bone.

Fig. 3: The median relative proportion of voxels for each bone density threshold (mg/cm3) for particular regions of interest: (a) L1P, (b) M1P, (c) L2P, (d) M2P, (e) LSP, and (f) MSP for exercised (blue) and non-exercised (red) horses.
All exercised horses showed a strong to marked clustering of high BMD threshold pixels in P2P, however, only three control horses demonstrated clustering that was weak to strong. In M2P, five of the exercised horses had a moderate to marked clustering and there was no significant high BMD clustering in the control group.

Discussion

The lack of significant differences in BMD of the total slice between groups may reflect the less dramatic changes in BMD to the exercise load identified in the MIII rather than that observed in the MIII and partial dilution of what are focal responses to load when the entire slice is examined. The selected ROI exhibited differences in BMD distribution histograms, reflecting differences in the loads and loading pattern of each region. Condylar regions, despite being contact areas, are loaded via the inter-sesamoidian ligament rather than via the sesamoid bones directly (Easton and Kawcak, 2007). The effect of the exercise program on these ROI was a significant, but small, increase in the proportion of pixels in the high-density category of the histogram. Differences in load and loading patterns are likely to have an influence on the load and load-induced responses of tissue in vivo. The presence of these patterns in control limbs may indicate an individual variance in the response to load in the area of contact in the metacarpophalangeal joint during joint loading in horses. American Journal of Veterinary Research 81, 186–212.


A FINITE ELEMENT INVESTIGATION OF FRACTURE HEALING UNDER SIMULATED MICROGRAVITY LOADING CONDITIONS

This is a summary of two articles published in the Journal of Biomechanical Engineering (reference 1 and 2 at the end of this summary) by B. Godomski, K. McGilvray, J. Easley, R. Palmer, E. Ehrhart, K. Hausser, R. Browning, B. Santoni and C. Puttlitz.

Methods

The effects of simulated microgravity on bone remodeling and fracture healing were previously investigated in two animal studies using a large animal (sheep) model.1,2 Animal use approval was granted by the Colorado State University Animal Care and Use Committee (Approval #11-2938A). In the first study, a trans-biarticular fixture was applied to the hindlimb of five skeletally mature sheep for 8 weeks (ExFix group). This unloading technique was shown to simulate a 0.25g environment, or a 75% reduction in loading and a loss of metaphyseal bone mineral density of 25% per month. The second experiment investigated fracture healing using this simulated microgravity model. Following a 21 day simulated microgravity period and a resultant loss of bone mineral density of approximately 18%, a 3.0mm mid-metatarsal osteotomy was performed and stabilized with an orthopaedic locking plate instrumented with a rosette strain gage. An Earth gravity (Control, n=5) group was included in which an osteotomy was created, plated, and casted, allowing full loading to be transmitted through the bone. Both groups were euthanized after 28 days and post-mortem histomorphometric analyses were performed to quantify fracture healing.

A high fidelity FE model of the ovine hindlimb extending from the tibia to the proximal phalanges was prepared from CT imagery data of a fully mature ewe. Each bone was segmented based on attenuation values to generate surface representations, and 8-noded hexahedral elements were morphed to the surface geometry of each bone to create a mesh consisting of 215,000 elements. Articular cartilage was modeled as a 0.5mm, three-element thick layer exhumed from the osteochondral surfaces. Transversely isotropic, linearly elastic material properties were assigned to the cortical and cancellous bone, and a hyperelastic

Take Home Message

Simulated microgravity loading condition lead to decreased hydrostatic pressure and strain levels of the healing fractures and contributes to subsequent alterations in the healing process, with animals exposed to a simulated microgravity environment subsequently healing via intramembranous bone formation rather than the typical endochondral ossification process experienced by animals healing in an Earth gravitational environment.

Introduction

The literature is deficient with regard to how the localized mechanical environment of skeletal tissue is altered during microgravity unloading and how these alterations affect bone remodeling and healing. Limited research has been performed to investigate the direct role of these reduced gravitational forces as they relate to fracture healing. The few in vivo studies that have been performed have consistently demonstrated that weight-bearing maintains skeletal integrity of healthy bones and ultimately accelerates the healing of long bone fractures by promoting rapid callus formation, while the lack of mechanical loading experienced during weightlessness leads to the inhibition of fracture healing. Alterations in the mechanical environment of bone during microgravity unloading remain inadequately described due to the experimental limitations associated with such tasks. However, the use of computational techniques may aid in elucidating the mechanical underpinnings of skeletal adaptation and healing in microgravity environments. Thus, the purpose of this study was to computationally characterize the local mechanical environment responsible for the inhibited fracture healing observed under experimental microgravity conditions.

between objective and subjective criteria of training workload. New Zealand Veterinary Journal 52, 272–279.
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Mooney-Rivlin material definition was assigned to the articular cartilage. A total of 8 ligaments of the meta-
tarsophalangeal and hock joints were represented via spring elements. The external fixation components were then added to the model to create an EnFix group configuration while the base model was utilized to simulate the Control group.

To determine the appropriate model mesh resolution, strain energy density predictions from the model’s hard and soft tissue constituents were compared between low, medium, and high mesh density models under identical loading conditions wherein the number of elements for each model was approximately doubled to create the next highest resolution model to ensure that the appropriate number of elements was utilized. Mode validation was performed by comparing meta-
tarsal surface strain predictions to in vitro and in vivo experimentally-obtained strain measurements. Model predictions typically fell within one standard deviation of experimentally-derived data while the parametric convergence study demonstrated medium resolution model predictions to be within 5% of those predicted by the high resolution model. Therefore, the medium resolution model (215,000 elements) was used for the subsequent analysis.

A 3mm mid-diaphyseal osteotomy was created in the EnFix and Control models (Figure 1). Callus dimensions for each model were taken from histological data. The callus material was modeled as a linearly elastic and isotropic, and a parametric FE analysis was performed to calibrate the model four-point bending stiffnesses to the experimentally-derived results. Each model was then loaded with muscle forces from a previously-de-
veloped musculoskeletal model corresponding to 100N, 200N, and 300N GRF standing loads as well as a gait speed of 0.75m/s (corresponding to the maximum speed of the housed animals, or 600N). The local strain components and hydrostatic pressure within the frac-
ture gap and periosteal callus predicted by each model were then compared with histological results.

Results
The in vivo study demonstrated inhibited healing in animals exposed to simulated microgravity as com-
pared to those that healed in a 1g Earth gravitational environment. µCT results indicated decreased callus bone volume in simulated microgravity specimens versus 1g specimens. 1g specimens routinely displayed endochondral ossification bone formation in the peri-
osteal callus as well as lower levels of intramemba-
nous bone formation around the periosteal callus pe-
rimeter, while the simulated microgravity specimens appeared to heal directly through intramembranous bone formation without evidence of a cartilage inter-
mediary (endochondral ossification, Figure 2).

As expected, model hydrostatic pressure and strain predictions were greatest for a GRF of 600N (0.75m/s gait speed) in both FE models and decreased as a function of GRF. Both models predicted peak hydro-
static pressures and strains within the cortices of the fracture gap (Figure 3) contralateral to the orthopaedic fixation plate, with both parameters decreasing radial-
toward the callus periphery.

Fig. 1: The (right) ExFix and (left) Control FE fracture models were generated by creating a 3mm osteotomy and callus (red noise) at the mid-diaphysis of the metatarsus.

Fig. 2: (A,C) ExSummary of control specimens routinely displayed endochondral ossification bone formation in the periosteal callus as well as lower levels of intramembranous bone formation around the callus perimeter (DE,F). The simulated microgravity specimens appeared to heal directly through intramembranous bone formation.

The predictive data of this FE study suggests that both hydrostatic pressure and strain of the healing fracture contributed to alterations in the healing process, with animals exposed to a simulated microgravity envi-
ronment subsequently healing via intramembranous bone formation rather than the typical endochondral ossification process experienced by animals healing in an Earth gravitational environment. These findings will help direct future countermeasures for enhancing bone healing in microgravity environments.

Discussion
The mechanical unloading experienced during simulat-
ed microgravity induced inhibited fracture healing via fundamental changes to the bone formation sequelae. Previous studies have elucidated specific envelopes of pressure and strain that lead to either endochondral or intramembranous ossification (Figure 3).

The predictive data of this FE study suggests that both hydrostatic pressure and strain of the healing fracture contributed to alterations in the healing process, with animals exposed to a simulated microgravity envi-
ronment subsequently healing via intramembranous bone formation rather than the typical endochondral ossification process experienced by animals healing in an Earth gravitational environment. These findings will help direct future countermeasures for enhancing bone healing in microgravity environments.
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Evaluation of Meniscal Mechanics and Proteoglycan Content in a Modified ACL Transection Model

Fischenich, K., Coatney, G., Hoverkamp, J., Button, K., Decamp, C., Haut, R.C., Haut Donahue, T.L.

Take Home Message
This study is one of the first to monitor meniscal changes after inducing combined meniscal and ACL transections. With no surgical intervention to repair damaged tissue, 12 weeks post trauma there is a decrease in elastic moduli as well as a decrease in GAG coverage. Thus, it would appear that damage to the soft tissue of the knee is exasperated over 12 weeks and further damages the remaining meniscal tissue. Thus, interventions to treat the acute damages should be investigated that also focus on not only the visibly torn tissues, but the remaining meniscal tissue as well.

Introduction
Post traumatic osteoarthritis (PTOA) is a form of secondary osteoarthritis which develops as a result of traumatic loading that causes tears of the soft tissues in the knee. This study introduces a modified transection model to monitor PTOA development in which both meniscal and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) transections have occurred. Specifically mechanical and histological properties of the menisci were investigated.

Methods
Six skeletally mature Flemish Giant rabbits were used in this study. Once the rabbits were anesthetized, the right limb underwent open joint surgery where the ACL and both menisci were transected. The medial meniscus then received a radial transection in the white zone of the central region with a longitudinal transection extending though the main body. The lateral meniscus was transected radially in the white zone of the central region and with a minor longitudinal cut extending anteriorly. The left limb served as a control and rabbits were sacrificed 12 weeks post-surgery. Gross morphological assessments, elastic moduli, and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) coverage of the menisci were determined to quantify the amount of tissue damage.

Results
Gross morphology showed extensive damage to the structure of the transected menisci (Figure 1). Extensive damage rendered some regions mechanically unstable. Averaging data for a given hemijoint, there was a significant decrease in both the instantaneous and equilibrium moduli of both the lateral and medial menisci. Instantaneous elastic moduli decreased 72% from control to transected limb in both hemijoints, while the equilibrium elastic moduli decreased 81% in the lateral hemijoint and 71% in the medial hemijoint (Figure 2). Overall, GAG coverage decreased significantly between control and transected limbs for both the lateral (66% decrease) and medial menisci (57% decrease) (Figure 3).

Fig. 1: Menisci twelve weeks post-surgery. (animals 1-6 left to right and top to bottom, all specimens are oriented identical to the first image).

Fig. 2: Safranin-O-Fast Green staining intensity: (A) No stain = 0 (B) Slight staining = 1 (C) Moderate staining = 2 (D) Strong staining = 3. The ACLT animals showed reduced GAG coverage and had a mean score of less than 1 for GAG intensity. Control joints, without transections showed strong GAG staining with an average score of 2.5.

Fig. 3. 3A) Instantaneous and 3B) equilibrium elastic moduli by hemijoint (mean with standard error) *denotes significant difference between control and modified ACL transection model.
Dynamic testing of horseshoe designs at impact on synthetic and dirt Thoroughbred racetrack materials

This is a summary of a study that was published in Equine Veterinary Journal in 2014. doi: 10.1111/evj.12360 by Drs. C. Mahaffey, M. Peterson, J. Thomason and W. McIlwraith.

Take Home Message

This comparison of 3 different Thoroughbred racing shoes indicate that shoeing has little effect, and that a track’s surface material in its preparation has a significant effect on the dynamic loading during the impact phase of the stance.

Introduction

Safety concerns in horse racing are often focused on surfaces and other variables at the track surface and hoof interface. The previous research is demonstrated that surface characteristics including composition, cushion depth, moisture in dirt tracks, temperature in synthetic tracks, and the effects of maintenance all influence the mechanics of a surface. Different surfaces, from one facility to the next, may provide different performance conditions experienced by the horse and rider. One way that trainers may attempt to control the surface hoof interface is to use different kinds of horseshoes for various track surfaces and conditions. Accordingly, different horseshoe designs have been developed in an attempt to optimize footing for equine athletes. For example, common toe grids and heel calsks at varying heights are used in order to manipulate traction. Other shoes, such as the V-Grip shoe available through Victory Racing Plates (Baltimore, Maryland, USA), are intended to affect slide and traction in a horse’s gait.

Horseshoe performance is assumed to be dependent on the surface and the gait but there are limited data on horseshoe performance on different surfaces independent of gait variation. 3 different shoes were tested on synthetic and dirt surfaces at typical operating conditions of temperature and moisture content for the respective material samples in this study.

Materials and Methods

This study quantifies the dynamic loading for 3 aluminum racing horseshoe designs on Thoroughbred racetrack surfaces using a biomechanical surface tester. Samples were tested under laboratory conditions replicating a track surface by compacting material into a latex-lined mold, surrounded by silica sand for represented boundary conditions. Peak loading and loading rates were measured vertically and horizontally (craniocaudal), simulating aspects of primary and secondary impacts of the hoof in a galloping horse.

Results and Discussion

Maximum vertical and shear loads and loading rates were not significantly different between shoe types with the exception of a reduced cranio-caudal loading rate for the V-grip shoe on the synthetic surface. All other statistical significance was related to the surface material. It was noted that the 71º C synthetic material sample had a higher shear strength and lower cohesion than the 20º C sample under compacted conditions for drained triaxial testing. The dirt shear strength was examined at maximum stress whereas the synthetic shear strength was reported at 10% stress because the material, unlike dirt, does not have a clear failure. The highest cohesion for compacted dirt material occurred at 16% moisture (by mass) at which moisture content the dirt surface sample also achieved the maximum dry density. The 14% moisture contented resulted in the greatest total shear strength of 176.5 KPa in the dirt.

Under controlled laboratory conditions testing a synthetic and dirt Thoroughbred racetrack material, horseshoe design had no significant effect in 33 out of 36 combinations of peak loads and loading rates measured for 3 shoe types on 3 surface types. The 3 exceptions were for the V-grip shoe, which had a significantly lower cranio-caudal maximum loading rate for the surfaces. These results support that a track’s surface material and its preparation has a much greater effect on loading during the primary and secondary impact in a gallop than do horseshoes—the primary impact occurring at the peak dorsoventral load of the surface tester, and the secondary impact occurring at the peak cranio-caudal load of the surface tester! The moisture content affecting dry density and thus shear strength and temperature are documented as having significant effects on the loading of dirt and synthetic materials respectively.

Conclusions

These 3 different Thoroughbred racing shoes do not have a significant impact on loading and loading rate with the exception of the V-grip shoe on a synthetic surface. Although the V-grip may reduce cranio-caudal peak load rates in a synthetic material with relatively high wax and/or low oil content, the reduction in load rate is less than the difference found between materials. This study indicates that shoeing has little effect, and that a track’s surface material and its preparation has a significant effect on the dynamic loading during the impact phase of the stance.
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Introduction

The second workshop on equine tendon disease funded by the Havemeyer Foundation was held at Estes Park, Colorado, USA from 23 to 26 September 2012. A list of workshop participants can be found in Appendix S1.

The following is a summary of the presentations and discussion.

Tendon development (Ronen Schweitzer and Karl Kadler)

Tendons are formed during the second half of embryonic development when tendon precursor cells deposit narrow-diameter (~30 nm) collagen fibrils that are parallel to the long axis of the tissue. During postnatal development, the narrow fibrils are replaced by large-diameter (up to 500 nm) fibrils. The ability of tendon to transmit force from muscle to bone, and to dissipate forces during locomotion, is directly attributable to the collagen fibrils. How these fibrils are synthesised, how they are aligned parallel to the tendon long axis, and how this arrangement can be reinstated during tendon healing are poorly understood. Ultrastructural studies of tendon lesions show the reappearance of narrow-diameter collagen fibrils and cells with slender cytoplasmic projections that normally only occur in tendon during embryonic development. Re-capitulation of development is a hypothesis that is gaining increasing support from researchers of tendon disease. A better understanding of the genetic, molecular and environmental cues during embryonic development is expected to provide better insights into how to improve the rate and fidelity of tendon repair in mature horses. Tendon development can conveniently be considered to have an early ‘cellular’ phase and a subsequent ‘matrix’ phase. In the former, tendon cells are of mesenchymal origin and differentiation occurs in response to local mechanical stimuli. In the matrix-dominated phase of tendon development, 3D scanning electron microscopy of mouse tendon suggests that fibroblasts of the cells are the site of new fibril formation and the mechanical interface between the cell and the extracellular matrix. It is hypothesised that fibroblasts exert pushing forces on collagen fibrils, and their cellular forces are an important functional myosin II, which is an intracellular molecular motor that is part of the actinomyosin system. A detailed understanding of how cells set the tensional homeostasis of tendon is expected to lead to new strategies for regulating collagen fibril assembly in health and in tendinopathy.

Tendon physiology and pathogenesis (Jill Cook, Bruce Caterson, Stephanie Dakin and Dick Heinegård)

Tendons are diverse and specialised musculoskeletal tissues. The tendon cell is responsible for maintaining this complex tissue, and mechanical load and the local environment significantly influence tendon phenotype and metabolism. Tendon disease is a result of mechanical overload, especially storage and release of energy.

Tendons can be classified as either tensile or compressive tendons. Tensile tendons include the achilles tendon, which is the thickest and strongest tendon in the body, and the quadriceps tendon, which is responsible for extending the knee joint. Compressive tendons include the patellar tendon, which is responsible for extending the knee joint, and the plantar fascia, which is responsible for plantar flexion of the foot.

Tendon disease can be caused by a variety of factors, including overuse, trauma, infection, and inflammation. Tendinopathy, a common cause of tendon injury, is characterised by pain and swelling in the tendon. Inflammation plays a key role in the development of tendinopathy, and various factors, such as mechanical overload, have been implicated in the pathogenesis of this condition.

It is likely that molecules such as elastin, elastic fibres, lubricin and a variety of proteoglycans will have key roles. Failure at the noncollagenous interface
will first alter load on the cell, and, through mechano-
transduction, will potentially alter cell phenotype to a
more degradative state. Second, failure of the non-
collagenous matrix will propagate through the tissue
hierarchy, ultimately resulting in both biochemical
and mechanical failure of the structure. Risk of ten-
don injury increases with ageing.25,26 As the SDFT
gains the effectiveness of the fascicular spring re-
duces, and there is a stiffening of the interfascicular
matrix.6,27 These changes will result in localised stiff-
ening within the hierarchy and probably alterations in
cell loading. Injury risk is likely to be increased in
individuals with less effective loading mechanisms in
energy storing tendons, through injury or suboptimal
conditioning during development, for example.

Tendinopathy genetics (Malcolm Collins)

Tendinopathy in man is a multifactorial condition and
there is increasing evidence from both familial
and case-control association studies that genetic
sequence variants play an important role in its aeti-
ology. For example, a fourfold increased risk of devel-
oping a rotator cuff injury following a sibling’s injury
has been reported in a family study.28 Investigators
have also reported an association of several DNA se-
quence variants with chronic Achilles tendinopathy in
man. The associated genes encode: 1) structural
components of the extracellular matrix (COL5A1 and
TN2), 2) extracellular matrix proteinases (MMP3) and
their inhibitors, 3) cytokines and growth factors
(GDF5), 4) enzymes in the apoptotic pathway (CASP9), and 5) microRNAs (MR60B).29-34 These as-
sociated genetic sequence variants do not cause tendinopathy; they merely alter the risk for injury.
Tendinopathy is caused by a poorly understood com-
plex interaction of environmental exposure, such as
workload and intensity of training, and other nonge-
netic factors with the genetic background.29 All
the published association studies to date have used
a case-control candidate gene approach to identify
genetic risk factors implicated in chronic Achilles
tendinopathy in either South African and/or Aus-
tralian Caucasian populations.35 The results of these
early genetic association studies with Achilles tendinopathy have been promising, investigators
have, when investigating other multifactorial condi-
tions such as osteoarthritis, often failed to repeat the
association in other populations. This is a common
problem in the investigation of any genetic as-
sociation study.36 A poorly defined or heterogeneous
pathology is a common reason why genetic asso-
ciations are often not repeated in independent fol-
low-up studies. The inclusion of only homogeneous
clinically well-defined forms of tendinopathy as cases
in genetic association studies is therefore an import-
ant consideration.37 The selection of appropriately
matched controls is also as important as the selec-
tion of the cases.38 Other limitations to the candidate
gene approach include assumptions that the protein
or nonprotein product of the gene is directly involved
in the aetiology of the pathology, and missing genes
that may be involved in currently unknown process-
es. Whole genome screening methods therefore
need to be considered to capture all the potentially
important biological pathways.

The initial genetic association studies in equine ten-
dinopathy have also been promising. Some of the
genes associated with human chronic Achilles ten-
dinopathy have recently been shown to also asso-
ciate with SDFT in racehorses.29 The identification of
genetic risk factors for equine tendinopathy has
been made possible by the sequencing of the entire
domestic horse genome. In addition, a high density
equine single nucleotide polymorphism genotyping
array has been developed and evaluated.30

Experimental models (Roger Smith,
Chris Little, David Frisbie, Michael Kjaer
and René van Weren)

Our understanding of human and equine tendinop-
athy requires experimental models that accurately
mimic natural disease. The similarities in naturally oc-
curring tendinopathy between horses and man indi-
cate that there are valid correlates between specific
tendinopathies where the tendons were matched by
function rather than anatomical location. Thus equine
SDFT was analogous to the human Achilles tendin-
opathy and certain intrathecal lesions (i.e. DDFT
tears) were analogous to human rotator cuff
disease. The study of naturally occurring equine tendinopathy offers the prospect of additional insight into human
tendinopathies, although expense, numbers and nat-
ural variability are major disadvantages.

The important role of altered biomechanics, both
stress-deprivation and increased loading, in driv-
ing tendon pathology has been demonstrated us-
ing in vitro and in vivo models. Focal injury in the
mid-body hemi-transection, resulted in tendinopa-
y through the length of the tendon. The char-
acteristic histopathological features of increased
cellularity, tenocyte rounding, neovascularisation,
fibro disorganisation and proteoglycan accumula-
tion occurred on both the stress-deprived and the
overloaded sides. Despite similar histological ap-
pearances, the gene expression signature differed
with the 2 loading conditions. The stress-depriva-
tion pathology can be modelled in vitro by culturing
tendon explants without tensile loading. Mesenchy-
mal stem cells (MSCs) were effective in reducing
surgically induced tendon pathology, but the timing
of injection was critical, with maximal long-term ef-
fect with delayed administration. In vitro changes in
MSC expression suggest that both the tenocytes
and the condition of the extracellular environment
determine the secretome of the injected cells, and
that the MSCs are responding to feedback from
their immediate environment.

High-throughput in vitro models to screen therapeu-
tics would be helpful. However, our current under-
standing of clinical disease and progression of de-
generation/healing is poor, leaving the creation of
a suitable model difficult. The ideal experimental in
vivo model should create a core lesion in the form
of a compartment that does not include the paraten-
on. The classic surgical and collagenase models as
published in the 1980s do not meet this requirement
and are deemed inferior to the modifications for a
core lesion produced mechanically with the help of
arthroscopic instruments (the ‘Schramme’ model).29
The application of a low dose of collagenase in a
mechanically created canal in the core of the tendon
has also been described recently.30 The Schramme
model has been used successfully in a number of
studies looking at the effect of intratendinous applica-
tion of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) and the effect of casting
on the propagation of lesions.30,31

Diagnosis of tendon disease
(Natasha Werpy and Jean-Marie Denoix)

Multiple imaging modalities are available for imag-
ing tendon injury, including ultrasonography (US),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed
tomography (CT). The goal of imaging is to provide
the most information possible about the character
and staging of the lesions. Focal injury to the tissue. Using US to assess tendinopathy is inexpensive and can fre-
quently be performed in the standing horse. Howev-
er, a decreased sensitivity to certain abnormalities
in soft tissue structures has been shown. Therefore,
improving and validating advanced US techniques
is an important goal. R. Smith and W. McIlwraith Ad-
vances in the understanding of tendinopathies: 2nd
Havemeyer Workshop Equine Veterinary Journal
Doppler, US tissue characterisation, elastography,
microbubbles and angle contrast are all potential
improvements to the standard US technique. The latter
uses changes in the ultrasound bioimpedance to
improve identification and characterisation of
normal tendon and ligament architecture as well as
differentiation of pathological change in soft tis-
sue injury. Fusion imaging, which allows correlation
of different imaging modalities and has increased
availability, can be used as a tool to improve US
techniques.

Magnetic resonance imaging provides superior soft
tissue detail to US and CT. However, high-field MRI
requires general anaesthesia and is expensive. In
addition, recheck MRI examination in combination
with other modalities is necessary to optimise le-
sion characterisation. Standing low-field MRI can be
used to image tendon injury but its resolution will
not limit the identification of certain lesions, although
those performed under general anaesthesia can provide
information that cannot be detected with US. Although standing low-field MRI avoids gener-
al anaesthesia, weightbearing can obscure certain
lesions and image detail can be reduced because
of motion artefact. Furthermore, comparison of CT
and MRI for lesion characterisation is needed. Stan-
dard MRI images do not necessarily provide a clear
distinction for chronicity, especially when assessing
injury characterised by increased sig-
nal intensity on proton density and/or T2-weighted
images without a concurrent signal increase on T2-
weighted or STR images. These lesions are the
most challenging in clinical cases because they can
be identified in asymptomatic as well as in symp-
tomatic cases with both acute and chronic injury.
Ideally, correlation of multiple imaging modalities
with histologic evaluation will allow the diagnosis
and accurate characterisation of tendon injury while
providing potential methods for more frequent
monitoring without the expense and potential risks
of general anaesthesia.
State of the art treatment in humans (Andy Carr and Andy Goldberg)

Two of the commonest tendons to cause symptoms and disability in man are the Achilles tendon and the rotator cuff tendons of the shoulder.

Rotator cuff tears increase in prevalence with age, although only half the tears in the general population are symptomatic, with larger tears being more likely to cause symptoms. Causes of pain are not well understood and studies of pain mechanisms are limited. It is clear that pain is not directly correlated with structural abnormality, and recent studies with quantitative sensory testing show evidence of central pain sensitisation.44 This opens up opportunities for novel treatment strategies. In addition, an improved understanding of peripheral nociceptive variability is likely to lead to alternative and improved ways of managing shoulder pain, for example inhibition of nerve growth factor, a neurotrophin capable of sensitising peripheral nociceptors. Evidence for the effectiveness of conservative treatment is conflicting. Exercise therapy provided with formal instruction from specialist physiotherapists has been shown to improve symptoms and reduce the need for interventional treatment. Corticosteroid injections are commonly used and appear to improve symptoms in the short term, although there is evidence that symptoms return in the longer term and may be associated with accelerated tissue damage.45 Cohort studies of surgical treatment, including acromioplasty and rotator cuff repair, show improvement in symptoms. However, some randomised trials question whether surgery is more effective than exercise, and whether acromioplasty has any added value.46 Combined imaging and clinical reviews of rotator cuff repair surgery reveal that in spite of patients being symptomatically improved by surgery a large percentage re-rupture. Failure of the repair is associated with a poorer prognosis and is more common in the elderly and with larger tears. There is therefore a strong unmet clinical need to develop new, more effective therapies.

Achilles tendinopathy affects both athletes and sedentary individuals and conservative treatments include physiotherapy, corticosteroid injections, extracorporeal shockwave therapy, high volume injections, dry needling and PRP. Other than physiotherapy none of the treatments have any supporting evidence base47, and many patients consider surgery that has unpredictable results.48 Thus, there is a need for improved nonsurgical treatments. Studies of MSCs to treat equine SDFT injuries represent a natural disease model for their translation into a human study in the Achilles tendon and potentially rotator cuff disease, and a trial is under way assessing the use of autologous culture expanded mesenchymal stem cells in Achilles tendinopathy.

State of the art treatment in horses (Larry Bramlage and Matt Smith)

Tendinopathy in the horse can be broadly divided into intrathecal and extrathecal injuries. The former are quite consistent in lesion configuration and morphology, whereas with extrathecal lesions there is a number of distinct and different presentations. Intrathecal tendinopathies involve tendon subjected to compressive rather than tensile forces. The periphery of the tendon is usually affected, in contrast to the most commonly encountered central lesions in extrathecal tendinopathies. However, the latter may present with several different ultrasonographic patterns. The most frequently encountered intrathecal injuries involve the lateral margin of the DDFT within the digital flexor tendon sheath, and the dorsal margin of the DDFT within the navicular bursa. Sports and pleasure horses are predominantly affected, with comparative few racehorses compared to extrathecal injuries.

It is commonly accepted that preceding degenerative changes are a feature of extrathecal tendinopathies, but their role in intrathecal injuries is uncertain. To date, histological evidence for preceding degeneration has not been evaluated. In contrast to extradigital injuries, bilateral disease is uncommon and there is no demonstrable association between age and exercise. However, morphologically lesions appear similar to rotator cuff injuries in man, where preceding tendinopathic changes are well established. Histopathological examination of affected tendons should be pursued to elucidate this further.

Tendinitis can represent a secondary disease process, and careful clinical examination should always be performed to identify other causes of contralateral limb lameness. Endoscopic debridement and annular ligament desmotomy are well accepted in the treatment of intrathecal tendinopathies. Debridement facilitates tendon healing, and second-look endoscopic procedures have confirmed that this can be achieved. Healing can be unreliable, but results of treatment are still far from good. Advances in treatment strategies are necessary, in man, endoscopic repair techniques are employed for rotator cuff tears, and this requires attention in the horse. Percutaneous tenon splitting and superior check ligament desmotomy appear to have promise in certain presentations of extrathecal injury, although those most appropriate for each procedure remain to be well defined. Current observations indicate that both appear most effective in the more acute stage of tendinitis with active lesions, and should be considered early, prior to the conversion of the lesion into irreversible fibrous tissue. Traumatic lacerations represent a different entity and are not considered further here. Biological and surgical treatments are compatible and may be combined rather than considered mutually exclusive. Pre-treatment diagnosis of intrathyal lesions remains difficult, although improvement in ultrasonographic technique, and contrast radiography, have advanced predictability. Failure of treatment particularly with extrathecal injuries, usually does not occur until well into the training stages of rehabilitation, making early assessment of prognosis difficult. Current rehabilitation strategies are largely arbitrary and relatively little is known about optimum programmes for different injury presentations. There are limitations in the ability of ultrasound to differentiate stages of healing and readiness for increases in exercise.

New treatments: research evidence to guide selection of biological treatments for tendinopathy (Wayne McIvorlath and Alan Nixon)

The selection of recombinant forms of growth factors (which ones, how much and in what vehicle), bone marrow aspirate, cultured stem cells, PRP or mixtures of several, for injection to acute and subacute tendinopathy is still based only on empirical evidence, with limited experimental and controlled case studies to support the choices. Available products include:

1. Bone marrow aspirate. Anecdotable evidence supports the injection of bone marrow aspirate.49 It is quick and economical, i.e. contains high levels of transforming growth factor β and platelet-derived growth factor.50 Both growth factors induce collagen synthesis. Systems that concentrate the growth factors and cells in marrow may be more useful.

2. PRP, generated by differential centrifugation or filtration of autologous whole blood. PRP provides a more concentrated source of platelet-derived growth factor and transforming growth factor-β than marrow, and numerous other growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor and platelet-derived angiogenesis factor, thrombomodulin, and fibroblast growth factor. Commercial systems vary in platelet concentra- tion and white blood cell numbers. PRP poten- tially contributes to healing of tendon and liga- ment;50 however, the potential promotormacromolecule effect of white blood cells has been recognised and may be detrimental.50,51 There is emerg- ing evidence that more than just the platelets in PRP are playing a role. Recent research fa- voured PRP for tendinitis and marrow aspirate for suspensory desmitis.50,51 A controlled study with mechanically induced tendinopathies showed significantly enhanced biomechanical and histo- logical parameters at 24 weeks.52 Small case series indicate improved response after PRP in- jection into suspensory lesions.50,51 There are no large scale reports of PRP effects in SDFT ten- donitis in racehorses. A recent study evaluated PRP as a treatment for proximal sesamoiditis – suspensory ligament branch desmitis. Twenty-year-old horses treated with PRP were more likely to start a race than horses treated with saline, but their earnings were similar. Additionally, some PRP-treated horses developed cosmetic blem- ishes at the injection site.53

3. Interleukin-1 receptor antagonist protein (IRAP; Dechra, Dusseldorf, Germany) and IRAP II (Ar- threx, Bonita Springs, Florida, USA). Comparing the response to PRP and bone marrow aspirate in vitro, a recent study using tenocytes cultured from SDFTs showed that both bone marrow as- pirate and PRP derived by plasma centrifugation (ACP, Arthrex, Bonita Springs, Florida, USA) stim- ulated secreted collagen production more than other commercial PRP devices, and IRAP and IRAP II, and plasma. However, IRAP and IRAP II were the strongest stimulators of cell proliferation.50,54 IRAP and IRAP II have been used as a treatment but there are no published reports of their use in clin- ical tendinopathy cases.
4. Centrifuged bone marrow aspirate concentrate. Heparinised bone marrow can be separated and the stem cells and small leucocyte population concentrated using a modified floating specific density shelf along the same principle as PRP. These devices concentrate MSCs and growth factors, but there are no clinical reports defining outcome after injection to tendon or ligament in horses.

5. Cultured MSCs. Several studies suggest that equine MSCs can be derived from bone mar- row or fat. Experimental studies indicate that MSC injection and injection of MSCs over-expressing IGF-I improve tendonitis repair in a collagenase model of equine SDFT tendinopathy. A surgical model failed to show improved ten- don fibre architecture after MSC injection to core lesions. However, small clinical studies show improved return to function after MSC injection to SDF tendon damage, and a more recent, larger scale study showed that cultured MSCs reduced reinjury rate after tendinitis in a retro- spective study, predominantly involving National Hunt horses. The use of 10-20 million cultured MSCs admitted with PRP or bone marrow aspi- rate would appear to hold the most promise from a theoretical standpoint. However, no case series involving the mixture of MSCs and PRP has been published to date.

6. Concentrated adipose tissue digest (adipose der- ived nucleated cells e.g. stromal vascular frac- tion) contains MSCs and other nucleated cells and proteins active in tissue healing. Equine studies showed that it appears to improve tendon healing in collagenase induced lesions. Reduced fur- ther degeneration may be a key component of fat derived nucleated fractions, reducing apoptosis, enzymatic propagation and necrosis.

7. Fetal derived embryonic stem cells (ESCs). Fetal derived stem cells can be exposed in culture to agents that select for an ESC-like cell, capable of constitutive propagation without senescence. These cells have improved repair in a tendon-itis model in horses, but no clinical data have been published.

8. Induced pluripotent stem cells. Developing plu- ripotent cells from mature fibroblasts or other mesenchymal tissue by genetic transformation is a new and interesting progression of research. These induced pluripotent stem cells essentially behave like ESCs without the stigma of embryo research. They have been developed in the horse, but no clinical application in musculoskeletal tis- sue repair has been published.
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Damage Modeling of Spinal Dura Mater

This is a summary of a study that was presented at the Biomechanics, Bioengineering, and Biotransport Conference by Nicole Rama, Snehal Shetye, and Dr. Christian Puttlitz.

Introduction

The spinal dura mater is the outermost and strongest of the tissues that make up the spinal cord-meningeal complex (SCM). Accordingly, it plays an important role in the overall behavior of the SCM – including its response to traumatic loading scenarios such as vertebral burst fracture events. Despite its functional importance, little work has been done to characterize the sub-failure and failure properties of the dura mater. While a variety of mathematical models have been used to describe the failure of multiple biological tissues, this technique has not been extended to any tissue of the SCM until now. This work is currently being prepared for publication by Dr. Christian Puttlitz’s research group.

Methods

Mechanical Testing

Longitudinal dura mater samples were collected from sheep euthanized at Colorado State University’s Preclinical Surgical Research Laboratory for unrelated studies. Uniaxial tension-to-failure tests were performed using the custom built test stand shown in Fig. 1A. Digital images were acquired with the grips at 0° (testing orientation) and turned 90° (as shown in Figure 1B) to measure initial sample length and thickness. Each sample was pulled to failure at 0.01mm/s, 1mm/s, or 6mm/s while the actuator displacement and reaction force was recorded.

Take Home Message

Understanding how the spinal dura mater accumulates sub-failure damage and ultimately fails is important for the study of spinal cord injuries. The results of this study show that the components of the tissue incur damage differently and the accumulation of damage may be dependent on loading rate. These findings are the first step toward understanding the damage process in spinal tissues and may provide insight into the prevention and treatment of injuries.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows plots of the damage parameters for each loading rate group. For the quasi-static and 1mm/s groups, D_m left zero prior to D_f doing so, meaning that the matrix completely failed before fiber failure. However, in the highest speed group, the fibers started to damage before the fibers in the other groups but did not fail completely until after the fibers in the other groups. As 6mm/s is above what the dura mater experiences during voluntary neck motion, this may represent a protective mechanism in which the fibers also exhibit a gradual failure taking on more damage before complete failure.

Fig. 1: A) Testing stand with labeled components; B) five thickness measurements taken with grips turn 90°; example of test with sample at (C) initial length, (D) prior to failure, and (E) immediately following mid-substance failure.

Fig. 2: Results of fitting procedure for damage parameters. In a subset of quasi-static tests, the force did not completely return to zero following failure, therefore the damage parameter does not extend all the way to one.
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Adeno-Associated Viral Vectors Show Serotype Specific Transduction of Equine Joint Tissue Explants and Cultured Monolayers

This is a summary of a paper published by Drs. D. Hemphill, W. McIlwraith, R. Samulski and L. Goodrich. Scientific Reports, 2014; 4:5861. doi:10.1038/srep05861.

Take Home Message
Gene therapy is currently being considered as a promising treatment for musculoskeletal diseases with considerable emphasis placed on arthritis.1,2,3,4 Intra-articular gene therapy would target tissue using a vector that can infect articular cartilage and the synovial lining of the joint which contain the cell types chondrocytes and synoviocytes, respectively.5,6 This study should encourage clinicians to perform AAV 5 neutralization tests before administration of AAV gene therapy vectors to horses.

Introduction
The objective of this study was to determine whether transduction efficiencies in the monolayer culture model are an accurate representation of transduction efficiencies in tissue explants, a model more closely related to in vivo transduction. We hypothesized that there may be differences in transduction efficiencies due to the increased amount of extracellular matrix in explant tissues. Further, to maximize transduction efficiency in vivo, we sought to investigate whether neutralizing antibodies existed in the joint fluid or the serum of the horse. We hypothesized that neutralizing antibodies would most likely exist to some of the AAV serotypes that have efficient transduction in equine synoviocytes and chondrocytes.

Materials and Methods
Tissues were harvested post mortem from four horses, whose joints displayed no OA pathology. Synovium was aseptically excised from the inside of the fetlock joint capsule and cartilage from the patella. Similarly sized explants approximating 5 mm squares were cut from the larger pieces and kept in wells of 48 well plates. The day of transduction was considered day zero. On days 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20, fluorescent microcopy pictures were taken of the cells and explants.

On day thirty, explants were individually digested and plated immediately into wells according to a prior digestion protocol and the suspensions analyzed by flow cytometry.

Results
It was found that AAV 2 and 2.5 transduced cells more efficiently in explants than in monolayers. Through experiments involving assessing enzyme degradation of cell surface proteoglycans, this change could not be attributed to differences in the extra cellular matrix (ECM), but a similar change in AAV 5 transduction efficiency could be readily explained by differences in cell surface sialylated glycan. Unexpectedly it was found that in a small but diverse sample of horses evidence for serum neutralizing antibodies was only found to AAV 5. This suggests a unique relationship between this capsid and the equine host or an unresolved relationship between similar bovine AAV and the AAV 5 capsid immune response.

Discussion
This study reveals that AAV transduction efficiency can differ between explants and monolayers. One of the contributing factors could be the increased amount of extracellular matrix found in the explant. This suggests that monolayer cultures could provide an adequate, relative model for testing transduction efficiency for AAV serotypes in vivo, but explants may offer a more accurate model. Additionally, we have shown there is a possibility of serum neutralization to AAV 5 in some horses. This should encourage clinicians to perform AAV 5 neutralization tests before administration of AAV gene therapy vectors to horses.
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Treatment of Experimentally Induced Osteoarthritis in Horses Using an Intravenous Combination of Sodium Pentosan Polysulfate, N-Acetyl Glucosamine, and Sodium Hyaluronan (PGH)

This study has been published in Veterinary Surgery in 2014 (Reference 1 below)

Take Home Message

Radiographic scores, macroscopic joint pathology and macroscopic cartilage pathology scores were significantly reduced in horses treated with PGH confirming disease modifying effects with this drug combination.

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA), a common cause of lameness in athletic horses, has a substantial economic cost. Common medications used to minimize OA in horses include non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, corticosteroids, polysulfated glycosaminoglycans (PS-GAGs), sodium pentosan polysulfate (PPS), N-acetyl glucosamine (NAG), and hyaluronan (HA). The rationale for the development of this product is that by combining drugs with different mechanisms of action it may be possible to target different pathways that contribute to OA thereby providing broader efficacy or synergy in the treatment of joint disease.

Materials and Methods

Standardbred horses were entered into the study and the CSU osteochondral fragment-osteoarthritis (OA) model created. Treatment group contained pentosan polysulfate (PPS) at 75 mg/mL, n-acetyl glucosamine (NAG) at 120 mg/mL and hyaluronan (HA) at 2 mg/mL. The combination was abbreviated as PGH. Treatment commenced at day 10 and the treated group were administered 0.04 mL/kg PGH IV every 7 days, until the study completion day 70. This treatment protocol was equivalent to 3 mg/kg PPS, 4.8 mg/kg NAG and 0.12 mg/kg HA. Control horses received an equivalent volume of saline IV until study completion (day 70). Horses underwent a standardized treadmill exercise program. Clinical and radiographic findings and synovial fluid analysis were evaluated throughout the study. Macroscopic, histologic, histochemical and biochemical findings were evaluated after necropsy. Comparisons of interest included OA in non-OA joints of saline treated horses and OA joints of PGH treated horses and OA joints of saline treated horses. Results were statistically analyzed with significance set at P<0.05.

Results

OA caused increases in clinical assessment scores, synovial fluid variables radiographic, macroscopic, and histologic cartilage scores, synovial fluid and cartilage chondroitin sulfate 846-epitope and glycosaminoglycan concentration. Total radiographic scores, total macroscopic joint pathology and macroscopic cartilage pathology scores were significantly reduced in horses treated with PGH compared with saline treated horses. However, there was no difference in lameness scores, lameness scores after limb flexion or in the degree of effusion in OA limbs between saline and PGH treated horses.

Discussion and Conclusions

This drug combination showed benefits to radiographic and macroscopic scores in the cartilage. However, in a previous study with PPS alone (3 mg/kg) administered intramuscularly there was also significant reduction of arthritic cartilage fibrillation histologically. It was concluded that the combination product did not provide any additional benefit and was perhaps inferior to the use of PPS alone.
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Genomics in Drug Discovery


Take Home Message

There is a traditional observation in antimicrobial drug discovery that there is a poor correlation between the in vitro potency of a drug candidate and its efficacy. To better understand why chemotherapeutics work and why there is a disconnect between in vitro potency and efficacy, a complexity sciences approach consisting of host-pathogen interactions analyses has been employed. This research summary highlights how investigating the unique dynamics and response of the host and the pathogen during infection and disease progression provides insights into linkages to vulnerabilities that can be exploited for target identification and drug discovery. The result of this approach has revealed novel chemotherapeutic therapeutic options for treating and managing infectious diseases.

Introduction

The sequencing of the human genome and pathogen genomes has had a significant impact on drug discovery to combat and prevent infection and in vitro and do not tolerate mutation, thus in silico mutational analysis we have generated a list representing mutations carried through the entire infection and in vitro and do not tolerate mutation, thus in silico mutational analysis we have generated a list representing mutations carried through the entire infection. Through a complexity sciences approach utilizing RNA-Seq, saturating chemical mutagenesis, and in silico mutational analysis we have generated a list representing mutations carried through the entire infection. The overlap between expression profiles represents a prioritized list of potential therapeutic targets that are active throughout the infection and disease process. In addition, the differential diversity demonstrated by Francisella throughout the bacterial lineage, and identified in the recovery pool from the spleen, non-synonymous changes within in open reading frames and SNPs across the genome. This bacterial population represented the unique and minimal bacterial metabolism that can be exploited for target identification and drug discovery.

Materials and Methods

We employed in silico mutational analyses to understand the dynamics of the host response to infection and the pathogen response to the changing host environment. We routinely employ Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technology and bioinformatics analysis to identify transcriptionally active genes in the host, and transcriptionally active and essential genes of pathogens from different tissues and states of disease. The host response is monitored transcriptionally throughout disease with pathogens of different virulence. In terms of the pathogens, we use a 2-pronged approach of global, saturating mutagenesis approach and SIFT (Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant) analysis to determine which genes encode essential proteins for early and late stages of disseminated disease, and transcriptional analysis of bacterial genes during infection in the lungs and spleen throughout disease progression. The overlap between expression profiles reflects the highly adaptive nature of an individual or group of pathogens. The transcriptional diversity demonstrated by Francisella throughout the infection reflects the highly adaptive nature of transcriptional regulation required by pathogens throughout the disease process. In addition, the differing transcriptional profiles throughout the disease indicate the need for such studies to understand the genetic requirements and thus the most clinically relevant drug targets that are active throughout the infection. Through a complexity sciences approach utilizing RNA-Seq, saturating chemical mutagenesis, and in silico mutational analysis we have generated a list of potential therapeutic targets for F. tularensis. As similar studies are conducted.
Inhibition of PGE2 remains a fundamental treatment for decreasing clinical signs (i.e. pain and lameness) associated with OA in horses.1-4 The inhibition of PGE2 by NSAIDs classifies them as symptom-modifying drugs with little to know support that they have a disease modifying effect. The COX-2 preferential NSAID firocoxib has shown to be safe, have an average bioavailability only, have a large volume of distribution, and cause a reduction in lameness at the recommended dose in horses.5-9

Current clinical reports suggest that when using firocoxib (paste, table or injectable form) at the recommended dose (0.1 mg/kg) a clinical improvement is seen in at least 7 days and is comparable to phenylbutazone alone at this time period.8,9 One report has documented an objective improvement in lameness at the recommended dose as early as 2 days and as early as 10 hours with a 0.25 mg/kg dose.10 In the authors’ opinion when administered at the recommended dose firocoxib has a longer onset of action (assessed by clinical improvement in lameness) compared to phenylbutazone. This may be explained by the increased duration for time to steady state concentration at the recommend dose, which is routinely recommended by the authors. Administration of a loading dose (0.3 mg/kg) could potentially produce an earlier clinical improvement, similar to that seen with phenylbutazone, when administering firocoxib.11

Firocoxib continues to be a noteworthy and well-accepted treatment for reducing clinical signs associated with OA in the horse. With promising disease modifying effects of other therapeutics described as COX-2 preferential NSAIDs (meloxicam and carprofen) further controlled studies are needed to evaluate disease-modifying potential of firocoxib on OA.
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This is a summary of a publication by Drs. J. Donnell, D. Frisbie, M. King, L. Goodrich and K. Haussler.

Take home message
Subjective evaluation and inertial-sensors agree on mild forelimb lameness more frequently than either with force platforms. Subjective evaluation more reliably identified the limb with an OCF fragment 15 days post induction.

Introduction
The goal of this study was to compare subjective and objective lameness detection methods to identify the presence of mild lameness using an established model of osteoarthritis.

Materials and Methods
A unilateral carpal osteochondral fragment (OCF) was created in 16 horses. Three different assessment methods (force platforms, inertial sensors and subjective evaluation) were used to detect forelimb lameness at 4 time points. Agreement was measured for identification of OCF limb using each individual method and for identification of the same limb identified as lame between methods. Pearson correlations were calculated between all output parameters.

Results
Fifteen days post OCF, agreement was 87% for subjective evaluation, 63% for force platforms and 50% for inertial sensors identifying the OCF limb. Agreement between methods for identifying the same forelimb as lame was 53% between subjective evaluation and inertial sensors and 33% for subjective evaluation and force platforms.

Discussion
Induction of an OCF caused mild lameness 15 days post induction, which was more reliably detected by subjective evaluation, albeit potentially biased. Potential bias associated with perceived treatment effect and study time line by the subjective evaluator was not able to be determined because the lack of a gold standard. A limitation of the objective methods is the inability to evaluate multiple variables, which impacted the force platforms more than the inertial sensors.
Evaluation of intravenous hyaluronan, sodium chondroitin sulfate and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine combination (Polyglycan®) versus saline (0.9% NaCl) for osteoarthritis using an equine model

This study was done by Drs. D. Frisbie, C. McIlwraith, C. Kawcak and N. Werpy.

Take Home Message
Caution in using PG via an IV route should be considered especially when more beneficial in vivo results have a notable economic impact on the equine industry. Various medications have been evaluated and or used for the treatment of OA in horses including HA and glucosamine as well as combinations of these products. In a recent survey of equine practitioners 18% of the respondents indicated that they had used an HA, sodium chondroitin sulfate and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine combination (Polyglycan®) formulation, which is not approved by the Food and Drug Administration, is typically administered as a 5 mL dose that contains 25 mg hyaluronic acid sodium salt, 500 mg sodium chondroitin sulfate and 500 mg of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. The product’s label is for IA use as a post-surgical joint lavage and a recent publication confirms beneficial effects when administered using this route. Interestingly, practitioners reported administration routes of 60.1% IV, 21.8% IA and 18% IM, despite the IA labeling recommendations. The purpose of this study was to assess the ability of this product when administered IV before or after the onset of disease to have symptom and/or disease modifying effects in a model of equine OA as well as monitor for any adverse effects.

Methods
Horses had OA induced in one middle carpal joint and the opposite joint served as a control. Horse were assigned to one of four treatments groups; a placebo group used in testing the prophylactic effects of Polyglycan® (PG-PCB) (n = 8), an active prophylactic Polyglycan® (PPG) group (n = 8) whose treatment began on day of OA induction, a PCB group to test the effects on established disease (n = 8) and an active Polyglycan® (PG) group (n = 8) also testing effects where treatment was given 14 days post-disease induction. Beginning on Day 16, horses were exercised on a high-speed treadmill 5 days per week and continued each week until the end of the study. PPG horses received 5 mL of PG IV every fifth day of the study starting on Day 0 and horses in the PG-PCB group received 5 mL saline (0.9% NaCl) IV on the same schedule. Horses in the PG group received 5 mL of IV PG on Days 16, 23, 30, 37 and 44 and the PCB horses received 5 mL of IV saline (0.9% NaCl) on the same schedule. The PPG and PG-PCB horses were assessed at a similar time as a group of horses evaluating the IA effect of this product. The PG-PCB horses acted as the controls in the previous study and this group as well as the PPG received 5 mL of saline (0.9% NaCl) as well as 125 mg of amikacin sulfate injection in both middle-carpal joints on Days 0, 7, 14 and 28. The PG and PCB horses did not receive any IA treatments.

Results
Horses in the PPG group had significantly more response to carpal flexion in the OA affected limb (1.75 ± 0.09) when compared to the opposite (0.09 ± 0.09) limb as well as the OA affected limb of the PG-PCB treated horses (1.30 ± 0.09). A significantly increased degree of pathologic change was observed for OA affected joints of the PPG group when compared to OA affected joints of the PG-PCB horses respectfully in the cumulative radiographic score (Fig 1). On MRI evaluation, more radial carpal bone edema was noted for PG treated horses (1.3 ± 0.19) at Day 70 compared to PCB (0.7 ± 0.18). Significantly less full thickness articular cartilage erosion was seen when PPG (0.63 ± 0.23) was compared to PG-PCB (1.38 ± 0.23) in OA affected joints.

Discussion
The IV administration of Polyglycan was assessed with treatment being initiated at the time of disease induction/prior to onset of disease (PPG) and 14 days post disease induction (PG) and then compared to the respective control groups. It should be noted that the PPG and PG-PCB horses were part of a study that also assessed an IA route of administration and as such IA controls were utilized. This included IA saline and amikacin, while the PCB and PG horses received no IA placebo. Thus, comparison between groups should take this fact into consideration, although the authors have not noted significant effects when this type of placebo (saline and amikacin) has been utilized in previous studies and do not believe this is a significant confounding factor. Further, it should be noted that a group of horses treated IA with PG had beneficial effects while the PPG (data presented in the current study) had some negative outcomes. Given both had amikacin in the OA affected joints the authors feel that the presence of amikacin was unlikely to be an explanation in the disparate result, however, interaction between the PG and amikacin cannot be ruled out. Thus, given the current level of information the IV administration of this formulation can not be recommended over an IA route.
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Fig. 1. (A) Plot of mean ± standard error of the mean of talar radiographic score for all treatment groups at Day 70. Comparisons between groups mark using a line and asterisk denote a statistically significant difference between comparisons. (B) Photographs taken at day 70 from the OA affected limbs of the various treatment groups.


Take home message
Palmar foot pain represents a major cause of poor performance and lost time from exercise in horses. Diagnostic imaging of this region is most commonly performed using radiographs1–3 and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).4–11 Following diagnostic imaging, injection of the navicular bursa may be indicated. Clinicians can use this optimised approach to the navicular bursa to aspirate synovial fluid or medicate the bursa with minimal risk of puncturing the DDFT.

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to report an optimised radiographic guided injection technique of the navicular bursa from the lateral aspect that consistently avoids the DDFT. Furthermore, we aimed to determine the risk of penetration of the DIP joint and DFTS in normal limbs and compare this to those with distension of the bursa, DIP joint and DFTS. We hypothesised that the lateral technique would consistently avoid the DDFT and that distension of the DIP joint and DFTS would be associated with increased risk of needle penetration compared to normal limbs.

Materials and Methods
Cadaver limbs (n=40) were placed in a stand to simulate weight bearing. Each clinical case limb (n=31) was positioned on blocks to allow subsequent lateromedial radiographs for the technique. In cadaver and clinical limbs, contrast was injected and the needle position assessed with radiographs. Post imaging MRI analysis was performed on all cadaver limbs to confirm correct location of the needle within the bursa and to determine any penetration of the needle through the synovial lining of either the DIP or the DFTS. If the needle passed through the synovial lining of either the DIP or the DFTS this was classified as entering that structure; however, to be classified as within the navicular bursa the needle had to be located within the navicular bursal fluid.

Results
Successful navicular bursal injection was achieved in all limbs (n = 71). Based on the previously described zoning scheme (Fig 3, Table 1), if the needle was positioned in Zone B or Zone C it was determined to be within the navicular bursa in 44 (98%) and 26 (96%)

An optimized injection technique of the navicular bursa that avoids the deep digital flexor tendon
or if it was determined to be either in the DIP joint (Zone A) or palmar to the DDFT (zone D) in 4 limbs (100%) or 3 limbs (100%), respectively. In all cases the needle was then repositioned into the bursa prior to MRT examination.

Discussion

Navicular bursal injection was achieved in all limbs and the needle only penetrated the dorsal margin of the DDFT in one of 40 cadaver limbs (2.5%) based on MRT examination. The technique used for the clinical and cadaver limbs was considered identical despite the lack of axial load on the cadaver limbs.10

Our hypothesis for this study was proven in that the results reveal that this optimised lateral technique avoids the DDFT and important surrounding soft tissue structures associated with the navicular bursa. Our objective of determining the risk of puncture through the distended DIP joint and/or DFT was met, and we proved that synovial puncture is high when each respective structure is distended.
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Comparison of intraarticular polysulfated glycosaminoglycan (PSGAG) and triamcinolone acetonide (TA) with intraarticular polysulfated glycosaminoglycan alone or placebo for treatment of osteoarthritis using an equine experimental model

This was a study performed by Drs. D. Frisbie, C. Kawcak, W. McIlwraith and N. Werpy.

Take home message

Neither PSGAG nor PSGAG + TA demonstrated lameness that was significantly different compared to placebo. This study continues to support the use of IA PSGAG but suggests significant caution when 5 mg TA per horse is co-administered with PSGAG.

Introduction

Numerous medications are routinely used to treat osteoarthritis (OA) in horses and include non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, corticosteroids, polysulfated glycosaminoglycan (PSGAG) and hyalurronan.11 Beneficial effects of PSGAG have been demonstrated in vitro, although not all effects have been realized when evaluated in vivo.

The aim of the blinded controlled study reported here was to evaluate the clinical signs and disease modifying effects of PSGAG plus TA (PSGAG + TA) compared to placebo (PCB) and PSGAG treatments alone in an established experimentally induced model of equine OA.10

Methods

As previously described,24 horses had OA induced in one randomly selected middle carpal joint while the opposite joint served as a control. One joint was designated as the OA affected joint and the other referred to as the control joint.

Beginning on day 15 post OA induction, horses were exercised on a high speed treadmill 5 days each week until the end of the study.

Treatment in the OA limb began on day 14 and was repeated on study days 21, 28, 35 and 42. Horses treated with PSGAG + TA were administered 250 mg PSGAG, 5 mg TA and 125 mg amikacin sulfate injection (Amikacin, Sicor Pharmaceuticals) IA (n = 8). Horses treated with PSGAG received 250 mg PSGAG and 125 mg amikacin sulfate injection (n = 8).

Horses treated with PSGAG + TA were administered 250 mg PSGAG and 125 mg amikacin sulfate injection (n = 8). PCB horses received 2 mL 0.9% NaCl and 125 mg amikacin sulfate IA (n = 8). All horses received 2 mL 0.9% NaCl in the control joint on similar study days.

Clinical outcomes measured consisted of lameness exams, carpal flexion, joint effusion, radiographic evaluation, synovial fluid total protein, white blood cell count and differential, synovial fluid biomarkers PGE2 and GAG concentration, gross pathologic observation of joints, histologic examination, articular cartilage proteoglycan content and total articular cartilage GAG content and cartilage matrix metabolism.

Results

On average significantly greater improvement in lameness was observed in the OA affected limb treated with PSGAG when compared to PSGAG + TA (Fig. 1).

Radiographically, significantly less pathology was seen in PSGAG + TA treated OA joints (1.38 ± 0.42) when compared to PCB (3.00 ± 0.42).

OA joints treated with PSGAG had the most improvement in synovial fluid TP levels, significantly greater than OA joints treated with placebo.
When individual parameters were assessed, only an increase in fibrillation was noted in OA joints treated with PSGAG + TA compared to PSGAG or PCB OA joints (Fig. 3).

Evaluation of articular cartilage for SOFG staining demonstrated a significant reduction with the induction of OA, as well as a more significant reduction with treatment of PSGAG + TA in the OA joints when compared to the PCB OA joints (Fig. 4).

Discussion
The main aim of this study was to compare IA PSGAG + TA to IA PSGAG alone using an established model. The degree of lameness improved significantly more with PSGAG when compared to PSGAG + TA. However, PSGAG nor PSGAG + TA were significantly different than PCB which was unexpected.

It has been suggested that the addition of TA to PSGAG may decrease joint ‘flares’ compared to when PSGAG is administered alone. However, based on the results of this study, the authors continue to support the use of IA PSGAG alone, but suggest significant caution in co-administration of TA.
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Clinical Outcome After Intra-Articular Administration of Bone Marrow Derived Mesenchymal Stem Cells in 33 Horses With Stifle Injury


Take Home Message
Intra-articular administration of bone marrow derived stem cells (BMSCs) post-arthroscopic surgery for stifle lesions causes improvement in the ability to return to work compared to arthroscopic surgery alone in horses with stifle injury. There was a significant increase in success with Grade 3 meniscal tears compared to arthroscopic surgery alone.

Introduction
Musculoskeletal injuries involving joint soft tissues, specifically articular cartilage, ligament and meniscus, in horses and human athletes, have a suboptimal prognosis for return to athletic function when treated with conventional means, including arthroscopic debridement and rest.1,7 In particular severe injuries to the meniscus have been reported to have a poor prognosis.8 Despite increased clinical use of stem cells in horses in the US, no peer-reviewed follow up studies focusing on clinical case series treated intra-articularly (IA) with BMSCs has been published. Based on our experience of perceived and proved outcomes after intra-articular therapy using BMSCs and the controlled study performed by Murphy et al.,11 we began a prospective study treating clinical cases undergoing arthroscopic confirmation of disease severity with the goal of obtaining follow up at 2 time points: at 6 months and 2 years after treatment (the current study).12 These data were then compared to published reports with surgery alone as the first step of assessing the potential for BMSCs to augment treatment in joint disease.

Methods
Inclusion criteria included horses that had lameness localized to the stifle by diagnostic anesthesia, arthroscopic surgery of the femorotibial joint and subsequent intra-articular administration of autologous BMSCs. Case details and follow up were gathered from medical records, owner, trainer or veterinarian. Outcome was defined as returned to previous level of work, returned to work, or failed to return to work. The terms of horses in our study were compared to 2 published, peer-reviewed studies that describe return to function after routine stifle arthroscopy and treatment.12,13 Horses in our study classified as ‘returned to previous level of work’ were those in which the horses were working and Walmsley et al. classified as ‘sound’ and ‘returned to full use’.13 Horses in the current study classified as ‘returned to work’ were compared to Cohen et al. horses classified as ‘becoming sound’ and ‘improved’ (though Cohen et al make no claim that these horses were returning to normal function). Horses in our study classified as ‘no return’ were compared to the remaining horses in the current study and the horses in Walmsley et al. classified as ‘lame’.12

Results
Thirty-nine horses were treated with BMSCs for a stifle injury during the study period and outcome was available for 33 horses. In most horses (n=30), bone marrow was aspirated at the time of the arthroscopic procedure and sent for expansion. BMSCs were injected IA 3-4 weeks after surgery. The other 3 horses had BMSCs injected at the time of surgery. All cases received a single injection. Overall, 14 (42%) horses returned to or exceeded their previous level of work, over 11 (33%) returned to work, and 8 (24%) failed to return to work. For 16 horses with follow up >2 years, 5 horses (31%) returned to and maintained their previous level, 6 (38%) returned to work, and 5 (31%) failed to return to work. Western performance horses (n=21) were the most common performance type treated (reining, cutting, working cow horses).

In 2 unilaterally affected cases, the medial femorotibial (MFT) joint of the affected leg was the only joint treated with BMSC. In 2 unilaterally affected cases, the lateral femorotibial (LFT) joint was treated alone with the MFT of the same stifle. In 10 bilaterally affected cases, bilateral MFT joints were treated, and in 1 bilateral case, 1 MFT and the contralateral LFT were treated. Some degree of articular cartilage damage was present in all 33 cases; 26 horses had fibrillation or small areas of damage, which were mechanically debrided during arthroscopy. Nine of 26 (35%) returned to previous level of work, 10/26 (38%) returned to work, and 7/26 (27%) failed to return. Seven horses had more severe cartilage damage or exhaustion and were treated by microfracture of the lesions. Five of these returned to the previous level of function (7%), 1 returned to work (4%) and 1 (6%) failed to return to work. The meniscal injury scoring system of Walmsley et al.13 was used to score the meniscal injuries in our horses. Twenty-four horses had meniscal damage recorded: 9 with a grade 1 score, 7 with a grade 2 score, and 8 with a grade 3 score. Of 9 horses given a meniscal score of 1, 5 (56%) returned to previous level, 4 (44%) returned to work. Of the 7 horses with a meniscal score of 2, 2 (29%) returned to previous level, 2 (29%) returned to work, and 3 horses (42%) failed to return. Of the 8 horses with a grade 3 meniscal score, 2 returned to previous level of work (25%), 3 (37%) returned to work, and 3 (37%) failed to return. This resulted in 62% of horses with a grade 3 meniscal tear being able to return to some level of work after treatment with BMSCs and surgical debridement.

Horses with meniscal lesions from our study were compared to horses reported with meniscal lesions from Cohen et al. and Walmsley et al. 12 There was a significant difference in the clinical proportion of horses able to return to work in the 3 studies (P<0.038) when examining all horses with meniscal injury irrespective of injury grade. Walmsley et al. (40%) and Cohen et al. (56.4%) reported a greater percentage of horses ‘failed to return to work’ compared to our study (25%).12 Overall, a higher percentage of horses in our study were able to return to some level of work (75%) compared to Walmsley et al. (60%) and Cohen et al. (64%).12,13 It is worth noting that the effect of concomitant injuries or the exclusion of horses with other injuries was not specifically addressed by Cohen et al. or Walmsley et al. nor was it stated whether horses in the ‘became sound’ or ‘improved’ groups of Cohen et al. were working or not.12

Discussion
In our study participating surgeons were instructed to enroll horses with severe injury or injuries that had failed other treatments. Joint flare occurred in 3 (9%) horses and there was no record in those cases of NSAIDs being administered before the BMSC injection (we recommend it). In particular note is that with grade 3 tears of the meniscus, 2/8 of the horses in our study returned to work, 6/4 in Cohen et al. study returned to work and 1/7 (14%) in the Walmsley et al. study returned to work.
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Back Problems


Take Home Message

Back problems in horses cause a considerable degree of wastage and lost performance in almost all athletic horses. Definitive diagnosis is often difficult due to vague clinical signs and the lack of good diagnostic imaging coupled with pathological reports. This has inevitably resulted in widespread controversy engendering many unsubstantiated opinions about the incidence and clinical significance of back problems, which only increase the state of confusion. Much of this controversy has resulted from the general dearth of knowledge of the functional aspects of the equine thoracolumbar spine and scientific studies on the pathogenesis of back problems in horses. It is also clear that many horses perform poorly without an underlying back problem and many other horses perform surprisingly well in spite of one. In recent years there has been an encouraging progression of studies and biomechanical research to improve this situation. There is also much more willingness for those involved with traditional methods of clinical medicine to work closely alongside those involved with spinal manipulative therapy and complementary medicine. The purpose of this chapter is to try and combine all these aspects for the benefit and treatment of suspected cases of back pain.

Back problems – A syndrome

The general description of a horse having ‘back problems’ is not particularly useful from either a diagnostics or therapeutic perspective. Affected horses could have differing combinations, severity, chronicity, distribution, and locations of soft tissue, articular, neurologic or even behavioral issues related to chronic pain and discomfort. From this perspective, a horse could also be described as having ‘lameness’ or ‘colic’, which signifies that a potential disease process is present but it is does not specify in any way the pathophysiology or affected tissues, which is often a prerequisite for providing a definitive diagnosis and focused treatment.

A proposed approach for describing the vague and sometimes complex clinical features associated with back problems in horses is to define back problems as a syndrome. A syndrome is typically defined as a collection of clinically recognizable features that often occur together and the presence of one of these features should alert the practitioner to the possibility of the presence of other findings. Within a syndrome, the reason that the clinical signs occur together typically has not yet been discovered (i.e., pathophysiology). The majority of musculoskeletal injuries are characterized by signs of acute inflammation, which include heat, swelling, pain, altered function, and in some cases redness. Chronic musculoskeletal injuries are also characterized by altered function and chronic pain (i.e., lameness) and swelling most likely due to effusion, fibrosis or osteophytosis. Therefore, the syndrome of acute back problems includes signs of heat, pain and altered function (e.g., stiffness, muscle hypertonicity) and occasional swelling due to the deep location of most spinal structures. All of these signs are clearly observable and measurable with existing objective outcome measures such as infrared thermography, pressure algometry, myotonometry, goniometry or other measures of spinal range of motion. Chronic back problems are characterized by signs of stiffness and chronic pain, which may include behavioral issues in some horses. The presence of any one of these clinical signs within the axial skeleton should then alert the examiner to the possibility of the existence of other related signs of back problems or spinal dysfunction.

Relationship of back pain to lameness

Lameness is not a typical feature of horses suffering primary back problems. However, secondary back pain is often associated with lameness as the underlying condition causing poor performance. Most primary back cases exhibit only low-grade hind limb lameness, which is often bilateral and most commonly associated with hock injury. A study in which back
The basic principles of medical management are to reduce pain and muscle spasms to permit better healing, followed by a program of rehabilitation and manipulative therapies. Consequentially, practitioners that focus solely on back problems (e.g., equine chiropractors) are likely not addressing concurrent lameness issues if they are not collaborating with limb lameness specialists. Conversely, practitioners that focus solely on limb lameness without considering the potential adverse effects on spinal function are likely not providing comprehensive treatment of musculoskeletal pain and poor performance.

Saddle fit
A frequent cause of back discomfort can be due to either an inappropriate saddle being used or the saddle not fitting properly. Most poorly fitting saddles produce pressure or pinching over the caudal withers region hence the appearance of white hairs in the midline. Horses change shape, particularly the contour of the back, when they are out of work (i.e., deconditioned) or if they have an increase in body weight. Many saddle-fitting techniques provide a static assessment of the fit of the saddle to the shape and contour of the withers and back. Unfortunately, saddles do not come in a wide variety of standardized sizes for individual fit and comfort, like clothes or shoes for humans. Most horses have to conform to only a few different tree widths and saddle types. Additionally, most poorly fitting saddles induce segmental dysfunction and localized or regional diffuse.

Medical management
The basic principles of medical management are to prevent further injury or stress to the back. It is therefore necessary in many cases to use a combination of medications (e.g., NSAID, muscle relaxants, corticosteroids, local irritants, or anesthetics) in addition to physiotherapy and manipulative therapies.

Conclusion
The focus of the physical examination of the vertebral column is to identify if a back problem exists and to localize the injury to either soft tissue, ossous, or neurologic structures. Traditional orthopedic and neurologic evaluations are important adjunctive assessments used to rule out other, more common, causes of lameness and neurological disorders. The spinal examination also helps to determine if the back problem is acute or chronic and if the vertebral dysfunction is segmental and localized or regional and diffuse.
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Physiologic effects of long-term immobilization of the equine distal limb

This study was done by Drs. H. Stewart, N. Werpy, W. McIlwraith and C. Kawcak and has been submitted to Equine Veterinary Journal.

Take home message

Casting of the distal limb of the horse (below the knee and encasing the foot) can lead to significant changes in the tissues of the fetlock joint. In particular, subchondral bone can lose significant density and articular cartilage and tendons and ligaments can lose strength leading to osteoarthritis and tendinosis within tissues. The results of this study will lead to future studies focused on rehabilitation strategies that can overcome the negative influences of lower limb casting.

Introduction

Lower limb casts in horses are often necessary to manage injuries. In some cases they are needed to supplement internal fixation of complex fractures. Two previous studies have demonstrated the negative influence of joint immobilization on subchondral bone and articular cartilage; however, a complete study of all the tissues was needed. The goal of this study was to evaluate the effects of lower limb immobilization on all tissues around the fetlock joint in the horse.

Materials and Methods

Sixteen, 3-5 year-old horses were used for this study. All horses were clinically normal at the beginning of this study based on x-rays, CT, MRI and clinical evaluation. After baseline data were obtained a lower limb cast was applied to one randomly selected forelimb in each horse for six weeks. After six weeks, the limbs were again evaluated, the case was removed and the horses began a gradual increase in exercise. Clinical data were obtained at that time and eight weeks later. Imaging data included radiography, CT (Figure 1), nuclear scintigraphy and MRI (Figure 2, 3). Serum biomarkers of bone metabolism were also acquired. Synovial fluid biomarkers of inflammation were also measured throughout the study.

Results

Horses were significantly lamer in the casted limb throughout the study than the uncasted limb. Clinical parameters of joint disease, which included joint capsule thickening, synovial effusion and pain on flexion were also significantly higher in the casted limb of each horse. Radiographic and MRI parameters of joint disease were also significantly higher in the casted limb compared to the control limb and on CT examinations there was a significant loss in bone density at the time of cast removal. There were also significant soft tissue changes as detected on MRI. In particular, there was degenerative changes present in the deep digital flexor tendon in the area of the fetlock joint in casted limbs.

CTX1, a serum biomarker of bone resorption was significantly higher during the casted period in all horses indicating active bone resorption occurred during that time.

PGE2, a marker of joint inflammation was significantly higher in synovial fluid from fetlock joints of the casted limb compared to those of the uncasted limb.

Discussion

This is the first study to show the effects of lower limb immobilization on all tissues in and around the fetlock joint of horses. There was significant decrease in bone density, which was not a surprise; however, the changes seen in the surrounding tissues have not been thoroughly described. The fact that there were significantly higher changes indicative of OA in the casted limb is a concern. These included the development of osteophytes, fragmentation, cartilage thinning and edema within tissues. In addition, the lesions seen within the deep digital flexor tendon of casted limbs is also a concern. Lower limb immobilization has been shown for quite some time now to lead to significant reduction in density based on the fact that the stimulus for maintaining bone strength is taken away. Although these changes are known to occur in other musculoskeletal tissues such as tendon, ligament and articular cartilage, the severity of changes were not expected for a six-week immobilization period. Therefore, methods to reduce these degenerative changes that occur as a consequence to lower limb immobilization need to be addressed in order to optimize tissue healing and maintenance of uninjured tissues in that area.
**Take Home Message**

A thorough physical examination, coupled with orthopaedic and neurologic evaluation, is used to identify common causes of lameness or neurologic disorders. A detailed spinal examination helps to identify compensatory or concurrent musculoskeletal issues not readily diagnosed or treated with traditional medical or surgical approaches. The spinal examination focuses on evaluating and localizing segmental vertebral dysfunction, which is characterized by localized pain, muscle hypertonicity, and reduced joint motion. The challenge is to identify the specific musculoskeletal structures affected and quantify the associated disability or altered function present.

**Introduction**

Chiropractic is a form of manual therapy that is characterized by the use of high-velocity, low-amplitude thrusts typically applied to regions of stiffness, pain or muscle hypertonicity within the axial skeleton. In humans, chiropractic care has primarily demonstrated clinical efficacy in treating acute and chronic neck and back pain. Due to human applications and perceived therapeutic efficacy in treating musculoskeletal issues, chiropractic techniques have subsequently been applied to horses. Equine chiropractic techniques within the United States were primarily developed and taught by Dr. Sharon Willoughby beginning in 1985. Since then, numerous veterinary chiropractic certification programs have been established worldwide. Currently, chiropractic evaluation and treatment techniques have been applied to sport horses for issues mostly related to poor performance and overt signs of back pain. It is likely that specific manual therapy techniques are inherently more effective than others in addressing each of these local, regional or systemic components. The challenge is in choosing the most appropriate form of manual therapy or combination of techniques that will be efficacious for an individual patient with specific musculoskeletal disabilities. If soft tissue restriction and pain are identified as the primary components of a musculoskeletal injury, then massage, stretching and soft tissue mobilization techniques are indicated for increasing tissue extensibility. However, if the musculoskeletal dysfunction is localized to articular structures, then stretching, joint mobilization and manipulation are the most indicated manual therapy techniques for restoring joint range of motion and reducing pain.

**Mechanism of action**

The goal of chiropractic treatment is to restore normal joint motion, stimulate neurologic reflexes, and to reduce pain and muscle hypertonicity. Multiple theories have been proposed and tested over the years to explain the pathophysiology of vertebral segment dysfunction and its interactions and influences on the neuromusculoskeletal system. Chiropractic treatment is thought to affect mechanoreceptors (i.e., Golgi tendon organ and muscle spindles) to induce reflex inhibition of pain, reflex muscle relaxation, and to correct abnormal movement patterns. The literature suggests that any stimulus that activates high-threshold receptors within the periarticular tissues has the potential to initiate unique neurologic reflexes associated with joint manipulation. Alterations in articular neurophysiology from mechanical or chemical injuries can affect both mechanoreceptor and nociceptor function via increased joint capsule tension and nerve ending hypersensitivity. Mechanoreceptor stimulation induces reflex paraspinal musculature hypertonicity and altered local and systemic neurologic reflexes. Nociceptor stimulation results in a lowered pain threshold, sustained afferent stimulation (i.e., facilitation), reflex paraspinal musculature hypertonicity, and abnormal neurologic reflexes.
Indications
A thorough diagnostic workup is required to identify soft tissue and osseous pathology, neurologic disorders, or other lameness conditions that may not be responsive to manual therapy. Clinical signs indicative of a primary spinal disorder include localized musculoskeletal pain, muscle hypertonicity and restricted joint motion. This triad of clinical signs can also be found in a variety of lower limb disorders; however, they are most evident in horses with neck or back problems. Clinical signs indicative of chronic or secondary spinal disorders include regional or diffuse pain, generalized stiffness, and widespread muscle hypertonicity. In these cases, further diagnostic evaluation or imaging should be done to identify the primary cause of lameness or poor performance. Chiropractic may help in the management of muscular, articular and neurologic components of select musculoskeletal injuries in performance horses. Musculoskeletal conditions that are chronic or recurrent, not readily diagnosed, or are not responding to conventional veterinary care may be indicators that manual therapy evaluation and treatment is needed. Chiropractic treatment is usually more effective in the early clinical stages of disease processes versus end-stage disease where reparative processes have been exhausted. Joint manipulation is usually contraindicated in the acute stages of soft tissue injury; however, mobilization is safer than manipulation and has been shown to have short-term benefits for acute neck or back pain in humans.20 Manipulation is probably more effective than mobilization for chronic neck or back pain and has the potential to help restore normal joint motion, thus limiting the risk of reinjury.21

Contraindications
Chiropractic is not a is not a ‘cure all for all joint or back problems and is generally contraindicated in the presence of fractures, acute inflammatory or infectious joint disease, osteomyelitis, joint ankylosis, bleeding disorders, progressive neurological signs, and primary or metastatic tumors.22 Contraindications are often based on clinical judgment and are related to the technique applied and skill or experience of the practitioner.23 Acute episodes of osteoarthritis, impingement dorsal spinous processes, and severe articular instability are often contraindications for manipulation. Inadequate physical or spinal examination and poorly developed manipulative skills are also contraindications for applying manual therapy.22 All horses with neurologic diseases should be evaluated fully to assess the potential risks or benefits of joint mobilization or manipulation. Cervical vertebral myopathy occurs because of both structural and functional disorders.24 Static compression caused by vertebral malformation and dynamic lesions caused by vertebral segment hypermobility are contraindications for cervical manipulation; however, adjacent regions of hypomobile vertebrae may benefit from mobilization or manipulation to help restore joint motion and reduce biomechanical stresses in the affected vertebral segments. Serious diseases requiring immediate medical or surgical care need to be ruled out and treated by conventional veterinary medicine before any routine manual therapy is initiated, although manual techniques may contribute to the rehabilitation of most post-surgical cases or severe musculoskeletal injuries by helping to restore normal joint motion and function. Horses that have concurrent hock pain (e.g., osteoarthritis) and a stiff, painful thoracolumbar or lumbosacral vertebral region are best managed by addressing all areas of musculoskeletal dysfunction.

Future Research
Further research is needed to assess the effectiveness of specific chiropractic techniques, or combined treatments for pain management and select lameness conditions. Currently there is no validated equine model for studying the effects of manual therapies which would allow characterization of the anatomic, biomechanical, neurophysiologic, pathophysiologic, cellular or biochemical changes associated with soft tissue and joint mobilization or high-velocity thrusts.23 Further understanding of the local and systemic effects of mobilization and manipulation on pain reduction and tissue healing is also needed. Additional studies are needed to determine the duration of the clinical effects of chiropractic treatment. Controlled trials using different forms of spinal manipulation (e.g., manual thrusts versus instrument-assisted thrusts versus manipulation under anesthesia) need to be done to determine which method is most effective for addressing specific disease processes. Studies are also needed to identify which specific clinical measures of back pain or performance are likely to benefit from the various forms of manual therapy, either individually or in combination. New methods of objectively measuring musculoskeletal dysfunction and further studies into the pathophysiology of chronic pain syndromes are needed to help assess the effectiveness of manual therapies on reducing morbidity and improving overall performance in equine athletes.
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Introduction

Physical rehabilitation is an effective treatment option for managing primary musculoskeletal injuries, as well as reducing or limiting harmful compensatory gait abnormalities in humans. Rehabilitation programs designed to address osteoarthritis and musculoskeletal injuries often incorporate some form of aquatic exercise. Exercising in water provides an effective medium for increasing joint mobility, promoting normal motor patterns, increasing muscle activation and reducing the incidence of secondary musculoskeletal injuries due to primary joint pathology. Humans with lower extremity osteoarthritis show a significant increase in limb-loading parameters, improved joint range of motion and a significant reduction in the severity of balance deficits following aquatic exercise. The enhancements in muscle strength and function associated with aquatic exercise also significantly improve proprioceptive deficits, poor motor control and abnormal locomotor characteristics typically found in osteoarthritic adults. While aquatic therapy is widely used in rehabilitation programs, there are few investigations into the benefits of this form of exercise for equine patients. Equine investigations involving aquatic therapy focus mainly on the horse’s physiologic responses to exercising in water. Swim training programs provide improvements in cardiovascular function, reductions in musculoskeletal injury (e.g., tendinosis) and increases in fast-twitch, high-oxidative muscle fibers, which reflect improved aerobic capacity. Fine-wire electromyography has been used to measure increased muscle activation of the thoracic limb musculature during pool swimming exercise, compared to overground walking. More recently, changes in stride parameters have been assessed while horses walked in various depths of water. Underwater treadmill exercise with water at the level of the ulna produced increased stride lengths and reduced stride frequencies, compared to walking in water at the level of the pastern joint. A similar study assessed the influence of water depth on distal limb joint range of motion. The varied depths of water (from <1 cm water height to the level of the stifle joint) significantly influenced the fetlock, carpal and tarsal joint range of motion.

Results of this study demonstrate that water at varying depths promotes joint specific increases in ranges of motion, therefore providing the ability to adapt therapeutic protocols to target certain joints. A study assessing the efficacy of underwater treadmill exercise to diminish the progression of experimentally induced carpal joint osteoarthritis was completed at the Colorado State University, Equine Orthopaedic Research Center. This project was established to provide an objective assessment of the pathologic characteristics associated with osteoarthritis and the potential clinical and disease-modifying effects allied with aquatic therapy.

Materials and Methods

An osteochondral fragment (OCF) was induced arthroscopically on day 0 in one middle carpal joint of all 16 horses. Beginning on study day 15, horses were assigned to either over-ground or underwater treadmill exercise (UWT) at the same speed, frequency and duration. Over-ground thoracic and pelvic limb ground reaction forces (GRF), thoracic limb kinematics and electromyography (EMG) of select thoracic limb muscles acting on the carpi were collected at study days 7, 14, 42 and 70. Weekly evaluations included clinical assessments of lameness, response to carpal flexion, passive range of motion (PROM) of thoracic limb articulations and postural sway in horses with experimentally induced carpal joint osteoarthritis.
ticularizations, middle carpal joint intra-articular pressure (IAP) and synovial fluid analysis. At study conclusion gross pathologic and histologic examinations of articular cartilage and synovial membrane from the middle carpal joints were performed.

Results
Underwater treadmill exercise was able to re-establish baseline levels of passive carpal flexion, returning the carpal joint to full range of motion. In addition, horses exercised in the underwater treadmill demonstrated evenly distributed thoracic limb axial loading, symmetrical timing of select thoracic limb musculature, and significant improvements in static balance control under various stance conditions. The improvement in clinical signs of osteoarthritis in the aquatic therapy group was further supported by evidence of disease-modifying effects at the histologic level. Underwater treadmill exercise reduced joint capsule fibrosis and decreased the degree of inflammatory infiltrate present in the synovial membrane. Results from this study indicate that underwater treadmill exercise is a viable therapeutic option in managing osteoarthritis in horses, which is fundamental to providing evidence-based support for equine aquatic therapy.

Discussion
Aquatic therapy incorporates several different mechanisms of action, all of which have particular benefit in the management of equine musculoskeletal disorders. The current human and veterinary literature suggests that aquatic therapy has beneficial effects on several osteoarthritis-related morbidities, such as pain reduction and increased joint range of motion. Well-designed, controlled, clinical trials using aquatic therapy are needed in horses to determine dosages effects (e.g., water level, duration and speed) and to assess clinical changes in soft tissue swelling, joint stability and motor control patterns associated with adaptive and maladaptive compensatory gait alterations. The diverse physical characteristics of aquatic therapy provide unique approaches to individualized rehabilitation of osteoarthritis and secondary musculoskeletal issues in horses.
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